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Propagandists Among
Patriot Act Foes
I feel obligated to respond to the article
in your winter issue entitled “Freedom
Fighter” ( winter ’04 Colby) about Carolyn
Anthony’s reservations about the Patriot Act.
The opening scenario in that article
is totally unlikely and only propaganda
promulgated by the liberal elite. Since
the Patriot Act was passed in October
2001 (overwhelmingly by both the House
and the Senate I might add), it has been
distorted beyond recognition by a coalition
of anti-Bush leftists and libertarian
extremists. It’s a meaningful piece of
legislation and must be made permanent
if we Americans are really serious about
national security. We’re in a war to death
with a terrorist enemy whose deepest
civilization values come straight out of the
8th century. For these terrorists there’s no
mercy or tolerance for those who might
choose a different path.
The Patriot Act is not an assault on the
Bill of Rights or our rights to privacy, as
purported by Ms. Anthony. Essentially,
this act has taken down the wall that
kept criminal investigators from sharing
critical information with intelligence
agents and this law has paid handsome
dividends ever since. I should know since
one of my brothers, Nathaniel, is on the
FISA (Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Act) Court and the other, Slade, is on the
9/11 Commission.
One Patriot Act reform that has been
severely maligned is Section 215, which
merely extends to national security
investigations, conducted under FISA,
the same authority to subpoena business
records that criminal investigators have
exercised for years; and intelligence
agents must obtain approval from the
FISA Court before compelling records
production. Library records aren’t even
mentioned in the statute.
Section 215 expressly contains
safeguards protecting First Amendment
rights and requires the Attorney General
to fully inform Congress twice a year about
how the provision has been implemented.
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According to my brother Nathaniel
(whose FISA Court must approve all wire
taps, eavesdropping etc.), this provision
to date has not been used a single time,
neither for library records nor indeed
for records of any kind. The financial
arrangements of the terrorists, not
reading habits, actually are the target of
the Patriot Act.
The bottom line is that the Patriot Act is
a small price to pay in privacy rights for our
overall security.
Mike Gorton P’87
Needham, Mass.

“Openness” is Welcome
I transferred to Colby from the
Connecticut Teachers College in New
Britain, Conn., thereby losing some
opportunities to take certain courses at
Colby. I majored in religion, but realized
later that I should have spent more time
learning about history and economics
to be a more useful citizen. Through
various experiences I learn constantly
how little I know, and how much more
effective I might be if I knew more. All
of those experiences for which I received
payment were in education, both public
and religious. Since then the learning
continues, especially since my husband
and I are both retired. I cannot always
read every word in your magazine, since
we seem to be “drowning” in paper most
of the time, but I am very happy to learn
the stories of students and faculty who are
learning also.
In my two-plus years before graduation
from Colby, I had a Japanese friend, Peter
Igarashi, and of course we were still at war.
One day, walking down Main Street in
Waterville, we passed a man who looked
at Peter and snarled out loud. I don’t
have proof, but I gather he had been in
the armed services and taught to hate
the Japanese. Learning takes place at any
unexpected moment. Peter went on to
become a respected professor.
To keep this from being too long, let
me say how pleased I am that, unlike

when I was there, you now have students
of differing races and backgrounds and
concern for society and the world. In
a recent issue, I was happy to find an
openness to gay-lesbian issues and gay
marriages. Many of my faxes to my senators
and representative, and to the White
House, are about these and all other
justice issues.
My retired United Methodist pastor
husband and I will celebrate 53 years of
marriage this June, but we were thrilled to
be a part of a wedding ceremony several
years ago of a friend’s daughter to her
female lover. We have been supporters
of the rights of all persons for all of our
married life. So, keep up the good work
of true education for the real world. Our
daily prayers are that our country will live
up to its dream of a caring and inclusive
community.
Grace Keefer Parker ’45
Babylon, N.Y.

Mules in the House
Last weekend, Cross-eyed Rosie
(spring ’04 Colby) went on our first tour to
California—one performance at the Arena
Theatre in Pt. Arena, near Mendocino, and
another in San Francisco. As we started
our first song on the Arena Theatre stage,
a loud “Hail, Colby, Hail” resounded from
somewhere in the darkness. My curiosity
grew through both sets and it wasn’t until
we were greeting the crowd after the show
that I understood.
	 Turns out a Colby grad had read
about Cross-eyed Rosie in Colby magazine
and had investigated our Web site as a
result. She and her husband drove two
hours each way to see our show.
I was so deeply moved that someone
would travel so far to support fellow Colby
alumni. Thankfully, she seemed pleased
with our performance. I wish I could
remember her name. I can’t think of many
shows we’ve played when there was not a
Colby alum present. Amazing!
Zoë Kaplan ’97
Portland, Ore.

Letters Welcome
Colby welcomes your letters. Send them to Gerry Boyle, editor; Colby magazine; Office
of Communications; 4181 Mayflower Hill; Waterville, ME 04901, or by e-mail to
mag@colby.edu. Length should be limited to 300 words or fewer. Colby reserves the right
to edit letters for length and clarity.

Education First; Sports Second
A proposal is being advanced in all
seriousness to pay so-called studentathletes regular salaries for their services,
acknowledging them as the professionals
they really are, who bring in billions of
dollars annually to the monolith known as
“college sports.”
I have a better idea. Why not just junk
the whole overblown industry and return
the nation’s campuses to their original
purpose—education? Let those students
who demonstrate they can do college
work play sports if they like, but restrict
admission and participation to bona fide
honest-to-God students.
It’s a travesty that the NCAA can
piously boast of graduating just over
half of those students who get athletic
“scholarships.” That’s bad enough, but
minority students playing basketball are
exploited significantly more. According to
Richard Lapchick, director of the Institute
for Diversity and Ethics in Sports at the
University of Central Florida, a whopping
58 colleges in Division 1 (those with the
biggest sports programs) failed to graduate
a single African American six years after
those students had entered those schools.

On top of that, illegal gambling on
college basketball milked our troubled
economy for an estimated $3.5 billion this
year alone.
Thank God there are still colleges—
including Colby—that believe in keeping
sports in perspective and in jealously and
zealously safeguarding their academic
mission. We lose our share of games, but
that’s all they are.
Like other alumni, I take pride in
reports in national publications listing
our alma mater among the best of its kind
when it comes to the true purpose of
college—education.
Sid McKeen ’49
Punta Gorda, Fla.

On Bixler and Schweitzer
Rima Carlson’s account of her
experience at the Albert Schweitzer
Hospital in Gabon, Africa (“Following
Schweitzer’s Path,” winter ’04 Colby),
has particular meaning for alumni who
attended Colby during 1954-55, my
freshman year.
As a person who enjoyed the “warmhearted and loyal” friendship of Dr.
Schweitzer, President Julius Seelye Bixler

named Schweitzer’s autobiography, Out
of My Life and Thought, as our book of
the year. The entire Colby community—
students, faculty, all departments and
classes—was urged to read it, even
though doing so would satisfy no course
requirement nor be the subject of any quiz
or test.
I still have my copy, a paperback full of
penciled margin notes in response to big
ideas I was encountering for the first time:
Bach’s organ music, reverence for life, the
quest for the historical Jesus, and making a
lifetime career of humanitarian assistance.
Dr. Bixler liked the idea that the whole
campus would have a common reading
experience. Is that an idea whose time has
come back?
Helen Payson Seager ’58
Nantucket, Mass.
Cornel West Footnote Cheryl Townsend
Gilkes, John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur
Professor of Sociology and African-American
Studies, has informed Colby she was misquoted
in a story about Cornel West that appeared in
the spring 2004 issue of Colby. Gilkes, a professional colleague of West, told Colby that she
did not use the word “violent” to describe West
in introductory remarks she made prior to his
speech in Page Commons in March.

Contributors
Alexis Grant ’03
(“A Year After
Leaving . . . ,”
p. 24) is a graduate student at
Northwestern
University’s
Medill School of Journalism. An
avid runner, she plans to write for
a newspaper in New Zealand this
fall and graduate in March. Before
attending Medill, Grant covered
state government at the Gannett
News Service in Albany, N.Y.

Ru Freeman
(“Whose Fault Is
It?” p. 40) is a
freelance writer.
She writes on
international
affairs for the
Island newspaper in Sri Lanka, the
Madison Eagle in New Jersey and
for the Morning Sentinel in Waterville. Freeman lives in Waterville
with her husband, Mark Freeman,
Colby’s director of institutional
research, and their three children.

Ernie Clark
(“Crew Captures Rowers’
Hearts,” p. 30),
is a sportswriter
for the Bangor
Daily News. A
sports radio talk show host and
co-founder of Maine RoundBALL
Magazine, Clark also serves as
color analyst for Maine Public
Television’s annual high school
basketball tournament coverage.

Abigail Wheeler
’04 (“Alumni
Network,” p. 25)
has written for
Audubon magazine as well as
several Maine
newspapers. Since graduating from
Colby in May she has gone on to
a position in public relations in
New Hampshire.
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from the editor
Here at Colby we had been talking for years about doing a story on the
2004 presidential election. After all, Colby faculty members are tapped
regularly by national and international media looking for insight into the
political process. If The New York Times calls on our professors to edify its
readers, why shouldn’t Colby do the same?
The question for the editors here: what could our magazine add to
the discussion? What could an article in Colby say that hadn’t already
been said?
“What’s at Stake,” (page 14) is the result of an open-ended approach to
the story. It is the antithesis of the sound bite. I think of it as “the Spa approach.”
One of the not-small benefits of spending time on Mayflower Hill is the opportunity to chat with
faculty members about the day’s news. A chance encounter in the Spa can turn into a 20-minute
analysis of the situation in the Middle East, and I almost always come away feeling I know much
more about the world. This issue of Colby tries to offer our readers a Spa conversation of their own.
We went to faculty members and asked a very general question: “What do you think is important
about this presidential election?” Then we turned the tape recorder on, sat back and listened.
The subjects vary according to interests and expertise. Joe Reisert talked about the Supreme
Court. Patrice Franko focused on global economics. Cal Mackenzie, the election itself. Sandy Maisel,
the polarization of our country. Rob Weisbrot discussed foreign policy, new and old.
We also left Mayflower Hill to tap a couple of national political experts who are Colby alumni. Amy
Walter ’91 and Stu Rothenberg ’70 offer inside-the-Beltway perspectives that might surprise you.
Of course these are only excerpts. (The interviews sped along at a rate of about 5,000 words
per hour.) The selections we printed are verbatim, and I think you’ll find that all of the participants
are articulate, intelligent and think impressively on their feet. All of that time in front of a class has
its benefits.
So think of this as your chance to come back, if not to the Spa, then to class. It’s a seminar on
the presidential election taught by a roster of the College’s experts. We hope you will feel a bit better
informed when Election Day arrives. I know I will.

No, you didn’t miss an issue. This is the fall 2004 Colby, according to our new publication
schedule. We’ve adjusted our publication cycle to better coincide with the seasonal labels we affix
to our magazines and to better fit the schedule of the other publications that the Colby design
office produces. The fall issue will land in mid-August, winter in November, spring in February and
summer in May.
You’ll also notice that we’ve redesigned the magazine. The new look will allow for better display
of compelling illustrations and photographs and for a new “Colby News” section on what’s been
happening at Colby. We hope you like the new look. As always, readers’ thoughts on the magazine
are welcomed.
A last note on changes behind the scenes at Colby. Two mainstays of the magazine team, Production Coordinator Joanne Lafreniere and Media Editor Alicia Nemiccolo MacLeay ’97, have left Colby.
Lafreniere, who has served in various capacities at the College for 35 years, pleasantly but firmly
kept things on track for Colby and will be sorely missed. The same goes for MacLeay, who was
valued as a writer and editor but decided she preferred the full-time company of her new son, Burke.
We wish them all the best and welcome Ruth Jacobs, formerly of Maine Times, to our staff.

								Gerry Boyle ’78, P ’06
								Managing Editor
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periscope
Gleaned from the campus newsletter, FYI

Focus on Environment
In April the New England Office
of the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency gave Colby
an Environmental Merit Award
for its “exceptional work and
commitment to the environment
in 2003.” In a presentation to
trustees about the achievements
of Colby’s Environmental Advisory Group, Tom Tietenberg
(economics and environmental
studies) said Colby has become
recognized as a national leader
in sustainability.

Managing Admits
Dean of Admissions Parker
Beverage reported on the
strongest admitted class ever,
noting that the mean SAT
scores continued their ascent to
a combined 1,383—16 points
higher than last year’s admitted
group. Of the 1,441 prospective
students offered admission in the
Class of ’08 from a pool of 4,065
applicants, 132 had a perfect
800 on either the math or verbal
SAT. That’s more than twice as
many as in the admitted group
three years ago. Offers went to
students from every state except
Louisiana, Mississippi and South
Carolina. Last report had the
class on target for slightly more
than 500 first-year students.

April Fools Pranks
We aren’t (officially) amused
by the hacker who impersonated President Bro Adams
to announce a bogus museum
acquisition April 1. But it
brought this from FYI’s editor
emeritus, Earl Smith. Early in
his term as dean of students,
long before e-mail, a student got
hold of official stationery and
fired off letters to a half-dozen
or so schoolmates—“students
whom he knew to be miscreants,” Earl writes. “The let-

Another Watson

30 Years, No Excuses
If you have Cal Mackenzie (government) for a professor, plan to
have an extraordinary excuse for an absence. In his 30-year teaching career, Cal has yet to miss a single class. His closest call came
when he gave a Colby campaign kickoff speech in
San Francisco, caught a red-eye to Boston, headed
north at extra-legal speeds
and pulled in just in time for
his 9:30 a.m. class. As the
spring semester drew to a
close, Cal made sure the
streak would continue. After
his car made ominous noises
going home Thursday, he got up early on
Friday, borrowed his wife’s car, set out by
dawn’s early light, and found himself in the
office with two hours to spare. That’s when
he realized the perfect attendance record was
becoming “a real albatross,” he said. “I’m
getting too old for this.”

ters, over my fake signature,
demanded that these students
appear at once in my office.
Three of them confessed to their
crimes before I could inform
them of the scam.”

History with a Bang
Students from Professor
Elizabeth Leonard’s Civil War
history class got a firsthand look
into history when Ron Poulin
(PPD) arranged to bring more
than a dozen Civil War reenactors to the field house parking
lot for an encampment and demonstrations on April 26. One
piece on exhibit was the Civil
War cannon that Ron built. The
decision was made not to actually fire weapons, so reenactors
had to make do by shouting
“bang” instead.

Special Delivery
Nice to see Colby families
arriving for commencement
activities, no one more welcome
than the brother of Charles
Data ’04, Jackson Malish, who
arrived from Uganda. Student Postmaster Allen LaPan

proved his legendary generosity
knows no season by paying for
Malish’s travel arrangements.
“It’s called an investment,” said
Allen, typically modest about his
role. “Charles told me when he
becomes president of his country, I can be postmaster general,”
Allen explained, “and that he’ll
pay me the same five-fifty an
hour that I’ve been paying him
for four years.”

Colby Continues to Care
About 200 students and President Bro Adams turned out
April 24th for the eighth annual
Colby Cares Day, reports Jenn
Rosenberg ’04, director of the
Colby Volunteer Center, which
sponsors Colby Cares Day
Volunteers invested about four
hours each, and crews attacked
15 different projects in Waterville and neighboring towns,
from cleaning up the threemile loop to working at a
retirement home to helping
out Waterville fire and rescue.
Kudos to Jenn and student
organizers who keep this admirable tradition going.

Colby’s Watson Fellowship
streak remains unbroken since
1970-71 with Karen Prager
’04 of Medfield, Mass., named
a 2004-05 Thomas J. Watson
Foundation Fellow. Karen, a history major and Russian language
and culture minor, will receive
$22,000 to travel to Russia
to study “Faith Under Fire:
Women of the Russian Orthodox Church.” She is Colby’s
56th Watson fellow.

And Two Bright Fulbrights
Also traveling abroad are Colby’s
newest Fulbright Scholarship
recipients: Elizabeth Holmes
’04, an international studies
major from Hofheim, Germany,
and Christine Mehta ’04, a
government and German studies
double major from Lawrenceville,
N.J. Beth’s project, “Women’s
Participation in Development—
Building Morocco through Literacy,” will take her to Morocco.
Christine will travel to Berlin for
her project, “The Implication of
German Asylum Laws for Kurdish Refugees.”

Moosecellaneous
Dean of Admissions Parker
Beverage told of a guidance
counselor who called to inquire
about an applicant’s status.
Some investigation on both ends
revealed that while Colby had
received all the necessary letters
of recommendation, the student
had sent the actual application to
Colby-Sawyer in New Hampshire....Seniors honored Assistant
Professor Jonathan White (sociology) with the 2004 Charles
Bassett/Senior Class Teaching
Award and Lydia BolducMarden (health services)
received the Senior Class Service
Award for outstanding dedication and service to students.
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colby news

For Terry Waite, Forgiveness Trumps Resentment
Humanitarian, hostage
negotiator and former hostage Terr y Waite told a
Colby audience in April that
the treatment of suspected
terrorists at Guantanamo
has undermined the foundation of human international
rights that the United States
has long championed.
Waite, the former envoy
for the Archbishop of Canterbury, has dedicated himself to human rights since
he was released after being
taken hostage in Beirut in 1987. Working to
secure the release of other hostages there,
Waite ultimately spent 1,763 days in captivity,
including four years in solitary confinement.
In his lecture, sponsored by Gail ’62 and
Allan Gerrish and associated with Colby’s
Goldfarb Center for Public Policy, Waite said

his experience as a hostage
helped form his own sense
of morality, one that turns
on forgiveness rather than
resentment. “It is okay to
experience suffering,” he
said, “but you must not let
[that] turn to bitterness.”
Waite, who returned to
Beirut and publicly forgave
his captors, compared his
experience with that of the
Guantanamo detainees.
“These prisoners (at Guantanamo), were taken on
suspicion, shackled, blindfolded, not afforded
due process, denied contact with family for a
long time and some face the death penalty,”
he said. “There is little difference between
their situation and the one I was in.”
Responding to a question, Waite pointed
out that most of the prisoners released from

Guantanamo were nationals of countries
considered to be friends of the United States,
while others, from countries hostile to the U.S.,
had remained in custody for nearly two years.
“The laws of international human rights were
born and cradled here,” Waite said of the U.S.
“We have undermined them in a single strike.
These are laws that cannot be divided between
how they are applied to our friends and how
we apply them to others. That is not justice.”
He said recent events have created enormous distrust of the U.S. and its allies and
increased resentment of U.S. power and
wealth. “Never has the power of America
been so great and never has its standing been
so low,” Waite said. “This country has fought
hard and long for freedom and democracy,
and in the end they will win. You can’t keep
democracy down. In the end, the people of
this country, not the brutal politicians, will
win. I have great confidence in the American
people.” —Ru Freeman

Alexie Chronicles “Crimes of Irony”
It took a squall of organizational energy for Zoe Hallowell ’04
and the Four Winds student organization to land Native American
author and filmmaker Sherman Alexie as a campus speaker in April.
But with an appreciative standing-room-only crowd in Page Commons—including Alexie fans from the Waterville area and from the
Penobscot Nation, north of Bangor, in the audience—it was worth
it, Hallowell said.
Alexie, whose latest book is a collection of stories, Ten Little Indians,
was named one of the “20 writers for the 21st century” by The New
Yorker and one of the best American novelists under age 40 by Granta.
He made the films Smoke Signals and The Business of Fancydancing, and
he is working on a project to publish an anthology of Native American
writers born since 1960, he told students at a dinner before his talk.
But his presentation at Colby, titled “Without Reservations: An
Urban Indian’s Comic, Poetic, and Highly Irreverent Look at the
World,” was more performance art in the tradition of Spalding Gray
than it was a literary reading.
Improvising on a narrative that began with the discovery that his
grandfather was a bona fide hero in World War II, Alexie traced the
effects of his grandfather’s death in the war on his father’s generation
and on his own “Rez-to-riches” life story. The narrative examined
issues of race, politics, religion, sexuality and imagination and ended
with a description of Alexie, delirious with flu symptoms, accepting
his grandfather’s war medals from an Army general during The Oprah
Winfrey Show.
Describing himself as racially “ambiguous,” he said that can be
tough, particularly since 9-11 and particularly in airports. (“Random
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Native American author and filmmaker Sherman Alexie

search, my ass,” drew a big laugh.) Alexie recalled crossing a city
street in Washington state, where he lives, and having a white driver
roll down his window to yell, “Why don’t you go back to your
own country!”
“It wasn’t so much a hate crime,” he said after the laughter subsided,
“as a crime of irony.”
In the end he told the crowd that we all have to live with contradictions. “I’m a pro-abortion, Catholic Indian,” he said. “You need
scientific notation to measure my guilt.”

Wit & Wisdom
“What better way to ease 400-some-odd
scared freshmen into college life than to send
them off into the wilderness with a summer
sausage in one hand and a bag of gorp in the
other and say, ‘Now go make friends.’”

Catherine Chuprevich ’04, speaking to
her classmates at Commencement in May.
Chuprevich, the class speaker, recalling her Colby
Outdoor Orientation Trip as a first-year student.
“They taught us how to treat different bars
on the uniforms. They taught us how to
recognize a gaping chest wound, but not
what to do about it if we saw one.”

Boston Globe reporter Brian MacQuarrie
’74, discussing pre-war training for journalists,
including himself, who would become embedded
with the troops for the assault on Baghdad. MacQuarrie addressed a standing-room-only crowd
June 5, during Reunion Weekend.
“I met Shirley in 1970 when a sophomore
at Colby. She worked in our residence hall
and immediately adopted her twelve Roberts
Union charges. Before long, we were out at
the farm, and our lives changed forever.”

Eric Rolfson ’73, eulogizing Shirley Littlefield, the
legendary dining hall worker who died April 3.
“A tip for other non-traditional [read ‘much
older’] students. Don’t take classes where
you might be expected to sit on the floor. It’s
hard to get back up without calling attention
to yourself.”

Ellen Corey ’04, assistant director of stewardship
at Colby, who, at 59, received the Colby degree
she earned one course at a time
over 16 years.
“It turned out to be a ferocious competition,
including one room that never turned their
lights on for a whole week. I think they
reduced their electricity consumption
by eighty percent. Unfortunately, that’s
not sustainable.”

Tom Tietenberg, Mitchell Professor of Economics,
on a contest to see which students in the Alfond
senior apartments could reduce their electricity
consumption the most.

Brody Award Panel: Federal
Sentencing Mandates Limit Judges
The federal sentencing guidelines established in 1987 made it a lot tougher for
judges to display Solomonic wisdom, said Colleen Khoury ’64, dean of the University
of Maine Law School. Moderator of a panel of state and federal judges, attorneys and
experts in the law who spoke at Colby on March 30, Khoury led off the discussion
with a question: are the federal sentencing guidelines really guidelines, or are they
a straitjacket?
Maine state Rep. Janet Mills, formerly a district attorney for Androscoggin,
Franklin and Oxford counties, said her views on the controversial sentencing
guidelines changed one day when the late justice Morton A. Brody sentenced an
arsonist to probation instead of the stiff jail term she asked for. Mills said the
sentencing guidelines, in failing to consider individual circumstances as Judge
Brody did, “took humanity out of it.” She didn’t always agree with Judge Brody, “but
he was fair,” she said. “That’s why we have judges.”
The panel discussion was held in conjunction with the presentation of Colby’s
Morton A. Brody Distinguished Judicial Service Award, which recognizes an
outstanding U.S. federal or state judge who embodies the same qualities of integrity,
compassion, humanity and judicial craftsmanship exhibited by Brody during his
career as a U.S. district court judge. The 2004 Brody Award honoree, Richard S.
Arnold, senior circuit judge of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit in
Little Rock, Ark., unfortunately was ill and unable to attend.
The six-member panel, sponsored by Colby’s Goldfarb Center for Public Affairs
and Civic Engagement, included Massachusetts District Court Judge Nancy
Gertner, who told the standing-room-only crowd in Lovejoy 100 that the sentencing
guidelines came about because judges had no training in sentencing and sentences
varied from court to court. But the guidelines “have forced us to deal with human
beings as categories and numbers,” she said.
The sentencing guidelines are “a spreadsheet”: across the top, the crime; down the
side, the numbers, which determine the length of a sentence, said David Beneman,
executive director of the Maine Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers. “We have
turned into a retribution machine.” The 1987 federal guidelines shifted power from
the judicial branch to the executive branch, Beneman said, calling the guidelines “the
worst law in the last twenty years.”
Evert Fowle, district attorney for Kennebec and Somerset counties, and U.S.
Attorney Paula Silsby both said they have managed to function within the guidelines
in Maine. There are “cases in which guidelines work a great injustice,” Silsby
admitted. “But you try to avoid Draconian standards”—by claiming, for example,
that all the charges filed can’t be proved, thereby watering down the sentence.
Fowle said that in 95 to 98 percent of cases, the court “has leeway” in sentencing
and only 2 to 5 percent of cases involve federal guidelines. The problem, according
to Fowle, is that offenders do not serve out entire sentences, which creates public
cynicism and distrust of the system. “If we’re giving a sentence of three years, let’s
serve as close to three as possible,” he said.
Maine Superior Court Judge Arthur Brennan ’68 said sentencing is “a lot tougher
when you look somebody in the eye.” And sentencing may involve knowing “when
to let up”—for instance, if an offender has reunited with a family and has a support
system and a job.
“This is not science, folks,” said Brennan. “This is art.”
—Robert Gillespie
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Bull Session
Meagan Berg ’07 just prior to being thrown from a mechanical bull that was part of Foss Arts festivities in May.

Bill Alfond Field to Ease Winter’s Sting
Every generation of Colby students includes
some who wish Maine winters weren’t quite so
long, and few of those students yearn for clear
fields and dry ground in March and April more
fervently than spring-season athletes. Though
Maine weather isn’t likely to change, installation
of a synthetic turf playing field will take some of
the sting out of late winter at Colby
Construction of the Bill Alfond Field began in
June after William ’72 and Joan Alfond made a
$1.35-million gift in the form of a fund-raising
challenge. Enthusiasm for the project, evident
in contributions to fulfill the Alfonds’ challenge,
was such that the construction schedule was
accelerated this summer, and Administrative Vice
President and Treasurer Arnie Yasinski said the
field would be ready this fall, well before February
15, the earliest date under NESCAC rules that
spring sports teams can practice.
8 COLBY / fall 2004

The synthetic surface can be plowed of snow so
teams will be able to practice before natural fields
are snow-free. The Bill Alfond Field will be equipped
with lights, allowing use into evening hours. The
new facility will permit early-season home lacrosse
games in Waterville after many years in which
games had to be moved to Lewiston or Brunswick
until Colby’s natural fields dried out.
The synthetic turf field emerged as a priority in the strategic Plan for Colby, approved in
2002. In announcing the Alfonds’ gift this spring,
President William Adams said, “We must remain
competitive, both in regard to our athletic teams
and to attracting applicants for admission, and
Bill and Joan Alfond’s gift helps in both respects
by providing Colby with a state-of-the-art facility.
Their generosity carries on a family tradition that
has helped shape the College as it is today,” he
said, referring to a long list of philanthropic con-

tributions from the Alfond family.
Of Colby’s 32 varsity sports, 11 are teams that
play on outdoor fields and will use the new field,
for competition, practices or both. Colby’s club and
intramural sports also will use the surface, and the
field will be available for use by the greater Waterville community as scheduled by the College.
The overall project will include a 240- by 360foot playing surface, lighting, bleachers, restrooms
and a scoreboard. “We have the best student
athletes and the best coaches,” Bill Alfond said.
“In order for Colby to be a winner, this synthetic
grass field is the last piece of the puzzle.”
“Athletics play a powerful role in the educational process and we recognize how important
team experiences are to individual students and
to the College,” Adams said. More information
about the proposed facility is online at www.colby.
edu/athletics/facilities/alfondfield.shtml.

New Alumni Center is Monument to Friendship
Forty-one years ago, three young men—one each from Massachusetts, New Hampshire and Connecticut—met at Colby. To say theirs
would be a lasting friendship would be like saying there is a bit of a
rivalry between Mules and Polar Bears.
Doug Schair ’67, Kurt Swenson ’67 and Tom Watson ’67 pledged
the ATO fraternity together in 1963 and ended up as roommates there.
After graduation all three would attend Boston College Law School,
though on slightly different schedules and with different outcomes.
And in April of this year the trio reunited to do something together
that will stand indefinitely as a monument to the strength of the bonds
that are formed by Colby students and that last lifetimes. They jointly
gave the naming gift for a new $6-million building on the Colby
Green—the Schair-Swenson-Watson Alumni Center.
On April 17 Schair and Watson and their family members were
on hand for a ceremonial groundbreaking with important symbolism
for a college approaching its 200th anniversary. The new alumni
center will be the first new building on the Colby Green, which is the
site of the largest and most ambitious expansion of campus facilities
since Colby moved from downtown to the Mayflower Hill campus Construction continues on the Schair-Swenson-Watson Alumni Center,
due to be completed in mid-2005.
more than 50 years ago. The chrome-plated shovels only turned
over a few spadesful of dirt, but the act launched a series of projects what he called inadequate facilities it shares in two widely separated
that will represent more than $50 million in new facilities when the buildings. The new offices in the Schair-Swenson-Watson Alumni
campus expansion plan is fulfilled, sometime after the College’s 2013 Center will provide the facilities for future Colby growth and they
bicentennial. “It’s really the beginning of a new chapter for Colby will benefit academic programs as well; offices vacated in Eustis and
College,” Schair said at the groundbreaking ceremony.
Millett will be used to alleviate a space crunch that has forced some
Alex Wilson ’73, chair of the Alumni
professors on sabbatical to work in offCouncil, told the gathering, “For many
campus offices.
Douglas M. Schair ’67
years it has been the dream of numerous
At the groundbreak ing President
Insurance Investment Associates
alumni to be able to come back to Colby
William Adams said, “Doug’s vision on
Portland, Maine
and to gather in a warm, welcoming,
this was singular, powerful and relentColby Trustee, 1994-2002, 2003alumni space at the center of campus. The
less,” as he worked first to speak to variMajor: Administrative Science
beautiful new building planned for this
ous groups about the strategic necessity
Graduate Degree: M.B.A., Harvard
space will fulfill that dream.”
of the building and then to raise the
Business School 1971
Four new buildings are envisioned in
necessary capital to make the April 2004
the strategic Plan for Colby, approved
groundbreaking possible.
Kurt M. Swenson ’67
two years ago, all of them to be built in
Schair said his family wouldn’t allow
President, CEO and Chairman,
the new district east of Mayflower Hill
him to have just their name on the alumni
Rock of Ages Corporation
Drive. It is fitting that first among them
and development center, so he turned to his
Concord, N.H.
is the alumni building, which will include
old college buddies, who stepped up with
Alumni Class President, 1987-92
offices for development and alumni relathe support to make the project a reality.
Major: Administrative Science
tions, Schair said, since alumni engage“The best alumni memories,” Wilson
Graduate Degree: J.D., Boston College
ment is the foundation on which the
said, “are of the enduring friendships
Law School 1970
campus expansion and other initiatives
forged as students while attending Colby.”
of the strategic plan will be built.
Cou nt t he Schair-Swenson-Wat son
Thomas J. Watson III ’67
As the strategic plan took shape, Schair
friendship as one that will, literally and
Retired lawyer and entrepreneur
didn’t feel Colby’s alumni and developappropriately, be cast in bronze or chiseled
Wilton, Conn.
ment effort could accomplish its goals in
in stone at Colby.
Colby Trustee, 1975-81, Overseer 1990-98
Major: Sociology
Graduate Degree: J.D., Boston College
Law School 1973
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Andriy Avramenko
Ukraine

Nurlan Assilbekov
Kazakhstan

Madhi Bseiso
Jordan

Charles Benson Data
Sudan

Igor Gnyp
Ukraine

ElizaBeta Gorgoska
Macedonia

Emma James
New Zealand

Nicholas Matatu
Zimbabwe

Global
Reflections
Ana Prokic
Serbia
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Diego Puig
Argentina

Peter Rashkov
Bulgaria

Valentina Saltane
Latvia

Ona Virketyte
Lithuania

The first Davis UWC scholars to graduate from
Colby consider their experience on Mayflower Hill
In some respects they could be any nine seniors sitting around a table two months before
graduation. At first the focus is dinner: take-out food from their favorite Thai restaurant. Exotic
aromas of peanut sauce and curry mix with bursts of laughter and competing voices, some
spiced with intriguing accents of their own. Conversation ranges all over the map.
Who’s got the big job? Who’s going straight to graduate school? Who’s the free spirit, still
unconcerned about anything like plans? Who is going back home?
But these students are part of the first group of scholarship recipients sponsored by Shelby
and Gale Davis—nine of Colby’s first 13 Davis United World College (UWC) Scholars, from
Argentina, Bulgaria, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Latvia, Lithuania, Macedonia, New Zealand, Serbia,
Sudan, Ukraine and Zimbabwe. While many of their interests are the timeless concerns of college seniors on the cusp of graduating, others are unusual, related to their status as pioneers
or their individual circumstances. Here is some of what was on their minds as they prepared
to take leave of Mayflower Hill.
By Stephen Collins ’74
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Ana Prokic, a Serb who went home to
Belgrade during NATO bombing of her
homeland, finds herself straddling loyalties. At Colby she found herself defending
Eastern European views, but at home, she
said, “I find myself defending the American
point of view and American way of living
and American culture. Because while I am
Serbian, and there’s nothing that can change
that, at the same time I spent six years in
this country and have grown to love it. . . . I
feel like I float right in the middle between
two cultures.”
Prokic acknowledges that a Colby education, without any student loans to pay off, was
a stunning gift. “[Davis] gave us an opportunity for the future that, speaking personally, I
never would have had. My parents won’t earn
in their lifetime a year’s tuition in this school.
It changed my life and gave me a future and
possibly a future for my little sister, because
from now on I can take care of her and make
a difference for herself.” That begins with
Prokic planning to put her younger sister
through an American college, she said.
For Andriy Avramenko, from Ukraine, the
next stop is London, where he starts with JP
Morgan Chase. From there he has his sights
on an M.B.A. He can’t imagine not making
the most of his education—and then having
to explain that to people in his country. “At
home,” he said, “if you’re given an opportunity and you miss it, you’re an idiot.”
Bolstered by Shelby Davis’s faith that he
is backing leaders for the 21st century, most
of the students say they want to return home
and make a difference. But few plan to go
back immediately.
“To go home and make a difference you
have to be a specialist in your field,” said Valentina Saltane, from Latvia. She will enroll in
a master’s degree program in public policy at
Cornell next fall and plans to work outside of
Latvia for several years to pay off grad-school
loans. Eventually she hopes to do human
rights work on behalf of her country, which
is a new member of the European Union.
Nurlan Assilbekov of Kazakhstan said he’s
gotten used to speaking frankly and dressing comfortably during his years at the Red
Cross Nordic UWC in Norway and at Colby.
In Kazakhstan, he says, speaking one’s mind
and everyday modes of dress are, by tradition, more constrained. He also has adopted
a more pragmatic approach to life. Here, he
said, “You have the purpose, and once you see
the shortest way to achieve this purpose, you
go about it.” His goal is to return to Kazakh12 COLBY / fall 2004

Valentina Saltane ’04 from Latvia, Peter Rashkov ’04 from Bulgaria and Ana Prokic ’04 from
Serbia were among the inaugural Davis UWC scholars at Colby. The three were photographed at
an international students coffee hour during their first year.
stan with an M.B.A., but he figures that will
take seven or eight years. The route starts
with a job at Barclays on Wall Street, where
he begins work this summer.
Diego Puig, an Argentine, studied philosophy and valued the freedom that the
Davis UWC scholarship gave him to take full
advantage of the intellectual experience. “For
us it took care of all our economic needs, and
we could just focus on academics and just
enjoy Colby. . . . We could fully devote ourselves to our academics,” he said.
Ona Virketyte, a Lithuanian, agreed. “It
takes so much pressure from you. You can
really concentrate on school.”
On the role of international students as
part of Colby’s diversity, Puig said, “They
[American students] have come to realize,
and we’ve come to realize, that in many ways
we’re like them. We’re not that different. We
can get along just fine. You have to respect
someone else because, despite the difference,
in many other ways you are like them.”
Assilbekov noted the degree of change
between 2000, the year the first Davis UWC
group arrived, and this year, as increasing
numbers of international students arrived on
campus each year. “Walking on the streets at
Colby, it’s not like you only see Americans—
you see all colors, all backgrounds. It makes
a difference.”
The students said they got used to answering surprising questions—at Colby (“You
have computers back home?” “Do you have
electricity?” “Yeah, we go to the river and
wash ourselves, we don’t really shower”) and
when they go home (“Why are [Americans]
all so fat and ugly and loud?”). “You get the
most stupid questions you can expect,” said

Virketyte. “You get them all.”
But there are more serious questions that
these students grapple with, including the
idea that their good fortune carries an obligation to their country or family.
For some, giving back is already part of
their lives. Charles Data is from Sudan but
his parents live separately in Uganda, one on
a subsistence farm, one in a camp for Sudanese refugees. Data has sent money home
from his campus jobs to put a couple of sisters through school and to help his mother
get medical care. “Going to a UWC and
coming here, at least for me, I feel there are
some expectations that I need to meet,” he
said. “It’s not people demanding something
from me. I get this degree, I need to do
something with it. It’s something that not
only I worked for but a lot of people have put
some effort into it.”
Data said he will be looking for ways to
give back to his family and his country—“to
affect the people around me in a positive way.”
His journey back home begins at the United
Nations University for Peace in Costa Rica,
where he’ll pursue a master’s degree in international law and human rights.
As she moves into the next phase of her life,
Prokic could be any recent Colby graduate.
She is looking forward to attending graduate
school in Chicago, especially since she will
benefit from the strong relationships forged
during college. “I don’t have the luxury of
crashing at my parents’ house,” she said, “but
I know I can be staying with friends. . . . That’s
been helpful—having American friends who
are so concerned about you and what’s going
on in your country. They’re like ‘don’t worry,
we’ll figure it out, we’ll find a way.’”

An Investment, Not a Giveaway
Talk about putting stock in a good education. This year alone, Shelby M.C. and Gale Davis spent $15 million on college tuition and fees
to send 312 students from all over the world to American colleges and
universities. Add their earlier gifts to those same students’ secondary
schools, the United World Colleges, and the family, which includes
Colby trustee Andrew Davis ’85, has given more than $100 million to
support international education in the last six years.
At Colby, one of five pilot sites for the Davis United World College
Program, the Davises paid the full financial aid, sometimes called
the family contribution, for 93 students—more than 5 percent of the
student body. None of the Davis UWC scholars is related to the family, and Shelby Davis says he doesn’t expect a nickel back after the
students graduate.
Many of the Davis UWC scholars had very limited options for postsecondary education before the family started the scholarships in
2000. The effect of the program on individual scholars is, not surprisingly, enormous, and the impact of those students on the Colby community, in classes and out, is dramatic beyond expectations.
“This kind of diversity has effects on individual students that will
have consequences down the road, on the lives they lead and the
aspirations they find within themselves,” said President William Adams, quoted in a Davis UWC scholars’ yearbook. “Wherever they end
up, these students will be different. Our American students will be
different too.”
To Shelby Davis, who received an honorary degree from Colby this
spring, the poignant stories of opportunities seized and the students’
(and professors’) heartfelt expressions of gratitude for the program
are but a prelude. Focused on the long term, he expects nothing less
than to improve international relations and, perhaps, change the
course of history—in his own phrase, “to move the world.”
“We have a saying in our family,” Davis said at the pre-commencement dinner in May. “The first thirty years of your life should be to
learn. The next thirty years is to earn. And the last thirty years of your
life should be to return, to give back, to make the world better.
“What I’m not doing is giving scholarships and money away,” he
told the appreciative Colby audience. “What I am doing is investing in
the future.”
Davis is a man who knows investing. He made his fortune as the
founder of Davis Selected Advisers, a mutual fund and money management company that now has $40 billion under management. His
study of history, at Princeton, taught him that extraordinary leaders
influence history—a nugget he decided to apply on Wall Street, he
explained. “What I learned there [in school] wasn’t so stupid.” He
developed a strategy based on finding exceptional corporate leaders
and backing their companies as he assembled stock portfolios. Davis
Selected Advisers prospered.
His extraordinarily successful earning years were informed by his
learning, and when it came time to think about returning, he adapted
his theory of leadership again. “I was looking for leaders for the next
century and I found them in this program,” he said.
The Davis UWC scholarships are a generous financial commitment
and a powerful lever to change the world for the better, but they are,
in one sense, an afterthought—an outgrowth of the Davises’ support
for the United World Colleges themselves.

Taking a personal interest in the lives of the Davis UWC scholars, Shelby
Davis visits the campus each year for a dinner with them. Here he is
shown chatting with students in the Roberts Building in November 2003.
Davis traced it all back to his first visit to the UWC in Montezuma,
N.M., in 1998. He arrived early, encountered two boys sitting by the
pool talking and asked them if they were students. It turned out one
was from Israel, the other from Palestine. “We’re roommates here,”
one told him, “and we are friends—and this could never happen in our
country,” Davis recalls hearing.
The more he learned about the UWC program, which mixes students from all over the world for a two-year International Baccalaureate (IB) secondary school program, the better he liked it. “In Jordan
three thousand students applied last year, and six made it,” he said
at Colby, to show the caliber of the students UWC selects. The more
UWC students he got to know and the more unlikely cross-cultural
friendships he observed, the more impressed he became.
“That’s when it hit me. This was the thing to do.”
With the success of the pilot Davis UWC Scholars program at
Colby, Princeton, College of the Atlantic, Wellesley and Middlebury,
Davis plans to expand the program to perhaps 50 colleges and he
envisions as many as 1,000 Davis UWC Scholars in the near future.
He insists that his is “an open-ended commitment.”
Reaction to Davis’s initiatives was best summed up following his
two appearances during Commencement weekend. After he spoke
at the dinner, trustees, faculty and administrators gave him an enthusiastic—and a noticeably extended—standing ovation, an honor
matched the next morning when the same group plus students and
parents saluted him as he received an honorary doctor of laws degree. —Stephen Collins ’74
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What’s at Stake
Colby political analysts provide perspective on the 2004 presidential
election, ranging from foreign policy to the economy to the environment

When American voters go to the polls in November, they will be faced with some choices. Bush or
Kerry—or Nader? Republican or Democrat? Unilateral foreign policy or more traditional diplomacy?
Iraq war—yes or no? A more conservative Supreme Court or a more liberal one? The party that
pushed through a Medicare package or the party that is calling for deficit reduction?
To gain a better understanding of the issues of this election, Colby visited selected faculty members
and alumni and asked one simple and open-ended question: “What is at stake in this election?”
Then we sat back and listened, as political scientists, Washington analysts, economists and historians offered observations about the election and the direction it might take the country and the
world. Every interview raised intriguing questions and perceptive answers.
Is foreign intervention a liberal tendency or a conservative one? How are social issues driving this
election? If the next president appoints three new Supreme Court justices, will it really change life
as we know it? Are there history lessons that must be relearned with each generation?
Is this election about John Kerry or is it actually about Hillary Rodham Clinton? Will issues like
poverty and the environment even be considered? If Bush is reelected, what to do in Iraq? If Kerry is
elected, how will he answer the same question? Who would have thought a half-trillion dollar deficit
could be a non-issue?
What follows is a Colby faculty/alumni take on the election, unrehearsed, spoken in their own
words. Read on to gain a better understanding of what one faculty member summed up as “a very
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instructive election.”
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The Election
G. Calvin Mackenzie
Goldfarb Family Distinguished Professor of
American Government
“There are a couple of distinguishing characteristics of this presidential election. One is the front-loading of the nomination process so
that it is a longer Republican-versus-Democrat election than we have
ever had before. And I don’t know what that means. I know that it is
interesting to me, and I am going to watch it and see what it means.
We have an incumbent president who is out there swinging at the
opponent much earlier than has ever been before. I don’t think President Clinton named Bob Dole until October of 1996; his name never
showed up in his speeches. Does that work? How much tolerance do
voters have in an election campaign that goes on this long?
We have a whole new set of finance rules for this election and
people are trying to figure it out. One of the things we have seen is
already we have these two independent groups, The Media Fund and
moveOn.org, that are constantly compensating for John Kerry’s shortfall in funding by raising money independent of the campaign rules
and spending it themselves. Is this legal? What kind of an effect does it
have? Have we just closed one window and opened a hundred others?
Then it is always interesting to see how an incumbent president
runs for re-election, because no two incumbents do it the same. Jerry
Ford hung around the Rose Garden; they didn’t want him out on the
campaign trail because he kept falling out of airplanes. Jimmy Carter
refused to campaign because of the hostages in Iran. And Franklin
Roosevelt, during World War II, paid no attention to the campaign
at all. He was a war president. Well, this president says he is a war
president but he is in Air Force One almost every day going around
the country. So it will be interesting to watch all of this.
And another sort of quasi-process question that is interesting to
me is about second-term presidents. Since the 22nd Amendment was
passed we’ve had four presidents elected to a second term. Nixon
didn’t serve much of his second term, so the models we have had are
Eisenhower, Reagan and Clinton. And the first two of those were, of
course, quite old men in their second terms. I don’t know whether that
should write them off for that reason. But none of their second terms
were anywhere near as successful—accomplishing things, building
support for policy, or even having ideas—as their first terms were.
And what if we re-elect President Bush? What is his second term
going to look like? You’ve got a second-term president who is probably going to have some policy ideas, but we should expect a wholesale
turnover in this administration. And that’s going to take most of 2005
to accomplish, the way things work these days. Because that process
has slowed down, as the presidential election process has, those two
things are going to crash into each other earlier than they used to. So
if it takes you the better part of your second term to get up and running again, what is all of that going to mean?
And it certainly is—I’m not sure pivotal is the right word—but a
very instructive election substantively.
If John Kerry had voted against the Iraq resolution it would be a
very different campaign because that would be the central issue with
him. He would make that the issue, that he had voted against it. [The
war] is clearly a bad idea but he voted for it, and it really takes away
his legs. He’s got some blood on his hands and it will be interesting
strategically how he wrestles with it.
So I think that the stakes on that issue are very high. You know
if we re-elect the president he will certainly take that as mandate to
16 COLBY / fall 2004

continue in Iraq. And if he is defeated then what happens? Do we
withdraw? I’m sure we don’t pull everybody home that night but I
think we find a graceful way to pull out of Iraq.
And then this terrorism and this war have distracted the attention
from various significant issues. I mean the budget deficit—half a trillion dollars. Can you imagine having a campaign with that hidden in
the closet?
This administration started off before September 11 with some
pretty bold education initiatives—wrong headed in my view, but bold—
and faith-based undertakings to deal with providing welfare services.
Very significant efforts at government reform. Will these be part of this
election? It is probably unlikely that much of that will matter much.

The Great Divide
L. Sandy Maisel
William R. Kenan Jr. Professor of Government
“The reason that I think [this election] is so important is because we
are still defining what the first President Bush called the ‘New World
Order.’ And quite frankly the first President Bush did not define it, and
Clinton started to define it but did not come to any conclusion. [President] George W. Bush—there is no question about his ‘vision thing.’
He has a very clear view that in a world where we are the dominating
power, we should dominate. And I think that the Democrats have a
very clear view that is different, which is that we are more likely to be
successful, to maintain our safety, to maintain our prominence, if we
do not try to dominate. I think that is the distinction.
On domestic policy, there is a very clear distinction, not so much
in economic policies as social policies. There is a divide in this country on social issues not necessarily reflective of partisan ties.
The divide is something like this: President Bush, and particularly
more social conservative parts of his coalition to whom he is giving a
great deal of attention, believe that we should have a traditional social
order and [that] changes from that traditional social order threaten
basic American values. I think you see this most prominently today in
the discussions about gay marriage; I think you see it also in discussions about abortion, about the role of women generally, of things
about Title IX and affirmative action.
Senator Kerry, while no raving liberal on these matters (some
of the liberals don’t think he goes far enough), has a very different
view—that these are things for individuals to define, the government
shouldn’t be involved.
What is striking about that is that view was a Republican view in
the past. The interventionist view, which is what the Bush administration is following, is traditionally a Democratic view. And I think what
it reflects is what the specific issues are and the outcome [lawmakers]
want to see.
Also, analysis shows there is very little competition in Congressional elections. Look at the House of Representatives; of the 435
seats that are up every two years, in this election it will be very likely
that fewer than 40 of those will be hotly contested. . . . And what that
means to me is that the real battles then become the primaries in
these safe districts, particularly when the seats become open.
And the irrefutable conclusion from looking at this from the last
three or four election cycles is that the people who win these primaries tend to be extremists. So that you have very liberal Democrats in
some of these districts and very conservative Republicans in others.
And what they have to do to stay in office is not lose their extremist
base because those people vote in primaries.

So if that’s the case you are going to continue to have the case
where the Congress is bitterly divided and closely divided and yet
they are not talking to each other, and that’s a very difficult situation
for trying to solve problems.
In the Senate this time, the Republicans hold a one-seat [advantage] and the Democrats need to pick up two seats to be in control.
But it is going to be very difficult for them to do that. Five of the
Democrats’ seats that are up this time are Southern seats. A number
of those Southern senators have announced their retirement. It is
going to be very difficult for the Democrats simply to hold their base.
But even if they don’t, what we are finding in the Senate is bitter acrimony, fighting over ideological choices being offered by
the president, with the Democrats opposing them
and having enough votes to threaten a filibuster.
The other result that you are going to
see from this election is a closely divided
House probably still controlled by the
Republicans, a closely divided Senate
probably still controlled by the Republicans. But whoever controls doesn’t
matter because the other side is going
to have enough power to fight any
kind of change. A lot of fighting and
a lot of acrimony. And I think that is
a very difficult situation for any president, a Democrat or a Republican, to
work in, and for the country.”

The Direction of Foreign Policy
Kenneth Rodman
William R. Cotter Distinguished Teaching
Professor of Government
“One of the things that is striking about the Bush approach
to using force is that we are not just using force to restrain threats but
to spread certain values abroad that we see as central, not only to our
world view, but to creating a more stable Middle East, a more stable
world. I think that the Kerry approach will be more circumspect, so I
wouldn’t expect the same kinds of regime-change interventions that
are designed to overthrow rogue regimes and replace them with democratic institutions.
I think that there would be more of a focus on traditional diplomacy and attempting to deal with threats multilaterally, similar to the
Clinton approach in dealing with North Korea. The Bush administration is adopting more of a diplomatic approach there but there
are clearly elements in the Bush administration that look at ‘rogue’
regimes and argue that our policy should not be to negotiate diplomatic deals with them but rather to maximize pressures on them until
they change or disintegrate. . . .
Some interpret the lessons of Vietnam as an example of the dangers
of hubris in America’s belief that we can make the world over; recreate
the world in our image. After all, that is much of what the U.S. was
trying to do in Vietnam. And many of the people who attempted to
do this were liberals.
Liberalism had this faith in the ability of the U.S. to transform
these non-liberal structures. And look at how successful we were in
Germany and in Japan, countries with militaristic traditions, which
were in many ways transformed by America. And I think the impact
of Vietnam was for many liberals to call into question the degree to

which you can do this. Kerry is part of that tradition.
A good illustration of that impact was the thinking of J. William
Fulbright, the senator from Arkansas, long-time chairman of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee. He wrote the book The Arrogance of Power, where he looked at this view that we can intervene and
transform other countries in our image as a kind of dangerous hubris.
He analogizes American foreign policy to the story of three Boy
Scouts who come back to their scoutmaster and the scoutmaster
says, ‘What did you do for your good deed?’ And they say, ‘Well,
we helped an old lady across the street.’ And he says, ‘Oh, that’s very
good. But why did it take all three of you?’ And they say, ‘Well, she
didn’t want to go.’
And for Fulbright, the lessons of Vietnam
were the dangers of American hubris, this sort
of conceit that we can make the world over in
our image. And the neo-cons, I think, argue
that this kind of ideologically driven foreign policy is necessary in dealing with
the kinds of threats that we are likely
to face. That is part of the rationale
behind engaging in this kind of ambitious experiment in Iraq.
And what’s really remarkable is
that you have the Bush administration, whose initial instinct was skeptical
about this kind of muscular nation building. Here we are engaging in the most
ambitious nation-building strategy maybe
in the history of American foreign policy.
I think Kerry’s tradition coming from
the experiences of Vietnam, and the way liberalism evolved in response to the experiences of Vietnam, would lead him to be much more skeptical of that kind of
intervention, and much more skeptical of the sort of more muscular
approach of the neo-conservatives.
[Kerry] would have no choice but to follow it through. And he has
really said so. I mean all of the responsible Democratic candidates,
even those most critical of the war, recognized that the U.S. is committed even if you disagree with the war in the first place. If you pull
out there is a risk the country would fall to civil war. This would not
only be a moral failure, but it would be a strategic failure—instability
right in the heart of one of the most strategically important parts of
the world. And that would also allow Iraq to become a magnet for the
kinds of terrorists that Afghanistan attracted in the 1990s.
There really is no choice and if you don’t try to create a stable
constitution for the government, what are you going to do? Create a
military regime, a stable military regime. Well, I’m not sure that is a
feasible solution either.”

Historic Parallels
Robert Weisbrot
Christian A. Johnson Distinguished Teaching
Professor of History
“I think several things come immediately to mind and it is not
because I’m a historian. It is just so salient that I think we all are pretty
much aware of this. One is that in most elections where there is a
major war we stand behind the president and most presidents are reelected when they are leading a country in a war. Roosevelt won an
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unprecedented third term. But I think that we have something here
that is much more akin to a Vietnam in 1968, where we have the president who seems to be pulling us into a conflict no one had fully understood in a region people didn’t understand. For causes that are beyond
the large labels—in that case stopping communism, and in this case,
you know, deterring the use of weapons of mass destruction. When we
look at it on a more concrete level, nobody fully understands why we
are going into Iraq. And now they see references to Vietnam.
[In this election] there is a chance at least to reorient our foreign
policy in a fundamental way. Questions of unilateralism versus multilateralism. Questions of whether preemptive rights should be a priority as opposed to an absolute last resort. Questions about the limits of
American power. And in some way relearning lessons that we thought
we had learned, that I thought we had learned, in the late 1960s but I
guess every generation has to learn those lessons and so in that sense
you see some clear historical parallels.
One of the things that Clinton did, in effect if not explicitly, was to
redefine security in economic terms in this day and age in the aftermath of the Cold War. That we should view security not necessarily in terms of military spending but in the terms
of the long-term economic health of the country.
How are we going to get a handle on the deficit? How are we going to develop the infrastructure of the country? Are we going to
adequately train people? Are we going to
ensure sufficient jobs?
Those are aspects of security that
were not emphasized during the Cold
War. Now we have a chance to realize
that there are some long-term responsibilities to not ruin our economic health.
I think getting a grip on containing the deficit was a symbol in the last
administration, and it was a very important thing to do and it took a lot of work.
And it is not clear to me that Clinton fully
did that but he at least made an important start
in that process.
Now we have essentially reverted to an earlier
approach, that national security involves the build-up and
deployment of unlimited military power, without regard to traditional allies and at any economic expense. Indeed, you have dramatic
tax cuts at the same time as our expenditures are soaring. And so in
some ways I think this election might provide us a chance to relearn
the lessons of the immediate post-Cold War era.
We seemed to be on a different tack in the early ’90s when we
seemed to have understood that long-term economic health can be
a priority, not simply for itself but for promoting our security as a
nation. And we got away from that in the past few years. Can we get
back to it? It is not clear to me how well that issue will be crystallized
during the campaign. . . .
So I think that we see some important historical parallels and see
that this election is about much more than personalities. And we have
some really sharp ideological differences. It will be interesting to see
if those ideological differences come to the fore or if it’s personalities,
which so often eclipse the ideology. Do we simply choose on the basis
of do we like Bush? Do we like Kerry? I think the burden will be on
Kerry to crystallize these differences.”
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Inside View
Amy Walter ’91
House Editor, The Cook Political Report
“I’m looking at a playing field that is smaller than I have seen since
I started doing this. And I’m seeing that there are very few [U.S.
House of Representatives] races that are meaningful that are in play.
Ten years ago we would look at 115 races that would be competitive
at some level. And today, you know, we have something like 35.
We saw in ’92 and in ’96 there were a lot of races; ’98 dropped a
little bit. In 2000 there weren’t as many races. And that’s sort of natural. You see more competitive races at the beginning of a decade, so
the theory goes. The decks are shuffled up and as incumbents get more
settled, naturally there should be a drop off at the end of a decade.
What really shook the ’90s up was what happened in ’94. Nobody
expected that 52 House seats would be lost by the Democrats. That
made the ’96 election bigger than it might normally have been because
of the big ’94 switch.
So then 2002 should be volatile because that is a redistricting year.
Instead we had even fewer [competitive] seats. And part of the
reason is the way that redistricting worked. We saw a lot
of [state] legislatures decide to basically take what
districts could be competitive and just shore
them up for their incumbents.
California is a great example. There
are 53 congressional districts in California. Only one of them is competitive
this year. Doesn’t it seem impossible?
The largest state in the union doesn’t
have a competitive [House] race.
At the same time, the parties are
having real trouble recruiting candidates
to run. And I don’t know the answer to
that problem. I think it is ridiculously
expensive to run for Congress; I don’t
think you can run a decent race for under
a million dollars. I think two million is more
realistic. And then knowing what it is like to run
a congressional race? Exhausting.
And on top of that, the incumbent thing has
become even more of an asset. They get re-elected more
than 90 percent of the time in modern history; we have seen that. But
over the course of the last three cycles, we saw re-election rates that
were 98 percent. The last cycle—99 percent of incumbents were reelected. That’s phenomenal.
So what that means is that Republicans have an incredible advantage in hanging on to the House. And even though they only have a
12-seat majority, you’d think it shouldn’t be that hard to pick up 12
little seats out of 435. But based on everything that I just said you can
see how difficult it is to get even to 12. And because of polarization,
you have more people who are actually voting party lines. . . .
After the 2000 election a Democratic strategist said, ‘We got killed
in every district that didn’t have a Starbucks in it.’ And he was kind of
joking but kind of not. The point was that this whole red-blue idea
is not so much about how much money you make anymore, or what
kind of job you have; it is more dependent on these social and cultural
issues. You see that some of the poorest counties in the country are
voting Republican and the wealthiest voted for a Democrat. People
in suburban Chicago and Philadelphia were voting on guns, the envi-

ronment and education. People in the rural areas were voting on the
environment, guns and abortion, too.
What the Bush campaign did so well in 2000 was to recognize that.
They have to start talking about education, and look. A Republican
Congress just passed a bill for Medicare—not Democrats. The Democrats are the party of deficit reduction and the Republicans are the party
of Medicare. What? You know, that is fascinating, just to think that in 10
or 12 years that I have been here, that that has been a major change.”

Clinton Consequences
Stuart Rothenberg ’73
Editor, The Rothenberg Political Report
“What’s most noteworthy about this election politically is how
evenly divided the country is between Republicans and Democrats—
supporters of the president and opponents of the president.
No matter who wins the White House, and indeed no matter the
outcome in the fight for the House and the Senate, I think this rough
parity is likely to continue in 2005 and maybe 2006.
Actually I would say, to me, one of the most interesting things
about who wins or loses the White House in 2004 is the impact it
will have on 2006 and 2008. Because if Bush wins, it’s a huge boost to
Senator Clinton’s ambitions to run in 2008. If John Kerry wins, then
Senator Hillary Rodham Clinton may have to get used to being a U.S.
senator because she isn’t going to go any further.
You only have a few really big political figures at any time, and she’s
new to the political scene as an elected official, but still she’s somebody
who creates so much buzz, everybody talks about her, everybody’s
interested in what she wants to do. And they either like her or they
hate her, much like the president and much like her husband.
This presidential election affects her future. For some Republicans that’s more important than anything else. There’s a lot of inside
buzz—talk about it on the Hill and in political circles. I don’t know if
people in the real world are thinking about that.
But then there’s another thing. If the president is re-elected and
the Republicans maintain control of Congress, they’re headed for a
very, very difficult election in 2006 because there’s some pent-up frustration on the Republican side about the president’s legislative agenda
and willingness to spend, spend, spend—creating a deficit. If Bush
wins and the Republicans maintain control of both houses of Congress, I think in the next couple of years there will be a build-up of
frustration on the Republican side and the conservative side. Why is a
conservative Republican allowing government to grow in the areas of
education and overall spending and transportation spending? So 2006
could be a problem for the Republicans.
If, on the other hand, John Kerry were to win in November, it
will almost guarantee that Republicans will hold Congress for the
rest of the decade, because he will get the blame for bloating government and for the frustration that is out there about government.
People are not entirely happy about the direction of the country.
If we have an economic boom and we can get out of Iraq, maybe
they’ll be happy.
So you have this great irony. The party that does well in 2004 is
likely to have big problems in 2006 and 2008, and the party that loses
in the near term may actually win over a somewhat longer term. Be
careful what you wish for. That’s my bottom line on 2004.
John Kerry, given the constituency groups in the Democratic
Party, is going to have a hard time balancing the budget unless there
is a huge economic boom, which is possible. But I think we’re seeing

that events here are very important, both in affecting who is going to
win in 2004 and what the longer range political outlook is. . . .
All the focus is on short-term events. We have a political environment now that has been poisoned by the Clinton years and the Bush
years. When I say poisoned I mean creating a polarization on Capital Hill and throughout the country that is unprecedented. We have
these 24-hour news channels where we dissect everything that these
politicians do and say at every moment. They’re constantly under a
microscope and it creates an environment where it’s kind of hard for
them to succeed, and if they do, it’s often by dumb luck.”

The Supreme Court
Joseph Reisert
Harriet Sargent Wiswell and George C. Wiswell Jr.
Associate Professor of American Constitutional Law
“I think one of the clearest differences between the two candidates would relate to the courts, which is obviously close to my
study. Now, here it is clear that they would want to appoint very
different sorts of people. President Bush, in the lead up to the 2000
election, let it be known that [U.S. Supreme Court] Justice [Antonin] Scalia is the model of an excellent justice. And many of the
lower-court appointments have actually borne out this idea, that
he’s wanted to appoint more historically and more textually oriented judges whose view is that the meaning of the Constitution
is relatively fixed, because the Constitution’s authority is derived
from the fact that is was ratified by the people at a certain point in
time, and if the Constitution is to be changed, the people should
change it through the amendment process.
Their view of the judicial role is that they should enforce what the
Constitution requires through the judicial process, leaving the people
free, through the electoral branches, to adapt to the changing times,
enacting new laws as appropriate.
Justice Scalia, at any rate, has voted against abortion rights, has
suggested that Roe v. Wade should be overturned. He voted against
the Lawrence decision [which struck down anti-sodomy laws in
Texas], which expanded federal gay rights. He’s got a strong notion
of separation of powers and obviously voted for the issues that the
president is for. The lower-court appointees for the most part have
been in substantial conformity to that approach.
It is clear, I think, that a President Kerry would appoint a very
different set of people. Kerry, like President Clinton, would appoint
staunch backers of the abortion rights, justices who are more committed to the Constitution as it represents a kind of evolving commitment to what they regard as basic principles of justice.
Now the question is the role of the Senate, because over the last
20, 30 years, the Senate has become much more willing to reject
nominees to the courts. And clearly if Bush were to appoint some
outspoken conservative scholar who is on record for wanting to overturn Roe v. Wade, as long as there are at least 40 Democrats in the
Senate, this will not be confirmed.
It is less clear how far the Republicans would go to block Supreme
Court nominees on the other side. Justice Ruth [Bader] Ginsburg is
actually famous for an argument published when she was a law professor that abortion rights were best justified, not by reference to the due
process clause in the 14th Amendment that says states can’t deprive
you of life, liberty, or property without following due process of law,
but by arguing that actually abortion rights are an equality issue, a
protection issue. It’s about women having to be able to get abortions
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in order to take an equal place in society with men; otherwise women
would always be hampered in their quest for social equality by not
having full control over their reproduction. And the Senate did not
strike her down and was pretty deferential.
So one wonders if push came to shove, which way would the moderate Republicans go? Would they really fight to block nominees like
Justice Ginsburg? And they didn’t in the Clinton administration. And
Justice [Stephen] Breyer, in 1994, went through pretty easily.
But sooner or later a president ought to be getting a number of
appointee appointments to the court. Three or four is what they said
up to the 2000 election. You know, life expectancy is longer and you
can’t really retire the year before an election. It just is sort of not done.
And if you are hoping that the president of the other party wins, you
shouldn’t retire. If you want the president to appoint someone like
you, he is probably not going to be able to do it during an election.
Assume—and it strikes me as highly unlikely—that three Bush
appointees are added to Thomas and Scalia. Assume they stay on; that
gets you five votes to overturn Roe v. Wade. All that does is return the
issue of abortion to the states, whereupon most of the states, places
like California, New York, then proceed to enact pro-abortion laws,
and places like Louisiana, Pennsylvania and other conservative states
are going to enact more restrictive abortion laws. And that will impose
some burdens on women seeking abortions. Or, to put it another way,
will presumably save the lives of some unborn children who might
be killed. But what the people ultimately want through their elected
representatives they would be able to get.
The majorities in every state who wanted abortion to be highly
regulated—they would get it. If they wanted it to be relatively unregulated—that is what they would get. So there is an argument that
has been made that suggests that this would be a good thing for the
electorate to make these decisions rather than the court.”

A Global Economy
Patrice Franko
Grossman Professor of Economics
“Last fall I was up at a conference in Montreal and the anti-Americanism was palpable, and it was amazing to me, coming from our
Canadian partners. When you talk to Latin American colleagues,
they fundamentally are fed up with the U.S. There was always this
kind of junior-partner sense, but this has, in my view, reached a new
level. This lack of trust, this lack of credibility, is making it very difficult for us, in the future, to resolve what are going to be increasing
problematic issues in Latin America.
Most countries in Latin America are going through a very difficult
time right now because they have adopted, in varying degrees, a liberal economic reform package, a market package essentially, that was
designed to—or that at least promised—economic growth. And the
growth has been highly uneven, highly unequal. So people’s patience
with this is clearly on edge.
You can look at Brazil or you can look at Peru. There are beginning
to be these street uprisings that call into question the stability of governments. There had been a time in Latin America when the military toppled governments, but if we look at what is toppling governments now
in Latin America it is the high level of dissatisfaction with the economy
and people feeling the governments have basically failed them.
Now if we say some of that is a U.S. problem, then at what level are
we truly engaged to be able to try and support governments that are
essentially in danger? At what level are we truly crafting innovative
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policies that might give governments more breathing room in terms
of the very tough economic constraints that they face?
The problem is that when you go down the unilateral path it starts
to close off other options as conflicts and tensions emerge, and I just
don’t know that the Bush administration, at this point, can really do a
U-turn with any credibility and say, ‘Oh yeah. We need partners.’
To solve the kinds of problems that we are looking at—poverty, the
environment—we need cooperation and we are not building that kind
of trust. . . .
Now Kerry was not particularly anti-free trade. He’s now gotten
on, in a politically effective way, the outsourcing bandwagon, which is
something that I think is somewhat divisive. It seems to me, in terms
of where things might go or how this election might change things,
that I would like to see more of the kind of message that [Sen. John]
Edwards was conveying. The message of the two Americas and the
need to invest in our social infrastructure. And that’s different, I think,
than the problems of outsourcing. That has just played into Americans’ worries about job insecurity, which is very high at this moment. I
think that is an effective strategy, but I also think that it is distracting.
Globalization is here to stay; companies are going to outsource.
We are not going to be able to protect ourselves, given the changes in
technology, the Internet, from a truly global marketplace. Therefore
what we can do is to invest in human capital—education, health services and our social infrastructure—to make American workers that
much more productive and creative.
This whole debate is taking the Kerry campaign in a politically
effective direction for him, but I think that it’s distracting from the
fact that what we really need is a social agenda for the U.S. We really
need to think about health care so that when we are looking at health
care cost, as compared to Canadian health care cost or European cost,
U.S. firms are not at a disadvantage.
There is no way we are going to compete with China, which is
waking up to the international economy and sending out new shock
waves. So to be focused on this outsourcing thing may get Kerry votes,
but I think it is also important that he generate a kind of mandate for
investment in the social sector.”

Environmental Direction
Thomas Tietenberg
Mitchell Family Professor of Eonomics
“My sense is that in this election [the environment] doesn’t achieve
the same level of prominence that it has in some other elections. It is
one of the major differences between the two candidates.
I think it is fair to say that to the Bush administration environmental regulation has been too onerous, too restrictive. The environmental community sees the administration as being anti-regulation,
lacking many of the regulations that were already in place and failing
to implement regulation in other areas where it seems appropriate.
That, it seems to me, was an issue that was shared with the Reagan
election, the issue of what the proper role of the government is. I think
that there is some sense in the Bush administration that regulation has
gone too far and it’s cut too deeply and the cost of regulation exceeds the
benefits. In an area that I think is really of interest—energy and national
security—we are depending more and more these days on imports of
oil. That makes us vulnerable internationally for national security reasons, and what do we do about that? The administration approach is
that we have to gear up the domestic supply to replace imports. The
environmental position is that we have to think about reducing demand

and increasing energy efficiency and that simply using our dwindling
supply of energy would have serious long-term consequences.
Another flash point between the communities is that the Bush
administration in its search for alternative domestic sources of oil
turns to the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge as a major source of oil.
The environmental community points out that (a) the amount of oil
that is there won’t in the long run make a significant difference, but
(b) it is a unique place with unique ecologies. And the track record
with other pipelines is not terrific. There is a major difference there.
And of course my own area of research is in climate change, and
that is a very huge difference.
President Bush the candidate announced that he was for doing
something about climate change, and the environmental community
had great expectations about that. What happened after he became
president is that he completely changed his mind and so decided that
climate change was something he was not going to pursue. And so
from my point of view, we’ve paid a very high price for that since.
It seems that the Bush administration stand on climate change was primarily two-fold. One is that the
science is probably wrong, but then their own
National Academy of Science came out and
basically said climate change is real and we
ought to be doing something about it.
The second position is that it cost too
much for the U.S. to meet its obligations under the [U.N.] Kyoto Protocol
[United Nations climate change agreement], but a close analysis of that indicates that the cost of meeting the Kyoto
Protocol basically involves a slight delay
in reaching the same level of wealth, so
instead of reaching a given level of wealth
in 2006 we would reach it in 2007.
I think that most people have this image
that the economy is going to nose dive if we
were to do that. Absolutely none of the models
suggest anything like that. They suggest that the
increase in wealth will be slightly slower. And I think a lot
of people in the country think, since climate change has strong intergenerational characteristics, that we could have huge impacts on the
future. I think that most people think that that is a safe precaution to
take.
We have more choices now than we will have in the future. And
the more we don’t make those choices, then the narrower and narrower those choices become. And the harder and harder it is to make
them. The whole notion of sustainability has become absolutely crucial, and a lot of what is going on now is flying in the face of this.”

A Natural Gap
Liliana Botcheva-Andonova
Assistant Professor of Government and Environmental Studies
“I don’t think the environment will be a huge issue in this presidential election partly because of the attention given to security issues, the
Iraq war, terrorism, education reform. But on the other hand, things
like climate change and energy policy are issues, particularly in states
that are more aware of and more sensitive to those kinds of issues.
In the Northeast, the states themselves are much more proactive
on climate policies. I expect in these states this will be more of an

important question that the candidates have to address. Also, if Nader
remains part of the race, then it could become even more important
for Kerry to position himself on certain environmental issues.
On climate. George Bush has made his position very, very clear.
He has pulled out of the Kyoto Protocol; he has said that any action
on that front is not in the interest of the U.S.
I think the two candidates have quite different positions on these
issues; I don’t think a lot of the voters understand the details of that.
Kerry’s position is likely to be framed more cautiously and to emphasize the opportunities in terms of efficiency, greater energy independence and less dependence on imported energy, and the creation of
jobs as a result of a more proactive position on climate.
This may alienate some stakeholders in the process such as interests associated with coal, energy production, Midwestern states, but
these are already aligned with the position of George W. Bush anyway
so I don’t think Kerry has anything to lose by alienating those kinds of
constituencies. He has a lot to gain by projecting a more proactive
position on energy issues, particularly in New England,
New York, California.
The other environmental issue that I think
may emerge—genetically modified organisms—will be much more difficult ground
for Kerry to tread; pressure internationally, mostly from the European Union,
makes it a very politically difficult issue.
If you’re a presidential candidate you
wouldn’t want to see yourself yielding
to European pressure on GMOs, certainly not now.
And of course, air pollution standards.
That has much better understood effects
on health than, let’s say, climate change. So
it’s a much easier issue for people to comprehend. There have been attempts to relax
some of the standards on combustion sources by
the current administration that would all play in the
favor of the Democratic opponent of George W. Bush,
if he wanted to use them. This issue is going to have less resonancy in Midwestern states that depend on coal and in the Northeast,
New England and New York. There are a lot of industries that could be
affected in different ways, and Congress is going to play a huge role.
The president is ultimately tied by the politics that is reflected in
the voting on the Hill. For any climate treaty to be ratified by the U.S.
it would have to have Congress on board. So a president wouldn’t be
able to do that singlehandedly, but a proactive position could make
Congress more sympathetic to a reformed climate treaty or policies
that could move the U.S. closer to a consistent climate policy.
Also the whole crisis in Iraq—I don’t think people here see the
linkage between energy, war and climate because that’s not an easy
linkage to make in the current climate. But there is a clear linkage,
and the more people see the costs of interventions to secure energy
resources, the more likely the support for energy efficiency in terms
of policy and technological innovations. But again, somebody at a
fairly high level will have to make that linkage explicit because it’s not
immediately clear.
These kinds of issues need to become more mainstream political
issues rather than radical political issues in order for these kinds of
politics to take hold.”
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Now What? Here’s What . . .
By Abigail Wheeler ’04

The future is no longer a question mark for these four intrepid members of the Class of 2004. They’ve mulled options, filled out
applications for jobs and graduate schools and anxiously awaited responses (and shared their experiences with Colby beginning
in the fall 2003 issue). Now things have fallen into place. The last installment of this ongoing story has a happy ending.
The wait ended for Jason Beal this spring with a pile of both acceptances and rejections—and even some inconclusive results. He was
accepted to Boston University and American University and rejected
by Northwestern; two schools didn’t reply at all.
“I chose American University because I got a full-ride scholarship,” Beal said with a grin. “I accepted their offer before I even got
any of the other acceptance or rejection letters. Getting to go for free
was definitely one of the major deciding factors. Plus, they have a
nice program down there. I didn’t apply to any places that didn’t have
nice programs.”
Beal will enter a two-year master’s program in justice, law and society, including theories of justice, criminology and criminal psychology.
“There’s no forensic science or anything like that,” he said. “It’s more
the public policy side of justice. I’m really excited to get started. I’ve
already been down to visit and I met some of the faculty and sat in on
one of the classes. I’ve already signed up for a couple of classes for
next semester.”
The prospect of leaving Maine, Beal’s home state,
for Washington, D.C., is both exciting and daunting,
he said. “When I was visiting D.C. I drove around on
the Beltway. I knew it wasn’t going to be I-95, but
there’s a big difference between knowing that
and experiencing it.”
But aside from a few adjustments he’ll
have to make, Beal is eager to explore what
the city has to offer: “I will love having more
access to the theater. That will be something
I’ll enjoy very much. It will also be nice to have
more bars, pubs and social life to partake in.”
Now that his plans with Jenny Kalman ’04
are securely in place, the process they went
through has been worth it. Beal said one of
the keys to their success was really just nagging. “It was so important to just be on each
other’s case about stuff, about communicating what it is we want, what it is we’ve done,
what we’re planning to do in the next stage.
Nagging is what it was. It’s got a negative
connotation, but it’s got benefits as well.
It probably made it so we were both more
productive and more on top of things than
we’d have been by ourselves.” v
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You might say that Jenny Kalman is looking forward to a year of
monkeying around.
Kalman has accepted a one-year fellowship at the National Institutes of Health in Washington, D.C., where she will be engaged in
HIV vaccine research—including testing blood samples from monkeys. She said she likely will have the opportunity to continue for a
second year.
At this point, Kalman knows she’ll be working on immunological
techniques: “For example, determining the number of cells that are
responding to the vaccine using photocytometry. I won’t actually be
working with the monkeys directly, but we’ll be going to watch when
they are actually vaccinated, first of all to make sure it’s done properly and also because it’s really important to realize that these are
real animals we’re working with and to recognize the impact it has
on them.”
Kalman is excited about the work but cautious in assessing this
particular vaccine’s likelihood for success. “The thing that I’m hesitant about has more to do with the nature of HIV biology as a whole
than with this particular vaccine,” she said. “HIV is just a very difficult
disease to create a vaccine for because the virus mutates so quickly. But even if this isn’t the one, every one
that doesn’t work takes us one step closer to finding
one that does.”
Another piece of news was on the ring finger of
Kalman’s left hand. She and Jason Beal ’04 were
engaged in February and, on top of plans and
preparations for jobs, they are beginning to plan
a wedding for July 2005.
One factor that influenced Kalman’s decision to accept the NIH offer was Beal’s acceptance at American University in D.C. Also, said
Kalman, who is from northern Virginia, “We’ll be
living at my parents’ house at least until we get
our feet under us. We’re going to want to get our
own apartment, but just to get down there and
get started, it’ll be nice to live at home. One of
the things I’m most looking forward to is that my
dogs are at home and I’ve really missed them
while I’ve been at Colby.”
Kalman said she will miss the relationships
she’s built with her professors, particularly Lynn
Hannum (biology). “I’ll especially miss the community of students and professors we play soccer
with,” she said. “Hopefully we’ll find a league to play
with in D.C., but it won’t be the same.” v

After months of being scouted and courted by several companies
in the U.S. and abroad, Kearney Shanahan accepted a position at
Cambridge Associates, a consulting firm in Boston.
“One of the things that appealed to me about Cambridge is the fact
that, yes, everyone is there to work hard but isn’t there to be killed,”
Shanahan said with a smile. “Everybody expects that sometimes
we’re all going to have to work hard and be there after hours, but it’s
not going to be something that happens on a regular basis. Free time
is expected. But at the same time, we’re all there for a common goal
in regards to the clients.”
Shanahan will be in good company. He describes the firm as a very
collegial environment—four or five of the eight new associates he’ll be
entering with in July hail from other NESCAC schools.
Over the past few months, Shanahan received
orientation materials from the firm. When he started
on July 12th, he was to spend the first three to four
weeks in on-site training, a time for practice and
getting comfortable. Then he’ll have a team
leader who is the same type of associate he will be but who has been with the
company for a few years. “He’ll look after
me and serve as someone I can go to
for guidance,” Shanahan said. “Eventually I’ll be matched up with ten to twelve
clients that I’ll be doing research for and
working with in varying degrees with a
team. So after several weeks, I’ll be right
in the mix of it.”
Shanahan is excited about living in
Boston but says he hasn’t been getting
stressed about the details involved. “I think
what I’m going to end up doing is subletting
an apartment for the summer and then getting a place in the fall when I find out who
else is going to be living in Boston. I’ve been
working the Colby housing network, talking
to friends who know of openings.”
Colby has certainly made an impact on
the course of Shanahan’s future, he said.
“Going out, I feel as though I have the right
amount of confidence coupled with a respect for what I don’t know.” v

It’s all coming together for Kristan Jiggetts, who will attend graduate school at Loyola Marymount University in Los Angeles, studying
for an M.F.A. in television production.
The three-year program includes film history and theory and also
teaches the hands-on skills of the television production craft, including editing, directing and cinematography. Jiggetts also will be required
to do a thesis, in this case creation of her own television show. “It’s a
great program because of the small size [10 graduate students were enrolled in her class] and the way in which students work together and not
against each other,” she said in June, just before she headed to L.A.
Jiggets had interviews lined up for internships and hoped that she
could sign on with an independent film company.
She won’t be entirely on her own. Jiggetts’s older
sister lives in Los Angeles and works in television
news. She’ll provide a great support system in
Jiggetts’s new city: “One of the biggest things
she’s warned me about,” Kristan Jiggetts said,
“and this also comes from my father, is that
you have to have a really thick skin to go into
something like this. You’re going to have to
deal with people rejecting you all the time
and not really being the nicest people in
the world.”
But L.A. certainly has a sunny side,
too. “I’m looking forward to the weather,” Jiggetts said with a broad smile.
“And I’m also definitely looking forward
to having a wider selection of men in
the dating pool and having more opportunities to meet different kinds of
people. My time at Colby has been
great, but I’m ready to move on.”
Ready in more ways than one, Jiggetts
appreciates the preparation Colby has given
her. “I think my academic experience here
has prepared me to be more critical and to
analyze what I’m doing and the effect I’m going to have on society,” she said. “I’ve realized that things that seem benign really aren’t.
They have a huge effect on people, and often
nobody really seems to notice. I think that if
I eventually get to the point where I’m making
films or making television shows, that’s what is
going to have the biggest impact on me.”
Almost-real-world advice for underclassmen: “Don’t stress out too
much about what you’re doing,” Jiggetts said. “It’s not that abnormal
to graduate from Colby and not know where you’re going next. Start
early and figure out what you’re interested in, but don’t freak out and
feel like a failure if you don’t have a job by January of your senior year.
You just have to roll with the punches and keep a good attitude.” v
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A Year After Leaving Mayflower Hill, Alumni Find Surprises, Satisfaction
A year after donning caps and gowns,
most graduates in the Class of 2003 were
employed—though not always at the job
they envisioned while at Colby.
Despite worries about the slow economy,
about 65 percent of 2003 Colby
graduates are working full time a
year after graduation, according
to a survey conducted by Colby’s Career Services Office. “I
do think people are finding jobs,” said
Cynthia Parker, Colby’s director of
career services. But “it may not be
the exact job they want.”
The survey, completed by
73 percent of the Class of 2003
between December and February, showed that 250 of the 360 respondents
were working full time. About 18 percent of
new alumni were in graduate school, 3 percent were working as interns and 5 percent
were looking for employment. Others were
working or attending graduate school part
time. “A majority of people are in jobs that
they feel positive about even if they plan on
not keeping them more than a year or two,”
Parker said.
That’s the scenario for Matt Danziger
’03, who landed his job last December with
State Street Corporation in Boston after
hearing about an opening at the investmentmanagement firm from another 2003 graduate. Danziger, who majored in international
studies and minored in economic policy at
Colby, said he wants to continue to build a
career in finance but hopes to move on from
his entry-level position after about a year.
“Very few people are getting into things that
they see themselves in for the rest of their
lives,” Danziger said. “[But] the majority of
the people I know are happy.”
The employment status of Colby’s
newest alumni class is consistent with recent
graduates across the country, according to
researchers at Michigan State University’s
Collegiate Employment Research Institute.
Young adults who graduated with bachelor’s
degrees last spring are “not doing what they
thought they’d be doing,” said Philip Gardner, director of the institute.
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According to the institute’s nationwide
study of recruiting trends by about 500 companies, hiring across the country should
improve in 2004. But competition for jobs is
still stiff; many graduates who entered the
workplace during the slow economy of the
last few years have yet to find employment in
the field of their choice, Gardner said.
Colby’s 2003 graduates are employed
across the job spectrum, according to the
College’s survey. Twenty percent of respondents with full-time jobs were working in
education, 17 percent in business and 15
percent in finance. Nine percent were
employed in nonprofit, communications or
healthcare fields.
It took Megan Hoar ’03, an English major
from Cape Cod, Mass., six weeks to find a job
after she moved to Chicago in September.
She applied to The McGraw-Hill Companies
through the publishing company’s Web site
and was hired as a production assistant for the
Wright Group, a school education division.
But Hoar said it hasn’t been easy for all of
her friends to find employment. “It’s a tough
time,” Hoar said. But “most people are either

in the location they want or the job they
want.” Chris Makarewich’s job search wasn’t
as painless. He looked unsuccessfully for
employment in Santa Barbara, Calif., for
six months while working temporarily
in construction. “I applied to nine or
ten jobs and just nothing was working out,” said Makarewich ’03, a
biology major from New Fairfield,
Conn. “It was pretty frustrating.”
Then in February Makarewich was hired as a nursing assistant
in the surgery department at a Santa
Barbara hospital, a job he really
enjoys. The long job hunt was a
blessing in disguise, Makarewich
said, because it gave him
time to think about what he really wanted to
do. “The more I’m at the hospital, the more I
think I’m going to medical school,” he said.
The job market should improve for the
graduates of 2004, according to CareerBuilder.com. The company reported that
of the 230 hiring managers it surveyed in
February, 71 percent said they plan to hire
new college graduates in 2004 compared to
65 percent who planned to hire last year.
Nineteen percent of managers said they plan
to hire more new college graduates than
they did last year, and 28 percent said salaries offered to those new employees will be
higher than they were in 2003.
Regardless of whether ’03 graduates are
at their choice job, most have found their
employment experiences to be rewarding.
“It’s not what I would have pictured
myself doing a year ago,” said Caren Harris
’03, a computer science major who works as a
trader assistant for Sun Valley Gold LLC, an
investment company in Sun Valley, Idaho.
“Now that I’ve done it, it’s definitely something I’d consider. I think this job could lead
me somewhere.” —Alexis Grant ’03

What are members of the Class of 2003 doing now? It runs the gamut, from helping
create equipment to monitor HIV to working with autistic children to leading wilderness
trips. Go to Colby Online (www.colby.edu/mag) and read what five ’03ers are up to and
about the twisting paths that led them to fulfilling jobs they didn’t necessarily envision
themselves doing.

Alumni Network Provides a Preview of the Future
When Linda Lachapelle ’77 left Colby,
she knew exactly what she wanted to do
with her life—or so she thought.
An English major and art history minor,
she moved to New York City after graduation and began her envisioned career in
news broadcast production at NBC. About
three years later, she realized that the
reality of the career she dreamed of as a
student just didn’t fit her. That’s why Lachapelle, now the owner of an artists’ representation firm in New York, has made it a
priority to be part of the Colby networking
community, filling Jan Plan and summer internship positions with Colby students looking for an opportunity in a field they may not
have considered before.
“When I was at Colby, I didn’t have
these sorts of opportunities—the chance
to go into companies and really get a
bird’s-eye view of the sort of things that
you dream about,” Lachapelle said. “I had
a fantasy of what I wanted to do, but I had
no idea what it looked like in real life, so
I didn’t know that the job I dreamed of
wasn’t a match for me.”
After she left the broadcast world,
Lachapelle spent some time in Paris with
her sister, a model. Moving in the spheres
of modeling and photography, Lachapelle
met a woman who recommended an agent
in New York looking for help starting a commercial production division within his photo
representation company. He hired Lachapelle, and while the new division never
came to fruition, Lachapelle learned how
to book talent and become an agent. Her
boss eventually left New York, leaving his
clients without representation.

Linda Lachapelle ’77
In January of 1988, Lachapelle started
her own company, Lachapelle Representation, Ltd., and picked up many of those
artists who had been left at loose ends.
Suddenly she had her own representation business, she said, “and I’ve never
stopped doing it since.”
Lachapelle Reps handles commercial
art, matching photographers, designers
and hair-and-makeup artists with clients
such as J. Crew, Target and Blooming
dale’s. Her clients shoot advertisements
for magazines such as Elle, In Style and
Décor. As an agent, Lachapelle said, “I
get them work, I promote them, I do their
billing; I essentially take care of their career. I do everything from soup to nuts.
There’s a lot of psychology involved when
you’re dealing with artists. That’s a big
part of it, too.”
As internships over summer break
and Jan Plan have become increasingly
popular and important to résumé building,
the Colby alumni network has become a
critical resource for students. Lachapelle
has had dozens of Colby interns over the
years—most recently Jessica Pilcher ’05
and Chelsea Downs ’06, who spent Jan
Plan ’04 working in the agency’s office on
East 54th Street in Manhattan.

The two Colby students happened to
be there while the agency was moving
from one office to another, so their duties included helping to set up the new
Internet connection and unpacking and
organizing portfolios as well as standard
tasks like managing invoices, bookings
and publicity mailings. “It’s busy,” Pilcher
said. “The phones are ringing all the time
and there’s always stuff going on.”
Downs added, “The perks are great.
We got to go to a shoot for Ralph Lauren
Home and we met one of the artists that
we represent. Last night we went to an
event for hairstylists. It was like seeing
models at play. We’ve gotten to go to parties and places that we definitely wouldn’t
have been able to get into if we weren’t
on the list.”
The key to finding a career you love,
says Lachapelle, is being open to new
ideas and options. “If you stay open to it
all, you don’t know what you’re going to
find that you’re going to love,” she said.
“I had never even heard of a job like this.
And here I am, loving it.
“I like being able to provide this kind
of opportunity to Colby students, giving
them the chance to work in New York
City. If you’re a sponge, you just soak everything up.”
Lachapelle has had interns from other
schools, but she admits there’s something special about her bond with Colby
students. “Part of it is just my continuing
connection with Colby, how I keep it alive
after all these years. Even though I’ve had
other students from other schools, there
honestly is a quality about the Colby students that is unmatched.”
—Abigail Wheeler ’04
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Passion for the Class of 2004
Richard Russo reminds seniors, families and friends
that college is a time of transformation
stephen collins ’74 story   fred field photos

Colby has heard some great addresses from very distinguished
commencement speakers, but never has a figure as prominent as
Pulitzer Prize-winning author Richard Russo been able to speak
so intimately and affectionately about the College and the senior
class. When 484 members of the Class of 2004 graduated on
May 23 they heard from a professor who taught them fiction and
from the father of their classmate Kate Russo.
	Russo, who began teaching at Colby in 1991, delighted the
crowd with ruminations on the nature of the education that
Kate and her classmates were completing. Talking about Hank
Devereaux Jr., the eponymous character in his novel Straight Man,
Russo said, “Hank understands what many parents never quite
seem to grasp—that sending their kids off to college is a lot like
putting them in the witness protection program. If the person who
comes out is easily recognizable as the same person who went
in, something has gone terribly, dangerously wrong.”
	He finished with “Russo’s Rules For A Good Life,” including
“Rule #3: have children. After what you’ve put your parents
through, you deserve children of your own.” Elaborating on that
rule he said, “Just remember this: everything you say and do from
the time your children are born until the day they move out of the
house should be motivated by the terrible possibility that your son
or daughter could turn out to be a writer, a writer with only one
reliable subject: You.”
A transcript and a video of Russo’s address and other important
speeches from commencement weekend are online at www.colby.
edu/commencement.

A Small-town Marshal
	Hailing from small-town Mercer, Maine
(population 640), Justin Juskewitch ’04 was
an academic star growing up. Valedictorian
at the region’s Skowhegan Area High School,
Juskewitch made it two-for-two in May when
he was named class marshal, the honor
bestowed on the Colby senior with the highest
cumulative grade-point average.
A biochemistry and math double major,
Juskewitch flourished at Colby, devouring
courses and projects in his majors and
finding time to indulge his curiosity about
subjects from film to Greek mythology. “I
didn’t live in Keyes and Mudd,” he said, referring to two of the science and
math buildings.
Juskewitch worked closely with Julie Millard (chemistry) and Jan Holly (math)
and did cancer research studying the molecular structure of DEB, a carcinogen
that may actually have cancer-treatment value.
	His academic explorations helped Juskewitch to conclude that he’s
interested in pediatric oncology, and, in fact, he’s taken the first step toward
that or another field of medicine. This spring he was accepted to the Mayo
Medical School and awarded a full scholarship there. Juskewitch was offered—
but turned down—admission to medical schools at Harvard, Dartmouth and
Johns Hopkins. He was put on Yale’s wait list, but his decision was already
made, partly because of the small-college atmosphere at Mayo’s Minneapolis
campus. “It had a real Colby kind of feel,” Juskewitch said.
Looking forward to entering medical school, Juskewitch was also anticipating
Colby’s commencement as the year played out. The big perk of his class marshal
honor, he said, was that his family—mother Dawn, a second-grade teacher,
and father Sherwood, a former paper-maker who’s now a camp caretaker
and contractor, and various relatives—would have first-row seats. “My two
grandparents will be front and center,” he said.
After a few weeks of rest and recreation, Juskewitch planned to pack his
things and head west in July. The lifelong Mainer was moving on. “I’m finally
going away to school,” he said. —Gerry Boyle ’78

A throng of family members stand for the procession at the 2004 commencement in Wadsworth Gymnasium (top, right). Honorary degrees were awarded to (left to right in photos at
right) mathematician Barry Mazur, financier and philanthropist Shelby M.C. Davis, historian
and founder of Sweet Honey in the Rock Bernice Johnson Reagon and professor and novelist
Richard Russo, who delivered the commencement address. Physicist and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute President Shirley Ann Jackson (not pictured) also received an honorary degree.
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Q&A

Paul Josephson on russian hospitality,
running and lawn pollution
abigail wheeler ’04 questions   fred field photo

Some in the Colby community know Paul Josephson (history and science,
technology and society) simply as “the runner” for his long training runs in any
sort of weather. Those who know him from the classroom and elsewhere know
he has a lot to say about Russian culture, about how we humans manage our
planet and about the need to know your limits.
So what is it that you most enjoy about Russian culture?
Russian life has always been very hard. But one of the most delightful things
about Russian culture is that, no matter how bad things have seemed to
be on any given day, if you get invited to someone’s house or, more likely,
apartment, there will be a kitchen table spread with things you’ve never seen
before, starting with hors d’oeuvres and bottles of every different kind of
drink known to man. And once you’ve eaten for two or three hours you think,
“Oh, that’s it, I’m full.” And then the hot food comes out. But what makes it
really special is the fact that the tables are small. And no matter how small
the table is, the Russians always find a way to sit one more person there,
in the smallest of rooms, at the smallest of tables. Anyone who stops by
late at night is welcome. No one gets turned away. So you may be at a table
with people eating and drinking ’til the wee hours. And since they don’t allow
television or anything else to intermediate the human experience, you end
up talking about things that really matter—ideas, feelings, desires. You get
to know who they are and who you are yourself. All the cares of the world, in
some sense, do go away because you have dear and sweet friends.
How many times have you visited Russia?
I’ve lost track. I first went to the Soviet Union in 1984 and since then have
probably been 20 or 25 times for a total of two and a half or three years.
I’ve lived in Ukraine and Kiev. I’ve been to Siberia. I’ve spent a lot of time
in Moscow and Leningrad/St. Petersburg. Now I spend more of my time in
places that are off the beaten path, especially in connection with my work on
nuclear power. To visit these facilities you have to have permission from the
Russian equivalent of the FBI, which is called the FSB. I’m very straightforward
and people know what I’m doing. I’m just a historian and it’s very clear that
there’s nothing more to me than that, so I always do get permission.
Tell me about your most recent projects.
My most recent book, Industrialized Nature, was published in December
of 2002. I examined the scientific management of fish, forest, and water
resources in different settings: Norway, Brazil, the U.S. and the former Soviet
Union. The book addresses the use of various technologies to manage those
resources and examines the ways in which we and our Soviet, Brazilian and
Norwegian colleagues are more alike in our approach to resource management than we are different. And that raises the question of what the social
and environmental costs of that ultimately large-scale and, I argue, inefficient
approach have been.

What are you working on now?
I have three other projects. One is about the evils of the American embrace
of the internal combustion engine. It’s supposed to be labor saving, but it’s
highly polluting, it’s often dangerous and we use it willy-nilly. I’m looking at
four different ecosystems: inland and coastal waterways, deserts and other
fragile ecosystems, snow environments and the lawn. The lawn attracts
such things as the lawnmower, the weedwacker, the leaf-blower, the edger,
the [power] broom—all of these things are small, internal, usually two-cycle
engines, which are highly polluting, very noisy, dangerous, dreadful, and
they’re good for laziness.
I have two other projects, which bring me back to my first love, the Soviet
Union. One is on so-called industrial deserts and focuses primarily on
the southern Ural region, where metallurgical and nuclear industries are
concentrated. The other project is on the influence of Soviet technological
style, which I capture under a rubric I guess I would call proletarian aesthetics—simple, gray designs, with comfort and safety playing a lesser role. I’m
going to focus on Lithuania, Hungary, Poland and Bulgaria. I’m not going to
try to learn Lithuanian, but I am going to try to learn to read Bulgarian, and
I’m already trying to get started on Polish.
Many people on campus know you as “the runner” because we see you
running all the time. How many miles do you actually average per week?
I now average about fifty miles a week, and I try and stay in shape year
round, even in the dead of winter. If you get out of shape, especially as you
age, it’s harder to get back into shape. So fifty miles a week, with usually
one long run, although last week I actually ran seventy-two miles in six days
because I’m getting ready for another marathon. I ran in seven marathons
last year, and I recently kicked off this year with the Boston Marathon, which
was the hardest thing I’ve ever done. It was very warm. It was dreadful. It
was eighty-four degrees at the start and eighty-six at the finish and we’d been
training in thirty and forty degrees. So even though I ran slowly, I still suffered
and began to cramp in the last miles. But I finished. I read somewhere that
eleven hundred people were hospitalized or had medical treatment. But I
don’t do that. What’s the point? You have to know what your limits are and
run only so hard so you don’t end up [hospitalized]. So this year I think I’ll
probably do five [marathons].
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Crew Captures Rowers’ Hearts
Twelve-month commitment for a six-minute race
ernie clark story   fred field photo

Before her arrival on Mayflower Hill, Laura Mis
tretta ’04 never envisioned rowing as part of her life.
Now, after four years and a national NCAA championship, she can’t imagine life without rowing.
“There’s nothing like being in a boat and
racing,” said Mistretta. “It’s all the hours and all
the training and all the work, and it’s a sport that
demands so much mental dedication. It’s a big
part of who I am now and who I will always be.”
	That commitment can be traced in part to her
role in Colby’s recent rowing success, including the
Mules’ 2003 NCAA Division III Women’s Rowing
Championship after placing second in 2002.
“It’s so physical compared to other sports,”
said Mistretta, a government major from New York
City. “You really put yourself out there, but there’s
nothing better than flying down the course and
knowing you’re going to win.”
Viewed from the shoreline, a racing shell slicing the water is a fluid image of grace, unity and
even serenity. Inside the boat, though, there’s an
adrenaline-soaked edge as eight individual athletes work aggressively as one organism, straining
to propel a 60-foot boat as fast as possible along
a 2,000-meter course.
“You can hear the other people breathing, the
oars snapping in the oarlocks,” said Katie O’Neill
’04, who was co-captain of the 2004 team with
Mistretta. “You can feel the lifting of the boat out
of the water and you can hear the water bubbling
underneath. It’s just an unbelievable feeling.”
For the eight seniors who graduated from the
2004 crew, rowing hasn’t served merely as a distraction from the demands of academics; it’s been
an addiction and a mission. While races are held
in the spring, the commitment to rowing begins
with an ongoing devotion to weight training, cross
training and work on indoor rowing ergometers that
simulate race conditions. A rower’s life is thinking,
breathing and talking the sport.
“It’s something we focus on year-round,” said
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O’Neill, a history major from Harwich, Mass., “but
it’s such a great feeling doing all the work twelve
months a year for those six minutes we race.”
	That Colby has a national-caliber women’s
rowing team despite the geographic and meteorological challenges inherent in its Maine base is a
tribute to the intensity of those who have nurtured
and participated in the growth of the program.
“It became clear that the sport and the school
were really good for each other,” said Stew Stokes,
the Mules’ fourth-year head coach. “You can’t come
to Colby and not know what you’re getting into in
terms of the weather and the outdoors. But we see
it as a strength, not a weakness, for the school and
for the rowing program, because it’s a sport that’s
conducive to people who like the outdoors.”
It’s also conducive to athletes seeking a new
challenge. Like many collegiate rowers, neither
Mistretta nor O’Neill had experience on the water
before joining Colby’s crew.
“In my senior year of high school, I saw the
Harvard and [Boston University] teams rowing in
the Head of the Charles,” said O’Neill. “I fell in
love with it, and once I got to Colby I knew it was
something I wanted to do.”

As first-year students, in 2001, Mistretta and
O’Neill were part of a Colby freshman crew that won
the ECAC championship in a boat they call “Rosie
the Riveter.” “It’s a boat that’s special to our class,
sort of our unofficial team mascot,” O’Neill said.
As sophomores, seven of this year’s eight
seniors rode in Rosie, helping Colby place second
at the NCAA championships.
In 2004 the Colby crew earned the College its
first NCAA team championship, braving 32 m.p.h.
winds to win the Division III final in Indianapolis.
“As sophomores we finished second and kind
of came out of nowhere,” Mistretta said. “Both
years we went into it with no expectations, except
when Stew sat us down before the race and told us
we could win. That’s when it really clicked in.”
Nearly half of the championship crew—including All-American Leah Hagamen ’05—was back
this spring, but injuries, weather, expectations and
stiff competition all served to deny the Mules a
third straight trip to the NCAAs. “The end of the
season didn’t go like we hoped,” Mistretta said.
“We obviously wanted to go to the NCAA championships again. But, when I think about it, we rowed as
well as we could. I take a lot of comfort in that.”

KARIMA UMMAH ’04 earned her fourth All-America honor in OUTDOOR TRACK AND FIELD
by placing fifth in the triple jump with a leap of 40' 3.5" at the NCAA meet. XAVIER
GARCIA ’05 earned All-America honors in the 400-meter dash and the triple jump and

set Colby records in the 100-meter dash (10.81), 400-meter dash (47.79) and triple
jump (48'2"). . . . SOFTBALL finished 18-11-1 as WENDY BONNER ’05 led the team in
hitting (.385), slugging (.438), on-base percentage (.440), total number of hits (37),
runs batted in (22) and walks (9). MIKI STARR ’07 led the team in doubles (8), triples
(2) and total bases (45). Bonner and Starr were NESCAC All-Conference Second
Team selections, with Bonner also voted to the New England Intercollegiate Softball
Coaches Association Second Team. . . . For WOMEN’S CREW, the freshman eight
dominated, finishing with an unblemished 45-0 record, which included gold medals at
the New England Rowing Championships and the ECAC National Invitational Rowing
Championships. For more spring season highlights, go to Colby Online at www.colby.
edu/mag/sports_shorts.
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Front-Office Fantasy

Galen Carr and Brian O’Halloran live their dream as they help shape the Red Sox
gerry boyle ’78 story   fred field photo

Like most Red Sox fans, Galen Carr ’97 has some advice for Sox
Manager Terry Francona. Carr’s friend and fellow fan Brian O’Halloran ’93
prefers to scrutinize the moves of Theo Epstein, the fast-trading Red Sox
general manager.
Difference is, when Carr offers his two cents (actually, highly detailed
analyses of hitters and pitchers on opposing teams), Francona listens. And
when Epstein, the front-office prodigy charged with bringing the Red Sox to
the World Series, wheels and deals, it’s O’Halloran who goes to work to
make the deals happen.
Carr and O’Halloran are living a Sox fan’s dream: to be a part of the team
they’ve cheered since childhood (in New Hampshire and Boston’s South
Shore, respectively). To leave for work every day and end up at Fenway
Park. To rub elbows with players who are the stuff of legend (or at least
the sports pages).
“A lot of people would love to work in baseball,” O’Halloran said over
lunch at a pub off Lansdowne Street. “The supply-and-demand factors make
it very difficult to get into, but then to be able to do it in your hometown and
work for the team that you grew up rooting for—the odds are astronomical
against it. I’m totally fortunate to have that opportunity.”
Long odds, but not dumb luck.
Carr, advance scouting coordinator, and O’Halloran, coordinator of Major
League administration, landed with the Red Sox after months and even years
of persistent pursuit of their goal.
A baseball pitcher at Colby, Carr did an internship with the minor league
Vermont Expos the summer before his senior year. The job whetted his
appetite for a baseball operations career and enabled him to make contacts
with the parent club, the Montreal Expos. Carr continued to maintain his
contacts as he taught and coached at Northfield Mount Hermon School,
then moved to a job at Salomon Smith Barney in Boston. Then one of his
contacts, Ben Cherington, was hired as director of player development for
the Red Sox. Carr came to Fenway Park as an intern in 2000 and soon was
added to the “baseball ops” staff. “Right time, right place,” he said.
	O’Halloran’s route to Fenway was more circuitous. A government and
Russian studies double major, he quickly turned a passion for things Russian
into a career. O’Halloran spent his junior year in the Republic of Georgia and
won a Watson Fellowship to return after graduation. That was followed by a
five-year stint with a Washington-based logistics company that did a lot of
business in Russia and the former Soviet Union. After five years abroad, he
decided to come home.
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“I was twenty-seven years old, trying to figure out what I wanted to do
with my life,” O’Halloran said. “It kept coming back to baseball.”
But he knew no one in the business and went looking for advice. The
bottom line: O’Halloran didn’t have enough to offer. His response was to
get his M.B.A. with an emphasis in sports management at The Anderson
School of Business at UCLA. Alumni connections led to a meeting with
none other than Epstein, then with the San Diego Padres. O’Halloran was
offered an internship with the National League club, but a month later
Epstein moved to the Red Sox. After six months in San Diego, O’Halloran
moved back to Boston (his fiancée was starting grad school at Harvard)
and got in touch with Epstein.
“I’d come in whenever a workstation opened up,” O’Halloran said. “Some
games I’d come in at the end of the game, like eleven o’clock at night, and
work until five in the morning, by myself, charting games. Nobody else here
but the mice.”
	He was substitute teaching during the day and interning for the Red Sox
at night when, last January, O’Halloran was invited to join the staff. Now
he—like Carr—spends most days (and nights) in the warren of basement
offices under the ticket windows on Lansdowne Street. O’Halloran’s job is
to handle the administrative aspects of any transactions the Red Sox make:
helping to write the contracts, working with players’ agents, making sure
the deals are approved by Major League Baseball. “Every day is different,”
O’Halloran said. “Today we just made a minor trade so there’s a lot of
paperwork related to that. I just finished talking to the player we traded
for [a left-handed pitcher] and the club [the Minnesota Twins] to finalize
the details.”
	Some deals are relatively simple. Some are more complicated, like the
trades that brought star pitchers Curt Schilling and Keith Foulke to Boston
this season. “So far so good,” O’Halloran said, grinning. “They’re both
pitching well.”
	He’d actually feel guilty if a player didn’t perform to expectations?
“I think we all do,” O’Halloran said. “Theo is making the ultimate
decision, but he’s asking all of our opinions. … If it doesn’t work out, we
feel responsible.”
Carr’s job is to help ensure that things “work out” for the Red Sox. That
means winning games, and Carr’s contribution is sheaves of reports on
opposing teams.
Along one wall in Carr’s office are racks holding a dozen DVD burners with
satellite TV hookups. The Red Sox burn a dozen games a day onto DVDs,

Brian O’Halloran ’93 (left) and Galen Carr ’97 at Fenway Park.

which are archived on adjacent shelves. It’s a library of baseball information,
and Carr peruses it with an analyst’s eye, turning hours of games into succinct
reports that sum up opponents’ strengths and weaknesses.
“Yesterday I did Paul Abbot,” Carr said, popping a disc into his laptop.
“We’re probably going to face him when Tampa Bay comes here.”
And the Red Sox would be ready.
“Generally, for a pitcher we establish what his pitches are. We have to
make sure everybody knows what he throws. We’ll keep track of velocity;
we’ll keep track of movement. We’ll keep track of his ability to locate each
of those pitches to a certain spot in the strike zone.”
	The book on the big right-hander Abbot? For non-baseball readers, Carr’s
assessment may seem like a foreign language. “Yesterday his fastball was
eighty-eight to ninety-one. He had a split finger that was at eighty-four, eightyfive. It’s a lot like a two-seam fastball so it sinks a little bit. It would run in
on right-handed hitters. Slider was his go-to pitch. He varied the angles on
it. Eighty, eighty-one was his slower down-angle break.”
Divining that sort of information about an entire team takes about 40
hours, Carr said. Note that he did not say a 40-hour week. “Forty hours over

three days is manageable,” he said. “Forty over two days is not.”
	That morning Carr was preparing his report on Tampa Bay. A report on the
Yankees, who had just been swept by the Red Sox in the Bronx, was on the
shelf. It had gone to Francona, the manager, and all of his coaches. “We’ll
also give copies to [catchers] Varitek and Mirabelli,”Carr said. “Schilling has
gotten in on the action this year. He’s big into preparation.”
	This analytical approach is a Red Sox trademark under Epstein, and while
the club still relies on more traditional reports from scouts on the road,
the statistical era has opened the front-office door to people like Carr and
O’Halloran, who never played in the big leagues. In the case of the Red Sox,
that means a front office staffed by alumni of Amherst and Colby, Harvard
and Haverford.
“In the past it was always, ‘You don’t belong in the front office. You don’t
know what it’s like to play in front of 30,000 people,’” Carr said. “I think that
philosophy has dissipated substantially over the last ten years.
“Overall, front offices are understanding that if you’re educated and you
have a passion for baseball, and at least limited [playing] experience, that
means you can do something.”
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Amazing grace
Allen Throop, felled by ALS, never saw himself as a victim
jeff welsch story   family photo

It was like any other wake, really, when 75
of Allen Throop’s nearest and dearest gathered
recently at picturesque Beazell Memorial Forest
[in Oregon] to celebrate a remarkable journey.
	They laughed. They cried. They waxed poetic
about the life of a man who learned long ago how
to live.
And then, when it was time to leave one of
his favorite places on a planet full of wonder and
adventure, they had the most priceless memory
of all.
	They could peer into Throop’s sharp, twinkling
eyes and see the imprint of their words.
It isn’t every day that a man walks, albeit
slowly and carefully, to his own services, but then
again it isn’t every day in our culture that we face
death with such grace.
	Throop [’66] was touched, of course. He was
flattered, for sure. Naturally, he also responded
with the dry wit that epitomizes his approach to a
fight he is destined to lose, certainly sooner than
he hoped and probably earlier than he imagined
in February when he learned of his amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis, commonly and ominously known
as Lou Gehrig’s Disease.
“At my real wake,” he quipped to his guest
speakers, “you can say what you really think
about me.”
	Throop chuckled Wednesday as he retold the
story while wrestling with a spinach calzone at
New Morning Bakery in Corvallis, using his hands
to hoist lunch to his lips because he can no longer
manage a fork and knife.
If it’s true that laughter, not to mention selfdeprecating humor and a strikingly optimistic
outlook, are the best medicine, then Throop is
as close to a cure for an incurable disease as
remotely possible.
Never mind that he must walk ever so gingerly,
mindful that if he fell on a sidewalk today he
couldn’t stand on his own, the way he did after falling face-first downtown just a few weeks ago.
Never mind that he needs help to lock the red
tricycle he must use to get around town because
he can no longer pedal his bicycle.
Never mind that he must pen his captivating
stories for the newspaper’s Venture section using

voice-recognition software because his fingers
refuse to cooperate.
And never mind even that this degenerative
disease of the nervous system will get progressively worse, first stealing his ability to exercise
and walk, then hindering his swallowing and
breathing, and finally robbing him of his life. “It’s
not a good end game,” he concedes matter-offactly, “so I’m trying to enjoy the moment.”
As he talks, he smiles through his salt-andpepper beard and his eyes gleam through glasses
with a sparkle that belies his body’s ravages. He
is unfailingly upbeat in the face of perhaps the unkindest disease known to humankind, an ailment
that renders the muscles useless while leaving the
mind and soul unscathed and painfully aware.
	One could forgive Throop, especially, if he were
to wallow in self-pity.
	This is a man whose adventurous spirit has
taken him around the world to scale high mountains, hike lengthy trails and pedal highways and
byways on each coast.
	He has worked as a mining geologist and
played as an outdoors enthusiast in Tasmania,
Canada and much of the American West. He has
looked under virtually every rock in Oregon with
the anticipation of a child at Christmas.
	On that benchmark camping trip last fall, when
his hand went dead on an especially frigid night,
he had thought himself near his finest physical
shape ever. At first he ignored the symptoms,
even as he grew noticeably weaker. Only when
his daughter, Heather, noticed that he was
nursing his coffee mug with two hands, was he
forced to acknowledge that something might be
terribly wrong. A local neurologist made the ALS
diagnosis in January and, in an ironic twist, did
so conclusively because Throop was so fit; most
people in their 50s and 60s have myriad other
ailments to confuse and confound.
	Throop was already bracing for the worst.
Every time he had ventured online to match
symptoms with ailments, the cursor kept pointing
at the same outcome.
“It kept coming up that ALS was a possibility,” he said, “so when they told me I’ve got it I
wasn’t surprised.”

	He took a deep breath. OK.
Baseball legend Gehrig lived with the disease
for two years. Others live five to 10 years. The
average is two to five. Throop was otherwise
healthy, so he geared up for a grace period of
many months, perhaps even years.
	He rode his bike. He continued to take long
hikes. He bicycled across Yellowstone National
Park. “I thought it’d be a minor inconvenience for
awhile,” he said. “I guess I was wrong. It’s gone
very quickly.”
First to go were the hands. Then the legs grew
weaker. The upper body has followed. Through it
all, Throop refused to stop moving.
	He constantly adjusts and, taking a cue from a
longtime friend who maintained a similarly upbeat
attitude to his final breath while fighting cancer,
vowed not only to stay alive as long as possible,
but to live in the process.
“He just maintained an interest in life,” Throop
explained. “He didn’t dwell on it.”
	Throop climbed the Flatirons above Boulder,
Colo., this summer. Last week, he did a four-mile
hike. Next week, he is planning a trip to Steens
Mountain. “The trick is trying to figure out a week
before I can’t do it when to give something up,”
he said. He wishes he could climb, hike and
pedal again, but he has accepted that he can’t
with few visible signs of remorse. “Part of it is
being out there, but part of it is being out there
with people I love doing things I love,” he said,
smiling again.
	Yes, there have been moments of despair.
Earlier this spring, while hiking in the Columbia
Gorge, he felt sorry for himself. Then he looked
around and, even through those maddening
spring rains, saw incomparable beauty. He hasn’t
wallowed since.
	So if you see Throop pedaling about town on
his red tricycle, don’t cry for him. Listen for his
dry wit, which will still elicit a chuckle. Look into
his eyes, which still burn bright with life.
Allen Throop ’66 died Monday, April 12, from ALS,
also known as Lou Gehrig’s Disease. This column
was published in the Corvallis (Ore.) GazetteTimes. It is reprinted by permission.
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Long-Distance Learning
From intimate Mayflower Hill, Colby faculty
members reach thousands of students by
writing popular textbooks
alicia nemiccolo macleay ’97 story   Leo pando illustration

In recent years Julie Millard, the J. Warren Merrill Professor of Chemistry,
had become increasingly dissatisfied with the “watered-down” general
chemistry books available for her non-majors chemistry course. “I could
write a better one,” she thought.
Now she’s doing just that.
Millard is at work on the second draft of Adventures in Chemistry for
Houghton Mifflin. After weaving basic chemistry principles into chapters like
“Chemistry and the Gym” and “Chemistry and Crime,” she says she now
has more interesting stories to share—and not just at Colby.
Millard is one among dozens of Colby professors whose textbooks
are in use in classrooms far from Mayflower Hill. Colby professors can be
found explaining subjects ranging from Environmental and Natural Resource
Economics (Tom Tietenberg) to Euripides’ Alcestis (Hanna Roisman) to The
Puzzle of Latin American Economic Development (Patrice Franko). While
the majority of textbooks are intended for college or graduate students,
some authors, like Robert Gastaldo, the Whipple-Coddington Professor of
Geology, also have taken a turn at educating the younger set. In addition to
his college-level Deciphering Earth History: A Laboratory Manual With Internet
Exercises, Gastaldo worked on the fossils component of an earth-science
curriculum for middle and high school students.
	One of the things Millard learned from writing a mass-market textbook
is that “a lot more people have a say in what ends up in print than the
author.” She’s currently incorporating comments from reviewers (typically
six to 10 professors at other colleges) and from Colby students who used
her first draft this past Jan Plan. All of this feedback is considered before
the book goes on the market.
It’s familiar to Cal Mackenzie, Goldfarb Family Distinguished Professor
of American Government, who has taught tens of thousands of college
students how American government and politics work through his popular
700-plus-page tome, The Politics of American Government.
In 1994 Mackenzie co-wrote the textbook’s first edition, intended for the
half-million students nationwide who take introductory American government
courses. He’s working on the fourth edition.
Mackenzie’s expertise in American politics and the presidency (which first
attracted the attention of Random House in the mid-’80s) and his years in
the classroom have been essential to his success. “I could be an effective
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teacher of government without ever writing a text,” he said, “but I could not be
an effective text author without having taught the subject in a classroom.”
But, while Mackenzie’s Colby teaching experience has helped, it isn’t
a complete guide to writing an introductory text. “Nobody writes texts
[specifically] for Colby students,” Mackenzie said. “There aren’t enough
of them to make a market. Texts are for Ohio State students, El Paso
Community College students and occasional Yalies.”
Mackenzie says that having such a diverse audience for one textbook
makes it essential that the material is clear, accessible and stimulating to
students of varying abilities and backgrounds.
	Some authors work with smaller, more specialized publishing houses to
keep control of their texts. “With smaller firms you get less interference,”
said Professor of Mathematics Fernando Gouvêa. Gouvêa has written two
books that have been adopted as college-level textbooks: p-adic Numbers:
An Introduction, for advanced undergraduates and graduate students, and
Math Through the Ages: A Gentle History for Teachers and Others, co-written
with Visiting Professor of Mathematics William Berlinghoff. Like Millard,
Gouvêa was dissatisfied with available texts.
“There aren’t very many interesting textbooks,” said Gouvêa, who also
edits a book review column for the Mathematical Association of America’s
Web site. “Most are the same old, so we don’t review them.” He blames
that homogenization on publishers.
Mackenzie agrees. “The textbook industry is a dinosaur, and we should
expect its extinction soon,” he said. Like Gouvêa, Mackenzie believes that
texts too often seek one-size-fits-all solutions and are too expensive, partly
because the used-book market undermines publishers’ profitability. “For all
those reasons textbook publishing needs to change,” he said.
Electronic communication and the Internet are the real force for change,
he believes. “Why rely on a single picture of the speaker of the House when
we can have a link to his complete biography and voting record?” he said.
“Why try to boil down a Supreme Court opinion to a paragraph of text when
the complete text and a full audio recording or oral argument are readily
accessible online?”

Fertile Ground
Clearing Land: Legacies of the American Farm, Jane Brox ’78
North Point Press (2004)
Jane Brox ’78 has written of her family and its farm before, in two
memoirs marked by the graceful clarity of her prose and the power of her
perceptive observations. The Dracut, Mass., farm, in the family for three
generations, is both a launching place and a destination for Brox, and in
this new memoir, it proves richly fertile ground.
Clearing Land is both personal and historical, joining the history of
farming, from the earliest colonists’ crude attempts with hoe and harrow
to the evolution of the Brox family and its farm in Dracut.
	History runs parallel to Brox’s return to the farm and the remnants of
the life that was her family’s a generation ago. When local Grange members
invite her to join, Brox accepts.
“When the piano starts up my voice strays a little behind the faithful as
I sing ‘Simple Gifts’ with a cluster of people who know almost nothing of
my larger life but who knew me when I was young, who’ve known my family
always, whose quandaries are also my family’s quandaries,” Brox writes.

recent releases
Sidney Poitier: Man, Actor, Icon
Aram Goudsouzian ’94
University of North Carolina Press (2004)
Historian Goudsouzian, a professor at Hamilton
College, has written the first full biography of
Poitier, the legendary Oscar-winning actor. In
Goudsouzian’s work, Poitier’s life and career
are examined in the context of America’s racial
history, which the gifted actor in many ways
symbolized and reflected.
Slick
Daniel (Bar-Zeev) Price ’92
Villard (2004)
This first novel takes readers behind the scenes of the American media
machine. Publicist Scott Singer is the master of spin, but he meets
his toughest challenge when lyrics written by his up-and-coming rapper
client are said to have inspired a school shooting. A fast-moving, edgy
commentary on the machinations that shape the headlines.
All Fishermen Are Liars: True Tales from the Dry Dock Bar
Linda Greenlaw ’83
Hyperion (2004)
To ask whether all of these “absolutely true sea stories” really are
entirely factual is to miss the point. Reading this collection is like
spending an evening with Greenlaw and her fishermen buddies as
they swap tales about not-so-perfect storms, ocean catastrophies and
lessons learned in a life at sea. One indisputable fact is that Greenlaw
is a gifted storyteller.
Double Play
Robert B. Parker ’54
Putnam (2004)
Parker departs (temporarily) from his longstanding Spenser series to explore the world of baseball circa Jackie Robinson. Set in 1947, Parker’s
new novel is told by Joseph Burke, a damaged
World War II vet who is hired as rookie Robinson’s
bodyguard. Part crime novel, part historical piece,
the book includes thinly veiled autobiographical
reminiscences on Parker’s own boyhood love for the game.
Let Me Play My Music
Messan Jordan Benissan (applied music associate)
Benissan combines traditional African drumming, “Highlife” music and
even a blues influence in his third CD. Traditional African songs are
spiced with guitars and dobro, along with the distinctive drumming of
special guest and West African legend Obo Addy.
Home Body
Gerry Boyle ’78
Berkley (2004)
Journalist Jack McMorrow rescues a runaway teen whose life is a
Pandora’s box. In the eighth in the Jack McMorrow mystery series,
McMorrow is led through the meaner streets of Maine cities and towns
as the dark secrets of the boy’s past are revealed.
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Portraying an American Icon
Writer Ben Bradlee Jr. sets out to discover and document
the forces that created baseball legend Ted Williams
robert gillespie story   fred field photo

	The Splendid Splinter. The Kid. Teddy Ballgame.
	Your everyday baseball fan knows Ted Williams batted .406 in 1941 and knocked 521
career home runs, 14th among the all-time
Major League leaders. The shelves are stacked
with books about the Red Sox Hall of Fame
great, most by “adoring sports writers” about
his performance on the field, said Ben Bradlee
Jr. ’70, an investigative journalist who resigned
in January after 25 years at The Boston Globe to
write—what else?—a full biography of Williams,
“warts and all.”
	One major league wart: the slugger’s contentious relationships. “Very, very contentious,”
Bradlee said.
In 1939, his first year in Boston, Williams
had a tremendous season, “and it was just a
total love-in,” Bradlee said. But the tall, gangly,
unsophisticated kid from San Diego “was totally
honest and raw. . . . He was one of the original
politically incorrect, and he began popping off.”
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That landed him in trouble with both sportswriters
and fans, who take their cues from the press,
Bradlee says, and started a war that continued
throughout Williams’s career.
When Williams “popped off,” “he would just
go on a tear. I think he used anger as a motivator,” Bradlee said. “One of my goals is to try and
explore his anger. . . . I want to try to get to the
bottom of that.”
Getting to the bottom is right down Bradlee’s
alley: he headed the Globe investigation team
that won a Pulitzer Prize for breaking the priest
sex-scandal story. “‘Investigative journalist’ is a
term that’s widely used and misunderstood,” he
said. “Often it’s just diligent and dogged reporting,” He thinks there’s “much still to be learned
about [Williams’s] life, about his childhood, about
his three failed marriages, about his life as a
father, his business career, his military service.
He lived a very full life.”
Williams was “a man’s man” and treated
women largely as adornments, Bradlee says. “He

was a very hard guy to live with. . . . He wasn’t
good at being married.”
A skilled fisherman, Williams took his second
wife to his beachhead on Islamorada in the Florida
Keys, “where she was literally a fish out of water—a gorgeous woman, a runway model, never
fished a day in her life—and got her out there . . .
do this, do that, and it didn’t work,” Bradlee said.
He admits he doesn’t know much about sport fishing, either. Doing the Williams biography means
“I’ve got to make myself an expert.”
	The Williams story is a switch from “political
crimes,” a field of bad dreams Bradlee covered
in his three previous books. Nevertheless,
plenty of family politics followed Williams’s
death in 2002.
“The press largely revolves around conflict,”
so the squabbling among the three Williams
children, who had no great affection for their father, “was a natural,” Bradlee said. Newspapers
everywhere reported that a will scrawled on a
napkin revoked Williams’s previous wish to be

cremated. His son stored his frozen body and
head separately at a cryonics lab in Arizona.
“I haven’t really mapped it out how I’m exactly
going to handle that,” Bradlee said in his office
in Boston’s John Hancock Building one blustery
morning last April. Through the north-facing wall
of glass, the Back Bay area looks remote and
serene as foothills; the Charles River is a narrow
stream. His work area across from the window
contains shelves lined with files and folders. And
the computer.
“The Internet provides modern tools and databases to locate people,” he said. That morning he
was working on Williams’s military phase, tracking
down people Williams served with during World
War II and Korea, where he flew 39 combat missions. Bradlee makes initial contact by phone and
sometimes conducts telephone interviews. The
best interview is in person, he says, but people
are all over the country, and to fly to them all
would be prohibitively expensive.
“Most people who aren’t celebrities are

flattered to be asked and have been very cooperative,” Bradlee said. When he struck out
with the unwilling, he wrote letters to mutual
acquaintances asking for help as go-betweens.
“You have to have a thick skin in this business
and be prepared to have the door slammed in
your face. You have to be persistent.”
After Williams retired from the Red Sox in
1960, he promoted hunting, fishing and other
sports gear for Sears Roebuck, went into a fishing tackle business with the golfer Sam Snead
and made Nissen bread commercials with his
fishing buddy, Bangor, Maine, sportswriter
Bud Leavitt. That’s another little-examined
period Bradlee will take a crack at. And he’ll
explore Williams’s sports memorabilia business,
which helped ex-ballplayers catch up with modern-day salaries.
Bradlee has always been interested in sports,
and the idea of doing a sports book appealed.
“There was a certain symmetry to it for me,
because it connected back to my childhood,” he

said. Growing up near Boston, he’d seen Williams
play in the last years of his career. “I’d hang out
for his autograph. Sort of a case of hero worship
as a kid.” When Williams died, “I was struck by
how much interest there still remained in his life”
and “the sort of treatment that his life got, really
national icon treatment.” Williams and Joe DiMaggio were “two of a kind in an era when baseball
was really in its glory.”
Bradlee pulled together rosters of the Red Sox
teams in the 1939-1960 era to trace Williams’s
living teammates and talk with them all. His first
swing at the book was an interview with three
other legends in the Red Sox pantheon: Dom
DiMaggio, Bobby Doerr and Johnny Pesky.
“Imagine spending a day with those guys,”
Bradlee said. “If you’re a fan, it’s a treat.”
Bradlee’s won’t be just another “adoring”
contribution to that Williams shelf when Little
Brown publishes his book. “New information I’ve
uncovered I don’t want to reveal now,” he said,
but “mine will be different.”
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Whose Fault Is It?
A course on genocide, taught by Bassett Teaching Award winner Jonathan White,
forces Colby students to grapple with questions of responsibility
ru freeman story   leo pando illustration

Andrew Volk ’05 says he has heard the best lecture of his life.
It happened last semester when Jonathan White, assistant professor
of sociology, walked into his class Genocide and Political Violence looking
disheveled and sleep-deprived and said he thought it was time for “the
hunger talk.”
“Then,” Volk said, “he spoke for an hour and fifteen minutes, delivering
a lecture so full of facts, figures and vivid illustrations that it left me feeling
drained and depressed for days. It changed my thinking.”
Volk wasn’t alone.
	On the first day of White’s class students are faced with three quotes
written on a blackboard: “Never Again” is sandwiched between “Ignorance
is Bliss” and “Knowledge is Power.” So begins an investigation of genocidal
events from the Holocaust to Rwanda, along with discussion of the diffusion
of responsibility that allows such crimes to take place.
It’s a course that is fluid, with connections that are broader than the
events being discussed, Volk said. White himself said the class has evolved
in the 10 years he has been teaching it “from being about the specifics of
genocide and political violence to being more about the study of the sociology
of morality through the lens of those phenomena.”
	Terri Cunningham ’04 said White examines the topic of personal morality
in a single course, but in the language of sociology, anthropology, economics,
government, history and international studies. The syllabus asserts that the
class will search for an understanding of human morality and immorality,
nature and nurture. It also mentions a focus on “our own country’s direct
and indirect role in modern genocide and political violence.”
Why is a course on genocide, a topic many people would shy away from,
one of the most popular classes for Colby students from all disciplines? It
may stem from White’s tension-defusing teaching style.
During the lectures there are asides about White’s own life: about being
a young “party boy turned activist” at Brandeis; about attending the largest
act of civil disobedience in America since the Civil Rights movement, at the
School of the Americas. The class returns, refreshed, to the discussion
on personal responsibility, and the interactions resume the back-and-forth
intensity that is the best of intellectual exchange: Christina Pluta ’05 raises
her hand and says she believes everybody is responsible for allowing
injustice. White counters, “How do you deal with the fact that you can’t live

up to your own responsibility? I’m asking you, personally.”
	The workload in the class is almost as ponderous as its subject: 10
required texts, innumerable assigned articles, six reflective papers, journal
entries, impromptu assignments, videos and speakers outside of class
hours and extensive participation in class required. White immerses his
students in his subject, but far from being daunted, students seem to thrive
in the climate he creates. Cunningham praised the workload as a strength
in the course, wishing that there were
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from the hill

Life on the Edge
Undergraduate Research Symposium keynote speaker Alan Rabinowitz explores the world’s wildest places
gerry boyle ’78 story   wildlife conservation society photo

It was a skeleton unlike anything explorer/scientist Alan Rabinowitz had
seen before—a tiny primitive deer with canine teeth and inch-long antlers.
Rabinowitz, huddled in a village in the remote mountains of northern
Myanmar, turned the skull and bones in his hands. “While I was examining
all these pieces, a hunter walked right into the village where I was. He was
carrying the deer.”
	This was in 1998, and Rabinowitz, director for science and exploration for
the Bronx Zoo-based Wildlife Conservation Society, was venturing into a region
long off-limits to foreigners and even to the Myanmar people themselves.
His mission was to explore and survey one of the world’s last wild places in
hopes of protecting the wildlife there. He ended up protecting a species—the
shy and diminutive leaf deer—previously unknown to the outside world.
“Not only was this a new species,” said Rabinowitz, the keynote speaker
at the fifth annual Colby Undergraduate Research Symposium in May, “not
only is it the most primitive deer in the world but it’s the missing link for
deer species. It’s a living fossil.”
	The lecture, and the showcasing of Rabinowitz’s research accomplishments,
offered a benchmark for Colby undergraduates from all disciplines, though
the lecture was attended mostly by aspiring scientists. They listened raptly
as the renowned explorer explained that the leaf deer was just one of the
discoveries he and his Myanmar colleagues made in this rugged region. In
this single excursion Rabinowitz, best known for his preservation of jaguar
and tiger habitat, found new populations of the endangered red panda and
black barking deer. He also came upon the last dozen members of the Taron,
a nearly extinct group of Mongolian pygmies.

Now, thanks to Rabinowitz and the Myanmar government, the habitat is
protected for indigenous wildlife and humans alike.
	This feat, let alone Rabinowitz’s career as scientist, explorer and
author, might not have been predicted by those who knew him as a child.
Hindered by a severe stutter, he was considered developmentally delayed
in school in New York. However, he found that he could speak when he
was alone with his pets, he said, and would hide away with them in dark
closets for hours.
	That inauspicious beginning motivated Rabinowitz to be the best student
possible (he was high school class valedictorian and went on to earn a
doctorate from the University of Tennessee) and to repay a debt to animals, his
first friends. “In a way, I wanted to give something back,” Rabinowitz said.
	He’s done that on a grand scale. His work has resulted in creation of
vast sanctuaries for big cats in Belize, Taiwan and Thailand and a wildlife
sanctuary in Myanmar that sprawls over 2,500 square miles of mountain
wilderness. “Believe it or not, as attractive as it may seem, it’s not an easy
commitment in life,” Rabinowitz said. “We need people to help do it.”
	Potential recruits at Colby listened as Rabinowitz narrated a slide show
of his Myanmar trip into a forbidding region bordering China. Rabinowitz said
he ultimately learned most about the region’s wildlife not from exploring the
forests but by spending time in remote villages. “What was a godsend to
me was that the local people, after they made a kill, believed they needed
to hang it on the wall on their hut with the other skulls. . . . This was great
because this allowed me to clearly see everything that they were killing.”
Species included the leaf deer and others that were being killed for food and

Undergraduate Researchers Strut Their Stuff
Want to learn about religious tolerance
in Vietnam? Local reactions to construction
of the Cape Cod Canal? The neuropathology
of schizophrenia?
	Those were just three of more than 200
presentations offered as part of the Colby
Undergraduate Research Symposium last spring,
an event that has grown dramatically since
its inception five years ago. What was once
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an opportunity for science majors to present
research projects has expanded to include 24
different academic departments. This year 488
students took part.
	The event gives students the opportunity
to showcase their work, and it also allows for
academic cross-pollination. “It’s really been
fun to go and listen to the students’ research
projects in areas I wouldn’t normally listen to,”

said Professor Russ Cole (biology), co-organizer
with Professor David Firmage (biology).
For example? Rachel Tobie ’04 designed an
independent major in Word and Image Studies, a
growing area of academics that perfectly suited
her fascination with both writing and art. Her work
culminated with an exhibit at the Colby College
Museum of Art this spring. Read more about it
in Colby Online at www.colby.edu/mag.

Explorer and conservationist Alan Rabinowitz, who spoke to student researchers
at Colby in May, is shown in a remote area of northern Myanmar. Rabinowitz’s
work in the area resulted in formation of a national park that is home to many
rare species of plants and animals. At left Rabinowitz instructs newly hired guards
for the Myanmar park.
to be used as barter with Chinese traders who sought parts of the animals
for medicinal use. Parts of some of the most rare animals in the world were
being traded for the most sought-after commodity in the region—salt.
“I said, ‘Perfect,’” Rabinowitz recalled. “‘This is great because people
are not killing animals for TV sets or for DVDs or gold chains.’ That gave me
a whole basis for a management strategy.”
	The strategy, since implemented, involved providing salt (at a cost of less
than $1,000 a year) for people in the region if they agreed to hunt animals
only for food. Rabinowitz said the local people agreed, though they had no
concept of a wildlife preserve. “What they did understand is that they were

doing more hunting than they would have liked,” he said. “They would have
liked staying home with their wife.”
Wildlife managers provide salt and also modern medicines sorely needed
in the region. Local residents continue to live in the protected area, hunting
for their own sustenance. Endangered animal populations are stabilizing,
said Rabinowitz, who described the Myanmar project as one of the best
things he’s done in his life. “It’s very unusual in the field of conservation to
find a situation where you have local people and wildlife living as they have
for generations, and you can really make it so both benefit,” he said. “It’s
working. It’s working right now.”
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alumni at large

All Together Now
Some 1,400 alumni and family members returned to Mayflower Hill
June 4-6 for the 2004 Reunion Weekend. Alumni from 35 states
and four countries gathered for the three-day event, which included
both the traditional (the parade of classes, above), the creative
(alumni sing in the reunion chorus, at left, directed by Peter Re),
and the impromptu (members of the Class of ’84 and their children
play touch football on Averill lawn). On Friday night Karl Dornish ’54
receive a Colby Brick award as one of eight alumni receiving awards.
Presentations included writer and photographer Karl Decker ’54,
discussing his documentary on Townshend, Vermont; Cindy Fischer
’64, a pet-care consultant; and photographer Jane Master Rohrbach
’69 presenting her award-winning nature photography.

20s/30s

A Portland (Maine) Phoenix article last
winter redirected attention to Bern
Porter ’32’s long career in art, science,
poetry and literature. A physicist on the
Manhattan Project, founder of the literary magazine Circle 10, publisher and
author of found poetry and concrete
poetry, Porter “pioneered the kinds
of experimental encounters between
individuals and groups, disciplines
and forms, ideas and media that now
constitute the field of contemporary
artistic practice,” said the article. . . .
Maynard Waltz ’38 presents talks on
the origins of the Native Americans of
southeast New Hampshire. He reports
that his first great-grandchild, Hannah
Waltz, was born on October 27, 2003,
in Port Charlotte, Fla. Maynard
received pictures on e-mail less than
30 minutes after Hannah was born.
He hasn’t seen the changes on campus
over the last 10 years, but he does
know of one major change: tuition was
$200 a year in 1938. . . . Can women
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do math? No doubt about it, argued
the late Jean Burr Smith ’39. A
recent women’s history column in the
Middletown (Conn.) Press remembered
Smith as a pioneer in reducing math
anxiety, especially among women. She
taught math students in high school
for seven years before beginning a 22year career at Middlesex Community
College, where the library now bears
her name. She co-wrote Arithmetic and
Algebra . . . again (1994) and ran math
workshops on five continents.
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Paul Willey sends along the
information that he’s not been an
airline pilot since 1980, but he’s
kept himself busy working for brief
periods as a stock broker, a house
builder and a general aide to his wife,
Marie (Seminary ’85). Marie talked
Colby into letting her attain credits
for graduation in 1985 as a “senior
senior.” They bought a condominium
in southwest Florida while on vacation
in 1986 and moved there that same

20s/30s
Ruth E. Dow ’27 celebrated Patriots Day 2004 by turning 100. Commencement speaker for Colby’s women’s division back in the coordinate education
era, the Nobleboro, Maine, resident grew up in the “horse and buggy days”
on a small dairy farm in Kennebec County. The long-time teacher told The
Lincoln County News, “My real home was the Boys Reform School, where my
father was the assistant principal for six years. I like to tell people that just
to see their reaction.”
Deaths: Dorothy Harmon-White Lamoreau ’22, February 10, 2004, in
Port Charlotte, Fla., at 101  Dorothy Gould Conant ’27, April 4, 2004,
in Gorham, Maine, at 97  Mildred Tupper Van Wart ’28, February 2,
2004, in Maine, at 97  Susan Stevens Watson ’28, June 6, 2004, in South
Portland, Maine, at 96  Helen Chase Pardey ’30, April 3, 2004, in Keene,
N.H., at 94  Bernard H. Porter ’32, June 7, 2004, in Belfast, Maine,
at 93  Katherine King Blanchard ’35, April 17, 2004, in Rochester,
N.Y., at 93  Arthur L. Spear ’36, February 12, 2003, in Natick, Mass.,
at 88  Harriet Weibel Buyniski ’37, December 22, 2003, in Ohio, at
88  Rudolph Jacoby Jr. ’38, February 28, 2004, in Brockton, Mass., at
90  Helen Foster Jenison ’38, November 1, 2003, in Smithfield, R.I., at
87  Betty Herd Sanders ’38, April 1, 2004, in West Springfield, Mass.,
at 86  Maine Hills Jr. ’39, March 17, 2004, in Belfast, Maine, at 86 
Marion Crawford Hutchinson ’39, February 28, 2004, in Georgia, at 87 
Sylvia Ross Manheimer ’39, March 22, 2004, in Mission Viejo, Calif., at 85.

year. For the past 12 years, Marie
has been an oil painting artist, and
Paul has framed her works. He now
plays bridge several times a week with
friends in his continuing care facility
in Port Charlotte, while also keeping
in touch via e-mail with the hundreds
of friends he made while working and
living for nine years in South America.
. . . Helen Henry Merritt is currently
working on the design and supervision
of a 12-foot-high architectural ceramic
and stained glass wall, which is being
made as a community enhancement
project in DeKalb, Ill.
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Marjorie McDougal Davis
of Springvale, Maine, and class agent
Kay Monaghan Corey got talking
about Marjorie’s Colby connections,
which Kay passed along. Marjorie’s
brother A. Warren McDougal Jr. has
a Colby daughter, Marilyn McDougal
Meyerhans ’72, and granddaughter,
Katy Meyerhans ’01. Marjorie’s son
Keith ’80 married Cameron Yale ’82.
Marjorie’s Colby history started with
George W. Hanson and his brother,
Charles Hanson, who both graduated
in 1883 and became lawyers. George’s
daughter Pauline ’13 and her brother
Benjamin ’19 (Marjorie’s aunt and
uncle) both taught in high school.
The connections continue through
her cousin Schuyler Mott ’51 and
his wife, Constance Wiley Mott ’51,
whose daughter is Nancy Mott Brew
’79. Marjorie’s grandson Colin Witherill ’04 (son of Marjorie’s daughter
Gail) is also the grandson of Robert
Witherill ’47, formerly a professor at
Nasson and USM. “There are a few
other remote connections, I’m told,”
Marjorie said.
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John M. Wood, M.D., has
retired to the Savannah Lakes Village
on Lake Thurmond in McCormick,
S.C., after 50 years in medicine
in Michigan. His son, Bradford,
operates a primary care practice in
Pennsylvania. His daughter Debora,
married to Klaus Jorgensen and living
in Copenhagen, Denmark, gave him a
granddaughter at age 43. His daughter
Linda Mary lives in Elmira, N.Y.,
and has given him two grandsons.
At 82, John is still playing tennis two
or three times a week and remains
physically active and involved in
many community activities. He says
the cultural change of retirement has
been surprising and exciting.
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Here’s an update on Polly Callard Guild, a minister in the Unitarian

Universalist Church and one of our
remarkably well-traveled classmates.
To put it one way, she’s been all over
the lot in the last couple of years: India
(where her many activities ranged from
helping out at a preaching course to
visiting the Taj Mahal); Oxford and
Budapest (attending meetings in each
city of the International Association
for Religious Freedom); China (on an
Elderhostel cooking trip, plus tours
that included Beijing and a four-day
cruise on the Yangze River); Prague
(a church meeting); St. Croix (as
visiting minister); Germany (a church
meeting); and the Philippines (where
she says the Ted Guild Village Bank,
a memorial to Polly’s husband, makes
“small loans to poor family folks”). Still
more of her activities involved organizing a Unitarian heritage tour covering
the Transcendentalists of Concord and
teaching an Elderhostel program on
the Great Eastern Religions (at Star
Island, off the coast of Portsmouth,
N.H., where she gave a little memorial
garden in Ted’s name). Polly told us all
her news by providing copies of her two
most recent Christmas letters. A great
idea. How about sending yours?
—Naomi Collett Paganelli

47 David Weber writes that he

spent two weeks in Patagonia, where
he cruised the Strait of Magellan and
the Beagle Channel “followed by walking at and in awe of Torre del Paine
in the national park holding those
spectacular mountains.” . . . Thomas
Burke’s wife, Jan, broke her hip on
Valentine’s Day and was in rehab
when he wrote. He said, “I’m lost,”
which just goes to show how much
we depend upon our spouses after all
these years. As usual, Tom has been
working hard on our Alumni Fund. .
. . John and I have just returned from
a trip to Belize and Guatemala, where
we enjoyed snorkeling, bird watching
and meeting some interesting people.
We were particularly interested in
an orphanage in Guatemala, which
in addition to the orphaned children
ranging in age from 2 to 16 years was
a boarding and day school that totaled
about 300 students during the school
year. In addition to the regular staff,
there were volunteers from all over
the world, and the children seemed to
be very happy and getting good care.
Most of the children go on to work or
to high school in Guatemala City after
they leave, and many are attending the
university. Their own farm, raising
vegetables, chickens and pigs, supplies
much of their food and is also a source

of income. We had a raffle on board
our small cruise liner and raised about
$450 in extra supplies. . . . I hope to
hear from many more of you. There
must be lots of news to share.
—Mary “Liz” Hall Fitch
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Carol Stoll Baker spent three
months in Scottsdale, Ariz., and loved
every minute, especially early morning walks in the sunshine and oriental
watercolor class with a teacher who
used to be Kay Weisman Jaffe’s
neighbor. Carol is taking a course
at Arizona State University “in stem
cells, genomes, etc., and studying the
subject from the technological, legal
and ethical points of view.” She’s still
lifting weights, “and that lets me
enjoy all the great restaurants!” . . .
Gil Taverner received a Harvard
University Graduate School of Education Honor A Teacher Award. Students
nominate teachers who have made a
crucial difference in their lives. A St.
George’s School student who is now
an attorney in Chicago said that Gil
“pushed each of us, at our own level,
to think more clearly about hard issues
and approached every person, even
difficult people, with warmth and
open-handed kindness . . . no teacher
has taught me as much as Dr. T. did at St
George’s.” (It all began with Norman
Swasey Smith’s education courses at
Colby.) . . . David Choate reports a
May ’03 bike and barge tour of Holland and Belgium. In March they were
going from Denver to Pennsylvania to
help celebrate his sister’s 80th birthday.
After a week in Prague they planned
three weeks in Croatia in May and a
trip to Scandinavia this fall. David said,
“our health is holding firm what with
daily trips to the gym for weight lifting, aerobics and Pilates.” He teaches
ESL four days a week to about 20
young men and women, mostly from
Mexico, Brazil and Guatemala, who
are learning English to qualify for
their G.E.D., U.S. citizenship or a
better job. . . . Selma and Ron Farkas
celebrated their 52nd anniversary in
December with a visit to up-country
Maui. They became permanent residents of Kauai 16 years ago, and since
he retired from active business three
years ago they have sold their investment properties on Kauai and built a
new home. They’re still on the south
shore Poipu Beach side of the island
but in a more residential (as opposed to
resort) neighborhood. In the middle of
May they return to their roots in Massachusetts to summer in a new house
they built at Ballymeade Country Club
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alumni at large
newsmakers
At the Springfield, Mass., Elks annual German Night, Ray Tuller Jr. ’44
was named the German Elk of the Year. World War II service with the 9th
Air Force and as an American/German interpreter combined with coaching
and officiating youth sports and community service earned him Elk of the
Year: for dedication to family, friends, work and life. He’s keeping on ice, too,
coaching the Mass. Speed Limits, an over-75 hockey team.

milestones
Deaths: Thomas E. Elder ’40, March 10, 2004, in Gainesville, Fla., at
86  Shirley J. Maddocks Hatch ’40, February 29, 2004, in Windham,
Maine, at 86  Gardner Oakes ’40, December 15, 2003, in New York,
at 84  Mildred Ogren Dakin ’41, March 5, 2004, in Sutton, Mass., at
83  Marjorie Arey O’Connor ’41, February 11, 2004, in Portland,
Maine, at 85  Thelma Bassett Cornell Strout ’41, March 7, 2004, in
Portland, Maine, at 84  Paul W. Anderson ’42, December 26, 2003, in
Massachusetts, at 83  Myrtle “Connie” Condon Blodgett ’43, February
13, 2004, in East Orange, N.J., at 81  Frederick B. McAlary Sr. ’43, April
25, 2004, in Rockport, Maine, at 82  Ralph S. Braudy ’44, April 24, 2004,
in Los Angeles, Calif., at 80  Vivian Maxwell Brown ’44, October 13,
2003, in New York, at 83  Dorothy Holtman Coulson ’44, August 19,
2003, in Florida, at 81  Robert E. Urie ’46, March 6, 2004, in Bradenton,
Fla., at 80  Lester J. Burton ’48, March 3, 2004, in Lewiston, Maine, at
82  Cyril M. Joly Jr. ’48, June 6, 2004, in Waterville, Maine, at 79.
in Falmouth on Cape Cod. In 2003
they took in the Canadian Rockies for
two weeks and then visited Toronto.
Their son, Carl, has been working
for IBM, and in September they flew
to his wedding in Paris. Daughter
Amy and her family live in New York
City. Their only Colby contacts are
occasional visits with Harvey Koizim
in New Haven and with Carol Stoll
Baker. . . . Evelyn Helfant Malkin
celebrated a birthday at Chesapeake
Bay with her children, their spouses
and their children, 20 in all. “I’m still,
happily, at Mass. General Hospital,
focusing on pediatric radiation,” she
wrote. “The children are astounding,
as are their parents. And after years of
advocating for a Healing Garden, it’s
going to happen. It will be in the new
Yawkey Outpatient Center and will
have trees, shrubs, flowers, water and
benches. A place for quiet, comfort and
peace. I’m very excited.” . . . Marianne
Schoeffel Nelson is planning to live
at Valle Verde retirement community
in Santa Barbara, Calif., near her
daughter, Astrid, and the Unitarian
Society of Santa Barbara that they visit
one to three times a week. She and
Robert F. Nelson Jr. were married on
May 31, 1952, and to celebrate their
50th anniversary they took a cruise
on the American Canadian Caribbean
Line from Warren, R.I., to Quebec
with their younger son and family,
then spent two weeks camping with
their two daughters and older son and
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families at the Appalachian Mountain
Club camp at Echo Lake, Southwest
Harbor, Maine. In April they planned
a Holland America cruise from Fort
Lauderdale through the Panama
Canal to Acapulco and San Diego.
Marianne says she did the Panama
Canal when she was 5 but remembers
it very well. . . . Elaine Browning
Townsley made a trip to Ireland last
September. She visits her roommate,
Hazel Huckins Merrill, who is now
in a nursing home. Hazel lost her
husband, John, a year ago and her son
shortly afterwards. Elaine is sure that
Hazel would appreciate a card or letter
from old college friends. Her address
is Hazel Merrill, Peabody Home,
Peabody Place, Franklin, NH 03235,
telephone 603-934-5936. . . . Gordon
Miller’s grandchildren include a recent
graduate of the Savannah College of
Art, now pursuing her career in Berlin,
Germany. Another is in N.Y.C. doing
financial analysis work for a large
investment firm, and another two are
still in college. His son is an agent in
Hollywood with clients in film and TV.
His two daughters pursue careers as
meeting planner and insurance benefit
expert, respectively. Gordon hoped
to get away this summer to attend
more Elderhostels and more windjammer cruises in the Caribbean and
the Pacific. . . . Mildred Hammond
Bauer is active in her local church
and as secretary of the Attleboro Land
Trust. She enjoys three meetings a

year with Colby women in her part
of Massachusetts, two or three of the
Class of ’48. . . . Charles and Dorothy
Worthley Cleaver have been retired
for 22 years and live on the Kennebec
River in Skowhegan. They have five
healthy and happy children. They, too,
have good health and still enjoy fishing,
camping, canoeing, biking and skiing.
They are active in their community,
especially through the Universalist Unitarian church in Waterville.
Dorothy says she is fortunate to live
near Colby and enjoys the speakers
and programs offered by the College.
Every time she drives by the chapel
they remember their wedding there 55
years ago. Her hope is that Colby will
remain a college that educates students
to respect and work for the rights of
all mankind and be dedicated to the
protection of the environment.
—David and Dorothy Marson
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Very little news to report this
time. I guess you all were hibernating
until winter was over. Can I expect
a surfeit of news come the warm
weather? . . . Edward Waller reports
that his favorite reunion or homecoming memory is “listening to Colby 8
sing!” He also thinks “the College
should send them on tour for alumni
gatherings! Would help fund raising!”
What do you think? . . . . Here’s an
item in the “small world” category.
When I moved to Maine three years
ago, I joined the United States Power
Squadron. A year or so ago we were
joined by a new member, A. William
Seepe. Well, Seepe is not a particularly
common name, and Professor Seepe
was Arthur W., so I suspected this
must be his son. And so it proved to
be. Professor Seepe is deceased, but
Bill ’64 lives in East Boothbay and his
mother lives nearby. I took a USPS
weather course with Bill this winter,
so we became well acquainted in the
course of the 10 weeks. And we also
learned a lot about weather, how to
forecast weather, read weather maps,
etc. Great fun, but I’m not about to
become a weatherman! . . . If you want
to read something in this column, I
need your help!
—Anne Hagar Eustis

50 I almost forgot to write the
column this month as I am in the
middle of renovating my entire
upstairs. I’m happy that Jeanine
Fenwick Starrett and Gerry Baker
both contracted me with news of their
busy and productive lives. Jeanine says
she is “working hard in three major

areas: education through tutoring a
third grader at a local school, good
government through an active role in
the League of Women Voters, a less
active role in the Democratic Party and
preservation through volunteer efforts
with the Phoenix Museum of History.”
Jeanine and her husband, Peter, are jazz
enthusiasts, having attended Dixieland
jazz festivals locally as well as in San
Diego. . . . Although Gerry Baker
already has two master’s, he seems
to have an insatiable curiosity about
everything and is now taking courses
in history and anthropology at a local
community college. Gerry says he also
is “being featured on one hundredplus radio shows across the country,
speaking with talk-show hosts about
high blood pressure, how to lower it
and how to monitor it at home.” Gerry
developed the concept of taking your
blood pressure at home 25 years ago.
The idea of retirement appears to
have taken on a whole new meaning
in our generation. Both Jeanine and
Gerry not only are enjoying their
lives but are contributing to society in
meaningful ways. I am sure there are
many others in our class from whom
I have not heard who are contributing
to their communities. Please let me
hear from you.
—Alice Jennings Castelli

51 Chet Harrington sends best

wishes from Villanova. He is in semiretirement as a marketing consultant.
One interesting project he was associated with was the solar-powered desalinization of water, and another was the
recovery of metals from fly-ash residue
from power plants—both making the
environment cleaner. He plays golf and
tennis, so Florida is perfect for him.
He and his wife, Jane, who have four
sons and eight grandchildren, travel as
much as they can find the time to. Chet
literally flew over the Colby campus
during our 50th reunion and would
have loved to join our parade, if only
he had a parachute! He met with Ted
Shiro in Florida a couple of years ago
and got brought up to date on Colby
doings. In the meantime, Ted got a
great write-up in the Naples (Maine)
Daily News after he was inducted into
the New England Basketball Hall of
Fame. The story covered his athletic
career from the time he was 5 and
“dribbling a basketball on the floor in
the upper reaches of The Jefferson”
through the Waterville high school
team’s 1944 Class A state title in basketball to setting a new College scoring
record in three seasons and earning

a tryout with the Boston Celtics. . . .
Ernie Fortin was host of his annual
Colby alumni gathering in Sarasota,
with President Bro Adams reporting
to some 60 alumni about the Colby
long-range strategic plan. Four needed
buildings are called for, and the first will
be an alumni building (groundbreaking
took place on April 25). The second
building will be dedicated to the social
sciences. A major grounds alteration is
underway to raise the level of the earth
to create the Colby Green. Among
those attending were Dick Birch,
Sherwin Welson, Norval Garnett,
Bob Brotherlin and Wes Freeman. . .
. Bill Burgess is doing more traveling,
this time to Death Valley and Laughlin
and Las Vegas, Nev. Then he’s on to
the Mexican Riviera on a cruise out of
San Diego. . . . Please send me your
news. I know the first thing we all turn
to is the class column for news of your
classmates. Keep the faith!
—Nancy Nilson Archibald

52 Although this issue of Colby

may arrive at your door in mid- to
late summer, I am looking out my
window (in mid-March) at the still
barren winter landscape. Yesterday,
however, we could see buds swelling on the trees and the tips of iris
and crocus pushing up through the
chilly earth. I do love spring, and
the returning birds promise that
it is coming. . . . Louise Ginsberg
Hirshberg will be looking forward
to spring, too, I expect, for she wrote
to tell us that she has moved north to
Kittery, Maine. As she says, “Nothing like a 2-year-old grandchild to
propel me into another life change.”
She has enjoyed getting together with
Joan Kelby Cannell and was looking
forward to meeting other classmates
who live in the southern Maine-Portsmouth, N.H., area. . . . Barbara Bone
Leavitt wrote about how excited she
is that the new alumni building is
underway at Colby, for it will be a great
place, right on campus, for some of
our reunion activities, and it certainly
will provide more room for the Alumni
Office. Barbara and husband Bob
spent Christmas in Florida with their
family. I imagine that many of you also
become “snowbirds” to avoid the cold
and snow of winter in the north. . . .
Bill Taylor and his friend Sue spent
a week in late February on board the
Holland America ship Pryndam, sailing round-trip from his home in San
Diego into the Sea of Cortez. Sounds
wonderful, Bill! And on May 18th he
was to board the new Queen Mary II

in New York to head for a European
vacation. We’ll look forward to hearing about that one. . . . Herb Nagle
says that he has been in touch either
through “E” or in person with Russ
Dixon, Carl Leaf, Don Hailer, Irwin
(Ig) Winer and George Bazer ’53.
They all speak fondly of their Colby
experience. Herb and his wife, Judy,
planned to visit Ig and his wife, Joy, at
their home in Wellesley, Mass., during
the April vacation. . . . Some very happy
news from Betsy Fisher Kearney,
who added Caldwell to her name on
January 14, when she and Roy Chandler Caldwell were married at Harbour
Island in the Bahamas. She described
the wedding as follows: “My maid was
my maid of honor and the yard man
stood up for Roy. In the congregation
was a young man from Australia, his
wife from Ireland and their 3-year-old
son. Also, an 80-year-old woman from
York, England, who has taught school
on that island for 40 years, sang ‘Here
Comes the Bride’—unsolicited—and
then the whole congregation went
by golf cart from the church to the
luncheon overlooking the beach.” At
the end of February, Betsy and Roy
had a Bahamian reception back in
Birmingham, Ala., with a Scottish
chef cooking Bahamian food. It
sounds wonderful, Betsy, and our best
wishes and congratulations go out to
you! . . . Do keep the news coming.
We all look forward to touching base
this way between reunions.
—Janice Pearson Anderson

featuring the phrase “Whassup.”. . .
Mike Wechsler Edelson says she is
very proud of her 10 grandchildren.
One, a soprano, gave a recital at the
Manhattan School of Music, and her
sister received her first commission as
a portrait artist. Mike says she keeps
very busy with library workshops and
lectures and is in the midst of redecorating their new condo overlooking the
harbor in Huntington, N.Y. . . . Ginnie
Falkenbury Aronson has enjoyed her
latest contacts with classmates. She
said it was a great “break” from work
on her home, which was damaged by
Hurricane Isabel but was 60 percent
recovered after five months. Ginnie
sent a sad note about the passing of
Robert Wulfing and Jeanette Mill
Brennan. Bob Grindle, a good friend
of Jeannie Mill, sent me the obituary
draft that he had sent to the College.
Jeannie died of lung cancer after having
been diagnosed only five months prior
to her death. After graduation, Jeannie
completed her master’s in library science but did not choose that career. A
member of Mensa, she loved crossword
puzzles, and her knowledge brought
her a $10,000 win on television’s,
Jeopardy!. She also won many prizes
in regional and national contests. Jeannie is remembered as having a lovely
soprano voice and singing in many
choral groups. If you would like a more
comprehensive account of Jeannie’s
life, I believe you might be able to
request it from Bob Grindle.
—Barbara Easterbrooks Mailey

53 The February/March 2004 54 In his Christmas 2003 letter
Portland Magazine featured an article
on Louise Davis Stone. It recounts
the following facts: Louise Davis
came to Maine from Hampton, Va.,
the first black woman to attend a
prep school in Maine when she won
a scholarship to Fryeburg Academy
in 1947. She graduated with our class
as a sociology major, then went on to
do graduate work at Columbia in the
field of social work. However, she left
there to work for an ad agency, which
led to a successful career in writing,
editing and journalism. Her husband,
Charles Stone, is a journalism professor at UNC-Chapel Hill. He was one
of the famous Tuskegee Airmen. He
knew prominent black people such as
Martin Luther King Jr. and Malcolm
X. He also has been a commentator
for NBC and an assistant to Adam
Clayton Powell in his political career.
Their son also has distinguished himself as a creator and director and as
a star in the Budweiser commercials

Abbott Rice wrote that he and his wife,
Annie, are spending their retirement
serving in both local and state positions
in the Grange, holding positions in the
Community Church of Hudson, N.H.,
where they live, and developing a community garden in the town. Abbott
also holds an elected position in the
town government. All of their children
live within an hour’s drive. Abbott said
he planned to attend the reunion. . . .
Mary Mastin Campbell is working
on a master’s in Drew University’s M.
Litt. Program and especially enjoys the
courses in music and art. Mary also
reports that she still plays bridge and
recalls playing bridge almost non-stop
during the semester breaks when she
was at Colby. . . . Diane Chamberlin
Starcher lives in Chambery, France,
but often travels around the U.S. visiting her children and their families. She
and her husband, George, continue to
work for the Baha’i organization, and
last year Diane was secretary of the
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judy dickson ’58 | northwest passage
For many, the term “the bush” brings to
mind the sunny island continent of Australia. But for Judy Dickson ’58, it is environs
surrounding Napakiak, Alaska, where she
teaches reading, writing and arithmetic to
bilingual first and second graders. Dickson’s
young pupils speak English and Yup’ik, an
Eskimo language of southwestern Alaska.
“I tell them they’re much further ahead . . .
[they] can speak in two languages. [They] can read pretty much in two
languages. [They’ve] got this great background,” she said.
Dickson teaches in a dual immersion program: in the morning her
first-grade class goes into the Yup’ik program, and she teaches reading,
writing and math to her second-grade class. Dickson says she’s been
spoiled having smaller classes, with only 10 in her second-grade class
and nine in her first-grade class. “When [a friend of mine] had suggested coming out here to the bush because I would really like being
with these kids, she was right. They’re so great, these kids,” she said.
Dickson has been an educator in the 49th state for
more than 15 years. She taught first graders in Anchorage, worked as a resource
tutor in a low-income neighborhood,
taught English as a second language in
Toksook Bay and even taught weaving at
a college in Anchorage.
After growing up in New York
State and spending summers
with her family on the coast
of Maine, Dickson chose
Colby and majored in
geology. She
always had
an interest in
teaching. “All
through my
high school

Baha’i administrative body in Chambery. . . . Carol Dyer Wauters now
lives near Jackson Hole, Wyo., where
she has been working two days a week
skiing around the slopes looking for
skiers in distress and going to their
aid. The rest of her time she spends
doing free skiing with friends, working at a local museum, babysitting her
18-month-old granddaughter, going
to a Tibetan Buddhism study group,
attending a meditation group, taking
tai chi and volunteering at the local
literacy center. When ski season is
over, she hikes and kayaks. Two of
her three children also live in Jackson
Hole and join Carol in skiing, hiking
and taking river trips.
—Helen Cross Stabler

55 I love this job! Deadline to
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submit news is the 15th—nothing
shows up till the 16th. It’s like cramming for exams—a day late! . . . Great
to hear from John Dutton. He and his
wife, Jane, recently took an extended
19-day tour of New Zealand and
Australia, including 13 days of cruising. They visited Wellington, Christchurch, Dunedin, Fiords, Tasmania
(including the Devil), Melbourne and
Sydney on what he termed a “wonderful trip.” Earlier they toured the Canadian Rockies and Glacier National
Park—a truly spectacular location
on this earth. . . . Diane Reynolds
Wright and husband Dick recently
moved to downtown Milwaukee in a
new-to-them old apartment building
overlooking the city and Lake Michigan. Together with their three sons,
biking and skiing trips are an important

years I babysat a lot and I really enjoyed being with children, so the
teaching just kind of came. Mother had been a teacher . . . and my
grandmother had been a teacher, so I guess it kind of fell to my lot,
you could say.”
A post-graduation road trip with classmate Mary Ellen O’Reilly ’58
brought Dickson to the West Coast. The following summer, Dickson,
O’Reilly and Ruth Winterbottom ’58 drove the Al-Can Highway and
spent the summer in Alaska. Dickson lived in San Francisco for several years after that, but always dreamed of going back to Alaska.
“When the third summer came along and I didn’t get to go to
Alaska, oh, I was just devastated,” she said.
She earned her teaching credentials at San Francisco State College (now university), taught for two years in Corda Madera, then
trekked back up north. And she’s never looked back.
Dickson has experienced life in all parts of Alaska, from the city
of Anchorage (pop. 260,283) to tiny Tuntutuliak (pop. 300), but she
prefers the smaller towns. “Now that I’m here in this village, it’s
amazing to me . . . I’m now part of this family and it’s just wonderful,
it’s absolutely wonderful.”
She lives and works on the Kuskokwim Delta, 12 miles from
Bethel, where in April the river ice is at least five feet thick. Alaskans
hunt for moose and caribou in the winter and fish for salmon in the
summer. Sound familiar? Dickson says it reminds her of her summers
as a child on the coast of Maine. “Our little cottage there had no running water . . . so to get the fresh water we had to row the boat down
the beach to the little spring at low tide.”
But there are differences. Dense forests like those found in
northern Maine aren’t part of the Alaskan landscape, and while both
states have their cold winters, Dickson says the Maine winters are
much damper. And of course, first graders in small Maine towns don’t
speak Yup’ik, the “down in your throat” language with which Dickson
admits she has difficulty. “My students will tell me to say something
[in Yup’ik] and I’ll say it and then they laugh.” But they’re becoming
quite proficient in their second language, English: “I’ll listen to them
read, and it just gives you little goose bumps right up your spine. Oh
my god, they can do it!” —-Anne Marie Sears ’03

part of their lives. . . . Judi Levow also
has been cruising—through the Caribbean, West Indies, Bahamas, etc. She
has become active in the John Kerry
campaign and seems to enjoy the political scene. (Anyone want equal time?)
If family graduations don’t interfere,
she is eagerly looking forward to
our 50th reunion. . . . Apparently Jo
Bailey Campbell wasn’t the only one
in our class to recently marry; Carol
Dauphinee Cooper also took that big
step last October with Clyde “Bud”
Keene. An experienced “bus rider”
from the old campus to the new, Carol
has met with Barbara Ayers Haslam
and lunched with Cathy Flynn Carrigan, all veterans of the Dunn House
in downtown Waterville. Carol is
psyched for our 50th reunion in ’05. I
hope you all are. . . . Louise “Pinkie”

Fall Achor informs us that she and
her husband, Bob, have three married
children and 13 grandchildren. She
has served as church secretary for the
last 10 years. . . . George Haskell, our
fund-raising chair for our 50th anniversary gift committee, indicates that
the response from everyone has been
heartwarming and that the dedication
of his great team of ’55 classmates
has been outstanding, with the effort
producing record results. . . . Kathy
(McConaughy ’56) and President
Lou Zambello recently traveled to
Florida and South Carolina visiting
Don Rice ’56 and his wife and John
’56 and Joan Williams Marshall ’56 in
Melbourne; 45 minutes more he could
have visited with Jane and me. Next
time maybe! Lou attended the dinner
in celebration of the 100th anniversary

of the Colby C Club held last February.
. . . Bob and Elizabeth Young Baker
recently returned from a trip to Maui.
She says Maui was delightful except
for the rain—not conducive for golf.
Both Bob and Elizabeth have been
retired for 12 years. Their family
includes two daughters, Jeanne and
Betsy, and their husbands. They also
are proud grandparents of year-old
twin boys. Elizabeth volunteers as a
church deacon and also takes care of
children (3-6) in a learning lab while
parents are learning English—a challenging and rewarding experience. “It
is also a good way to put into practice
my Ph.D. in psychology, earned after
I started Medicare,” she says. They
cruised Europe last September from
Copenhagen to St. Petersburg, with
Rome as their final destination. In May
they had a delightful visit with Betty
Harris Smith and her husband; the
highlight: exploring Harvard Square
with the Smiths in the pouring rain.
Elizabeth was looking forward to our
50th reunion and reconnecting with
classmates. . . . I hope you read Kathie
Flynn Carrigan’s most recent communication (Feb. 10, 2004) regarding all the new developments taking
place at Colby. Great informative job,
Kathie. We’re fortunate to have you
as our representative on the Colby
Alumni Council. . . . With less than a
year to go to our 50th reunion, I trust
that each and every one of us is putting
plans into place for participating.
—Ken Van Praag

56

I have been making calls about
our 50th anniversary class gift and have
been back in touch with several old
roommates and fellow Ohioans. My
freshman roommate, Yvonne Nelson
Summerill, reminded me that she was
married in December of our senior
year. Son Joe graduated from Colby in
’89. Yvonne and Jack are still in Toms
River, N.J., but planning a summer of
sailing around the Camden-Boothbay
area. I remember our freshman year in
Woodman and how I envied her skill
on the grand piano in the living room.
She always talked about getting a job
in a cocktail lounge playing piano and
I forgot to ask her if she ever did that
in the summer. I sent her a picture
of myself, Lou ’55 and Liz Collins,
who was also one of my roommates.
Yvonne and Liz were from the same
hometown, Westfield, N.J. I saw Liz in
person when we were in Oregon skiing
in February. She hoped to return to
Colby in 2006. . . . Carolyn Moore
Hutchins was awaiting her 14th

newsmakers
That was Robert B. Parker ’54 detected in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., away
from his usual Massachusetts haunts. The author of the best-selling Spenser
private-eye novels was the keynote speaker at the annual mystery writers’
Sleuthfest conference.

milestones
Deaths: Jeannette Mill Brennan ’53, February 3, 2004, in Washington, D.C.,
at 71  Beverly Templeton Nichols ’54, May 6, 2004, in Jamul, Calif., at
71  Roy V. Shorey Jr. ’54, May 10, 2004, in New Jersey, at 72  Sheila
McDonald Gilman ’58, March 5, 2004, in Newport, Maine, at 67.
grandchild, coming from Guatemala.
She and I were old childhood friends
who came to Colby together. Carol
and her husband, Bruce, stay busy with
their large family, raise guide dogs and
are very active in their church. They
manage to spend some time each
winter in Mesa, Ariz. . . . Lots of us are
putting pressure on Jackie Huebsch
Scandalios to stop in Maine on her
way to Greece in 2006. Surely this is
on her way from Atherton, Calif. . . .
Shirley Verga Montini-Turiansky
and her husband, George, are happily awaiting his board certification
(psychology) and are planning a trip
to Europe this summer to celebrate.
Shirley has one granddaughter who
is 14. . . . Some brief news of Robert
“Duke” Carver, a non-grad from
our class. He attends his reunions
at Northfield Mt. Hermon in Massachusetts and is retired from his job
as executive director of the American
Heart Association. Colby has an
uncertain address for Duke so if anyone
knows where he is, encourage him to
get in touch. . . . Vincent Ferrara is
now in Aspen, Colo., and is gearing
up for a possible third retirement. He
and his wife, Ana, will be celebrating
their 50th anniversary soon. . . . Joanna
McCurdy Brunso had a great visit
from Vonnie Noble and her husband,
Hugh Davis, in Green Valley, Ariz., in
February. She will be seeing Cookie
Kiger Allen in June at a conference
in Long Beach, Calif. As I write this,
Joanna is on a 40-day trip to China.
—Kathy McConaughy Zambello

58 News from Ellie Fortenbaugh

de la Bandera didn’t arrive in time for
my last column. Ellie divides her time
between New Jersey and Cape Coral,
Fla. She returns north for holidays
and grandchildren’s birthdays; all four
get a special birthday cake every year.
She had lunch with Marcia Griggs
Atsaves in Washington in August when
she was doing Spanish federal court
interpreter certification testing. She

missed Carlos Davila that time, but
10 years ago she had lunch with him
on a similar occasion. . . . Received a
breezy Christmas letter from Harry
and Joan Shaw Whitaker. They feel
blessed to have family and friends on
both coasts, so travel opportunities
abound for them. Harry has developed type 2 diabetes but is doing well
on oral meds, insulin and diet. Good
show, Harry! . . . A welcome note from
Tony Kalloch, that he’s enjoying lots
of travel associated with his consulting
business, including a big trade show in
Bologne in March. . . . Another from
John Edes checking in to see whether
I’m behaving myself! He knows better
than that! Big John purchased a new
home in East Greenwich, R.I., and he’s
involved in a nonprofit organization
called REBOUND INC., whose main
purpose is to help young and old people
fight the war on drugs and alcoholism.
. . . Sad news reached us of the death in
March of Sheila McDonald Gilman
from leukemia. Sheila was with us just
freshman year, but in that short time
we learned that she was one-in-a-million. Her obituary says it well: “It can
honestly be stated that Sheila never met
a person she did not sincerely love.” She
married Goodwin O. Gilman in 1960,
and they lived in Newport, Maine, for
44 years. In addition to “Goody,” she
is survived by three children and seven
grandchildren. . . . Wolfe and Marian
Woodsome Ludwig-Springer (both
retired) are alive and well on Cape Cod.
They’d recently returned from a brief
cruise to some of the Caribbean islands
and were gearing up for spring and
summer. She’s been singing in choral
and opera groups, substitute teaching and visiting family in Germany.
She acquired her 13th grandchild a
year ago.
—Beryl Scott Glover

59 After teaching a course in
Pennsylvania on American policy in
the Middle East, Art Goldschmidt
and Louise (Robb ’60) set out this

winter on a cross-country car trip,
returning in mid-April. The third
edition of Art’s Historical Dictionary of
Egypt was published last November.
. . . Lloyd Cohen writes that his
entire family was devastated by the
losses they sustained (basically their
life savings) when they were bilked in
a Ponzi scheme. We looked up Ponzi
schemes on the Internet and were horrified at the havoc they have wrought.
Lloyd suggests that you might type
“Financial Advisory Consultants” FBI
in the URL box (with the quotation
marks) to learn more. He hopes this
information serves as a warning to
classmates that, if something seems
too good to be true, it probably is.
Lloyd still keeps in touch with Tony
Moore and Ted Hulbert ’58 as well as
members of the Class of ’60. . . . Sheila
and Phil Suchecki left icy Michigan in
mid-December and made an extended
trip to Cleveland, South Jersey and
Atlanta to visit their children, arriving
in Florida in January for some muchneeded R&R. They were delighted to
see Kathy Kies Madden at a recent
party in Massachusetts, and said she
looks wonderful. . . . Brian ’58 and
Carole Jelinek Barnard spent part
of the winter in Florida, as did Aaron
and Cyndy Crockett Mendelson. . . .
I’m always looking for news to report,
so please stay in touch.
—Ann Segrave Lieber

60 Chet Lewis retired from the

Michigan Department of the Attorney
General on October 31, 2003, after
more than 40 years of public service
(three years as a soldier in the Army
Security Agency, eight years as a city
planner in Detroit and 28 years as
a Michigan assistant attorney general). Chet hopes to be able to spend
more time maintaining contact with
his Colby friends and reconnecting
with old friends. . . . After retiring as
executive director of the New England
Office of The College Board, Judy
Allen Ferretti became an independent
consultant and has been working with
a nonprofit organization to expand the
number of free counseling centers for
inner-city youth and adults in order
to help more urban young people
and immigrants go to college. She
volunteers on the Board of Trustees for
Mount Ida College and as vice president of the governing board of New
England Dollars for Scholars and is a
volunteer consultant for the Executive
Service Corps, a nonprofit organization that helps other nonprofits with
their board development, revenue genCOLBY / FALL 2004
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eration and strategic planning. Judy
and her husband, August, enjoyed a 15day rafting trip down the entire length
of the Grand Canyon, two weeks in
Costa Rica, Christmas in Florida with
her 89-year-old mother and a “behind
the scenes” look at the Smithsonian
on an Elderhostel trip in February.
They planned a canal trip with three
other couples in May in England and
looked forward to enjoying their newly
renovated home on the Cape this
summer. . . . Jane Wiggin Sullivan
is amazed that she has taught English
for 34 years. She finds it more amazing that her children—two wonderful
sons—are 36 and 40. She also feels
blessed to continue developing into
a very good physical therapist and to
ferret out people’s muscular problems
to help relieve pain and tension. Jane
enjoys living in the Atlanta area near
her brother but tries to get to New York
and to the D.C. area a couple of times

a year to visit the children. Owning a
home presents endless opportunities
for the “round to it” list, so she never
gets bored. . . . Nancy Bassett Mack
and her husband went to Akumal,
Mexico, where their daughter got
married in December (first time at
41!). . . . After 34 years teaching biology, especially aquatic ecology, at the
University of Montana, Andrew L.
Sheldon and his wife, Linda, retired
to the Gulf coast of Florida at the
beginning of the year. During the years
at Montana, he had four sabbatical
years, including an especially neat one
in tropical Australia, and a couple of
administrative hitches, though he kept
on with research and publication in
stream ecology and, by proxy, through
some outstanding graduate students.
They built a home in Spring Creek,
a tiny, Old Florida-ish hamlet south
of Tallahassee with canoe access to
miles of inshore water for their canoes

(hers, his and ours models). Tropical
travel and research look promising,
and they look forward to really active
retirements. Andy and Linda have now
been married 12 years and have four
offspring collectively. Andy was last on
the Colby campus in 1986, and we hope
he will join us for our next reunion. . . .
June Chacran Chatterjee returned
from a five-week trip to India visiting
family and friends of her husband as
well as new and never before visited
places like the Andaman Islands. June
says her standard of living improves
(along with all of the problems that
come with too many cars and too
much materialism). They planned to
meet Henry and Charlotte Purnell
Haven in Key West for a wedding and
vacation, followed by a cruise in the
Caribbean. In June she planned to lead
a group to Cuba that she hoped would
include some Colby grads, thanks to
the entry in one of the magazines.

June is looking forward to the next
reunion! . . . Ted and Elizabeth Boccasile Mavis have been in Venice,
Fla., since he retired in November
and anticipated a visit from George ’58
and Wendy Mc William Denneen in
March. Their first visitors were Ken
and Pauline Ryder Kezer ’63, their
summer neighbors in Old Saybrook,
Conn. They are enjoying the luxury of
time that retirement brings by biking,
walking and taking aerobic classes.
Their holiday gift to themselves was
a cruise out of Long Beach, Calif.,
with their twin sons, who live in
California and Orlando. . . . Ralph
Nelson is serving as the incorporator
and initial chair for a national group
developing a 650-mile historic trail
down the East Coast to commemorate
the 225th anniversary of the march to
Yorktown of the Continental Army and
the French Expeditionary Force under
General Rochambeau. A parallel

june chatterjee ’60 | cuba up close
For the third year in a row, June (Chacran)
Chatterjee ’60 has led an eight-day tour to
that mysterious little country off the coast
of Florida. It’s called the Cuba Reality Tour,
presented by Contra Costa College in San
Pablo, Calif., where Chatterjee is a professor
of Spanish and chair of the language department. Participants travel to Havana, Cienfuegos and Trinidad to see Cuba firsthand and
to come to their own conclusions about the situation there.
“I try not to impose whatever I feel on everybody else,” said Chatterjee, who leads the group under an educational license approved by
the U.S. government, “because I think that’s the whole point—to
form your own ideas. That’s the way I teach, too, I try to let
people get the information, the education, and then they have to
come to their own conclusions.”
So what conclusions do most participants come to? There’s
no consensus. “There are good things and bad
things that exist in every country, so it’s not
really black and white,” Chatterjee said. “There’s
a lot of gray in there.”
Most Cuban people cannot move from a rural area to
an overpopulated city, for example. A teacher cannot teach
in whatever school he or she might choose. On the other
hand, everyone in Cuba has health care and all the
children go to school. Cuba boasts a 97 percent literacy
rate. Everyone has monthly rations and earns a similar
wage. “We don’t have to think about buying [extra] things.
Well, they do, and they can’t. But wherever people live
they have a job and a place to live.”
Unlike most Cubans Chatterjee can—and
has—traveled widely. She graduated from
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Newton High School in Massachusetts and first visited Colby by train.
She majored in Spanish and spent her junior year at the University of
Madrid, an experience that introduced her to Spain, but also to Cuban
culture, through a newfound Cuban friend. After graduating Phi Beta
Kappa, magna cum laude from Colby, Chatterjee received a Fulbright
fellowship to study literature in Brazil. She went on to do graduate
study at UC-Berkeley, where she met her husband. They moved to
India after she earned her master’s degree.
A recession in India brought them back to Berkeley, and Chatterjee began teaching at Contra Costa College. She has taught Spanish
literature and English and started the school’s English as a Second
Language program. “I love what I do,” she said. “I love introducing
Spanish-speaking countries to the students, getting them to not
be afraid of learning a language, to get excited about traveling.”
Chatterjee became very excited a few years ago when
she was asked to lead a tour of Cuba. She jumped at the
chance and soon saw firsthand what she had heard so much
about: a country that is politically isolated, that has no fastfood chains or other American corporate presence.
But American influence is not completely absent.
“We have a lot of misconceptions,” Chatterjee said.
“For us to think that we’re not doing business with Cuba,
that’s not true at all.” Of the foodstuffs Cuba will purchase
globally this year, approximately 30 percent will be from
the United States. Cuba has already purchased more than
six hundred million dollars worth of goods from the United
States since 2001, according to Chatterjee. “What they have
curtailed is the exchange of the musicians that come
to this country, which is really too bad. … I
think music and culture are the things that
nobody should interfere with,” she said.
		
—Anne Marie Sears ’03

group in France is assisting the effort,
which will involve dozens of cities and
thousands of participants in Revolutionary-era dress. See www.w3r-us.org
for full details of the history and the
events planned for each year from 2004
to 2008. The National WashingtonRochambeau Revolutionary Route
Association is W3R-US for short; the
French group is W3R-FR. . . . Juan
and Jane Holden Huerta now live in
Cuernavaca, Mexico, and will be there
during 2004 until Juan finishes his
current water resource management
project. Jane enjoys her retirement
by going to the gym, reading, studying and getting to know more about
Mexico. Visitors are always welcome!
Just send an e-mail!
—Jane Holden Huerta
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Sad news first. Martha Whitney
Post Tabor died of cancer January
10 at her home in Washington, D.C.
She was eulogized in a Washington
Post obituary on January 25, 2004.
She enjoyed an impressive career as a
sculptor, printmaker and documentary
photographer. She became a welder
in the 1970s and joined the United
Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners
of America, which led to many years as
a social activist. Barbara Grant Nnoka
’43 adds, “At her Memorial Meeting,
perhaps 200 friends gathered from all
the communities her life had touched:
artists, photographers, her teachers,
her students, friends from her early
days in D.C. when she lived in a commune, her neighbors to whom she gave
gardening tips, some few of her labor
union colleagues, some who shared her
attachment to dogs (mostly Labradors
for Martha) and walked Martha’s dogs
when she was not able to, and members of an area-wide group of Quaker
women who assembled in the 1990s to
explore feminist theology, especially
among Friends.” . . . Donna Sample
Sparks e-mails that she wound up a
year serving as the “acting director”
of Pottery Northwest, a ceramics
education facility where she first took
beginning pottery for several years
before moving on to “resident potter”
and, since her retirement from Boeing,
to member of the board of directors.
“This is not something I expected
to be doing in retirement. And I am
delighted that we have found a fine
new director so I can go back to playing in the mud. I’m still stuck being
webmaster of www.potterynorthwest.
org.” . . . Sue Fourcade Erskine and
I had the most wonderfully strange
encounter about a year ago at the

Seattle Symphony’s concert hall—she
actually recognized me. And she’ll
recognize that children’s concert in
the novel I’ve been writing if I ever
get it in print. . . . Marti Raymond
Scherpenisse sends a note to those
interested in soccer “as it continues
to grow in this country. Our youngest
son, Nathan, is a goalie on the Indiana
University soccer team, which made it
last December to the NCAA Division
I Final Four competition played at
Columbus Crew Stadium, Columbus,
Ohio. Against all odds, considering a
lackluster season beginning, they won
the big trophy!” . . . For Tom and
Dorothy Boynton Kirkendall, 2003
was a windfall year as they doubled
their collection of grandchildren to
four. They spent time in the Berkshires
with Hank Wingate and Ned Gow
en route to Maine for their annual
trip. Dotty has held about every lay
person’s office in the local Presbyterian
Church; Tom continued his consulting
career in satellite engineering with a
three-day trip last August to London
and Dubai and Abu Dhabi, UAE.
“Traveling business class I can get used
to, but I can pass up having to shave
in airport restrooms,” Tom reports. .
. . More Colby connections: Diane
Sadler-Martin writes that one of their
daughters attends the same church in
Hudson, Ohio, as Bill Wooldredge.
She happened to meet him one day last
year and reports “a good visit while we
reminisced about Colby days.” Diane
continued, “While I did not finish
at Colby, it defined me as much—or
more—as the College of William
and Mary. In fact, as we returned in
December from a week tour of Cuba
with the New York Institute of Jungian
Studies, I discovered four other Colby
alumnae on the plane leaving Havana!
They were all involved in study tours,
from the International Film Festival
to an international aid group. Some
were studying Cuban and salsa dance.
Colby obviously produces liberal arts
graduates with great educational backgrounds as well as the curiosity and
drive to keep learning and exploring
new frontiers.” . . . Pihanakalani Ranch
entertained two more Colbyites this
quarter. Susan Cook ’75, the associate
director of planned giving, paid a visit
to Hawaii and enjoyed a relaxing afternoon on the Big Island. Mary Sawyer
Durgin stopped by while on her 10-day
Hawaiian honeymoon with husband
Tom Bartlett (Bowdoin ’45), whom
she met at a dance. Mary retired from
the IRS the same month she married in
October ’03 and now divides her time

between Castine, Maine, and Naples,
Fla. . . . We hope to all be in Waterville
for the 45th in 2006. It’s not too early
to plan your return to the campus then
as well. Aloha, “Scraf.”
—Diane Scrafton Cohen Ferreira

65 REUNION June 2-5, 2005!

Yipes, we will be attending our
40th! I attended our reunion planning committee meeting in Boston
last January. Class president Sunny
Coady will coordinate the festivities.
Also attending were Marcia Harding Anderson, Judy Eyges Dalton,
Nancy Greer Weiland and Alumni
Council representative Jan Wood
Parsons. The committee is working
on a Waterville-based “pre” reunion
agenda for Thursday, June 2, 2005. . . .
Jan Parsons reported a mini-reunion
in “exotic Newport, Vt.,” in July 2003.
She was in the area to co-direct the
School Counselor Institute held at
Lyndon State College. Don Le Beau
came to Newport to visit fraternity
brother Fred Wetzel. Don lives in
Amsterdam, Netherlands, where he
is a teacher at the American School.
Fred left The College Board in June
’03 to become the new dean at St.
Johnsbury Academy in nearby St.
Johnsbury, Vt. . . . Nancy Greer
Weiland enjoyed a skiing holiday in
Vail, Colo., over Christmas ’03 with
her husband, Andy ’64, her daughter,
Sarah ’93, and her family. . . . Sunny
had a visit at her vacation home in
Eastman, N.H., with Joan Stressenger Chesley last summer. Sunny is
retired now but remains an active volunteer with Easter Seals. . . . Marcia
says “same old stuff” with her husband
and three grandchildren filling up the
schedule. She continues as executive
assistant to the chair at Unifirst, a
uniform and laundry company serving
the metro Boston area. . . . Judy Eyges
Dalton is an account representative
with Executive Travel Associates in
Winchester, Mass. She runs 5K and
10K races and wins trophies in her
age group. . . . Rod Gould continues
as a Waban, Mass.-based attorney
and adjunct professor of law at an
unnamed institution. He reported
his daughter Jody ’94 was married in
June ’03 and has “loaned (dumped)
her English bulldog, Norman, with
us.”. . . E-mail responses provided
news that Nancy Godley Wilson and
John ’63 are still in Lexington, Mass.,
where she continues to teach French
at Walnut Hill School, a “performing
arts high school in Natick, Mass.” She
plans to continue working for three
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alumni at large
or four years and enjoys escorting
her advanced students to France
every other year. . . . Ann and Bud
Marvin spent a second winter in their
new Florida home near Sarasota. He
attends Colby Club of Sarasota events
and heard president Bro Adams speak
in January. Bud continues to chase the
little white ball and reported a trip to
Walt Disney World to play golf and
attend a reunion of his old Manpower
Inc. friends. . . . Linda Cotton Wells
now has eight grandchildren with the
arrival of identical twin girls. She
“continues to teach Algebra I at a
ninth grade school in Spartanburg,
S.C., with retirement still a few years
away.” She has been bitten by the
genealogy bug (as have I) and made
research trips to Ohio and Indiana. .
. . Dave Fearon now has a contract
for publication of his book, Knowledge
Works: The Art of Creating Personal
Knowledge for Work and Life. Look
for it in fall ’04. Dave is too modest
to suggest this as the perfect stocking
stuffer, but your correspondent knows
this represents a significant chunk of
Dave’s past two years and deserves
a read. . . . Dave Hatch relocated
to Fort Myers, Fla., and is “riding
my bicycle 9-10 miles a day, playing
tennis after a long layoff and enjoying the beautiful beaches and terrific
seafood.” . . . Marty Dodge continues
at Finger Lakes Community College
and reports travel to the rain forest of
Costa Rica with 12 students in January and a 10-month trip to Alaska in
June. . . . Hail, Colby, Hail.
—Richard W. Bankart

66 It’s snowing in Maine as I write

this column for your summer reading,
and my cohort, Linda Buchheim
Wagner, and her husband, Peter, are
out west on their yearly ski trip. The
Wagners drive across the country the
way most of us drive to the supermarket—they just get in the car and go.
With a 1-year-old granddaughter on
the West Coast, they have extra incentive to make the trip now. . . . Peter
Anderson of Morgan Hill, Calif., was
singled out for extraordinary service
to his community by the Morgan
Hill Chamber of Commerce, which
selected him as 2004 Man of the Year.
Peter, a geologist who owns Pacific
Geotechnical Engineering, is involved
in numerous community organizations
and “is known as an involved, modest
and committed man who works hard
for his causes.” Thanks to the Internet,
I was able to read a wonderful article
about Peter and his years of service to
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the Morgan Hill community. In listing
his many attributes, the author of the
article neglected to mention Peter’s
sense of humor. His self-deprecating
e-mails always make me laugh, and
when I wrote to congratulate him on
his recent honor he grumbled about
all the attention and complained that
he might even have to wear a tux, a
hand-me-down from his father, to the
dinner in his honor. Congratulations,
Peter! . . . I hope you all saw the alumni
feature about Gregoire Chabot in the
winter issue of Colby. Greg uses the
English language as owner of a marketing, communications and consulting
firm in New Hampshire but honors his
Franco-American heritage by writing
plays in French, thereby combining
his love of theater and his passion for
preserving memories of the language
of Franco Maine from his growingup years in Waterville. . . . A spring
vacation in St. Kitts provided a muchneeded respite for Natalie Bowerman
Zaremba during a time of change and
challenge at work. Natalie is moving
the research staff in her organization,
Health and Addictions Research,
Inc., to a Brandeis University health
policy institute and the consulting
staff to another local organization.
These moves are in response to the
changing economic climate and the
need to be aligned with academia,
but it can be a difficult time for the
staff and has been an exhilarating
but exhausting process for Natalie.
She will be taking time off over the
summer and then hopes to find a last
professional challenge—something
new and different—before hanging
up her career hat. She says she’s open
to suggestions. . . . Be sure to read the
article about the late Allen Throop
that appears elsewhere in this issue of
the magazine. Allen was an inspiration
to us all. . . . Our 40th reunion is just two
years away. With this much advance
notice, no excuse for your absence will
be acceptable. Let’s set a new 40th
reunion attendance record!
—Meg Fallon Wheeler
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Fran Richter Comstock asked
me to pass along a message to her
many Colby friends and classmates.
“I am almost ‘out of the woods’ with
paperwork, decisions and related tasks
after Bob’s passing. I haven’t had a
chance to thank all of you from our
class that supported me at the reunion
and remembered Bob the whole
weekend, especially at our dinner. I
really appreciated your support, and
it made me feel at home and a part of

newsmakers
David Cutler ’65 was inducted into the New
England Press Association (NEPA) Hall of Fame
in Boston in February for devoting 38 years as an
owner, publisher, editor and reporter to improving small community newspapers and mentoring
young journalists throughout New England and
beyond  Jay Gallagher ’69’s byline appears
in several New York newspapers. Sometimes
he gets a headline, too. An article “About the
Writer” said the journalist (for 34 years) for the
Utica, N.Y. Observer-Dispatch and Gannett News
David Cutler ’65
Service (for 20 years) has written a weekly column
on state government and politics (for 15 years) and has appeared on CNN’s
Inside Politics and The NewsHours With Jim Lehrer on PBS.

milestones
Deaths: Hank G. van Beever ’60, May 13, 2004, in Fort Myers, Fla., at
65  Frank M. Gerrish ’61, September 30, 2001, in Massachusetts, at
62  Jane Germer Krebs ’62, May 1, 2004, in Grosse Pointe, Mich., at
64  Priscilla Newbert Mather ’63, May 8, 2004, in Portsmouth, N.H., at
62  Allen H. Throop ’66, April 12, 2004, in Corvallis, Ore., at 59  Betty
R. Ciaffone ’69, October 10, 2003, in Florida, at 55.
the group still. I especially wanted to
thank Skip Kolhonen, Joe Connolly
and Terry Stratton, who drove all the
way to our home in N.J. in a snowstorm
in January to watch the Patriots win
and go to the Super Bowl. Bob had a
great weekend with lots of stories and
memorabilia supplied by the guys. I
had a great time, too. They said I had
to come to the reunion that June or
it wouldn’t be right, and they would
take care of me. They never left my
side all weekend. Their many calls to
Bob and me, as well as Mike and Pam
Cooper Picher’s many e-mails, were
a great support of true friendship. It
was most moving that all of them, plus
Paul Cronin, came to the funeral,
and Skip gave a wonderful memorial
history of Bob’s Colby experiences at
the service. Thank you all and now keep
in touch you guys! Where is the golf
rematch?”. . . In August 2002, after
our on-campus reunion, Sally Ray
Bennett held another mini-reunion
at her home in East Greenwich, R.I.
Sally and her freshman roommates,
Nancy Powers and Linn Poulsen,
hadn’t been together since 1964.
Jim and Linda Allen Vaughan also
joined them. Lots of memories with
tremendous perspective covered
everything from JFK’s assassination to
how Linn Poulsen became “El Kidd”
and then had to declare the name as a
pseudonym when she joined the CIA!
Even though we have gone our own
ways, we still share memories from a
unique time of life. Sally is still work-

ing, while husband Charlie has retired
but retains his passion for Civil War
history. Their three children are active
in the teaching field and have married
teachers themselves. If you add Sally’s
parents and brother and sister-in-law,
the family has touched the lives of
thousands of students. In July 2003,
Sally and Charlie cruised aboard the
Norwegian Dream for 12 days to the
Scandinavian capitals. She wrote, “We
had just enough time to get a flavor of
Estonia, Finland, Sweden, Denmark
and Norway along with two glorious
days in St. Petersburg, Russia. Charlie
and I certainly enjoyed setting foot in
the capitals of our family homelands
(Stockholm and Helsinki, respectively), and we hope to return one day.
We discovered that we love free-style
cruising and are thinking about taking
a trip to South American ports when
I retire.” . . . Mike and Betty Coffey
Gross, another retired educator, spent
last January in Florida and two weeks
in Scotland last summer. They travel
back and forth from East Haddam,
Conn., to their place in Unity, Maine,
during the summer through late fall.
Their last trip to Maine was during
Colby Homecoming and the fabulous
Colby craft fair. “BC” writes, “We
also attended a lecture by Professor
Jennifer Finney Boylan, formerly
James Finney Boylan, author of She’s
Not There. Interesting! Lots of worried parents in attendance. I forgot
how intense the college experience
can be. I just sat back and listened.”

. . . Charlotte Killam is retired from
teaching in Greenwich, N.Y. She
keeps busy with her garden, working
at church and the local library, leading a Bible study group, attending a
series of lectures at Skidmore College,
working out at Curves and shoveling
snow! She wrote, “I spent the usual
number of summer evenings at Saratoga Performing Arts with the ballet
and orchestra.” She’s also done a good
deal of travel: “I watched a friend run
the Boston Marathon, went to my first
NASCAR race (and likely my last!),
spent time in Quebec and visited my
brother in Maine last summer.” In
early November she met her sister
in southern Utah and Arizona, doing
Flagstaff and the national parks (Bryce,
Zion and Grand Canyon). . . . Jim
Katz and partner Atmo Zakes are
doing a house exchange in Stockholm,
Sweden, this July. Jim says this is the
only way to travel—no costs except for
the airfare and somebody to feed the
cats while you’re away: “This will be
our fifth exchange overseas, and the
only hassle has been that Europeans
seem to feel they have to make the
holy pilgrimage—to Niagara Falls. My
car has been there three times now,
though I never have.” . . . Joanna
Snyder gave a paper at the VALA
Library Conference in Melbourne
on “Selecting an ILMS for a Future
You Cannot Imagine.” She says they
battled record summer temperatures
in Queensland. . . . Richard Lund of
Dover, N.H., has been named market
manager for Sovereign Bank in New
Hampshire. A banker since 1982, he
most recently was with Ocean National
Bank in Kennebunkport, Maine. Dick
is also the parent of a Colby ’97 grad.
. . . Please share your news in our next
column! How about putting us in your
database of addresses with one of your
holiday letters in 2004! That’s where
we got most of the information for
this column. Just let us know what info
you’d like to share with classmates.
—Robert Gracia and Judy Gerrie Heine

68 Congratulations to Judy Mose-

dale, who was married to Brandon
Collins on September 6, 2003, in
Staunton, Va. Her Colby roommate,
Elise Gregory Hood, and Debbie
Terrio Brunell ’67 were there for the
celebration. Judy was also recently
named as executive director/development officer of the Staunton Performing Arts Center. Judy holds a master’s
degree in education from Goucher
College and spent much of her career
at the prestigious Pike School in Ando-

ver, Mass. She also served as head of
school at Hunter McGuire School in
Verona, Va., and as interim director
of Staunton Augusta Arts Center. . . .
Victor Pinansky writes that a famous
Colby rock band of the ’60s has been
resurrected. Originally formed by Vic
in 1964 as The Zates, it consisted of
Vic, the late Jeff Browning ’67, Craig
Little ’66 and Nick Hadgis ’67. In 1967
the band evolved into The Love Equation and included Vic, Ron “Birdman”
Caruso ’69, Barry Atwood ’69 and Dick
Lewin ’71. After Vic’s graduation in
1968, Ron rounded out the band with
the addition of Chris Crandall ’70 and
Jim Winchester ’72. The band was
a regular feature on the Colby social
scene, playing at nearly every fraternity
party in campus. The members of The
Love Equation have now been reunited
with Vic and with Vic’s son, Marc ’00,
and they played some of the great music
from Colby’s past at the Class of ’69’s
35th reunion. Vic also advises that Marc
has signed a recording contract with Ace
Fu Records, and his CD was to “drop”
on March 22, 2004. The tradition goes
on! . . . Glenna White Crawforth
writes from her new house, with a gorgeous view of the snow-covered Boise
foothills, that she runs the volunteer
and intern programs for the Boise City
Police Department. “Been married
nearly 35 years, three grown kids but
none married and no grandkids. Darn!
Otherwise,” she writes, “life is good.”
. . . Judith de Luce says, “After years
of spending most of my summers in
Roman terrain (i.e., Italy), I am breaking loose to see the rest of the world:
China in 2002, Russia in 2003, Egypt in
2004; 2005 will probably see me sticking close to home while I pay for a new
roof (sigh).” . . . David Parker has been
appointed deputy executive secretary of
the National Labor Relations Board,
a senior executive position. He served
as the agency’s director of information
since 1983. Dave and his wife, Linda,
have two children, Katie, 17, and Dan,
15. Dave also has two adult children,
Nat, a conservation organizer with
the Sierra Club in Portland, Ore., and
Sarah, a reporter with WTNH-TV
in New Haven, Conn. . . . After being
part of the purge that accompanied the
arrival of Rick Pitino as head coach
of the Boston Celtics, former general
manager Jan Volk had his sights set on
a return to basketball. While teaching
a course in sports business at Tufts
University, he’s helped Boston businessman and friend Steve Belkin arrange
the management team and structure
for what is now known as the Atlanta

Spirit. Jan spent 26 years in the Celtics
organization, 13 as GM.
—Peter Jost

71 Andrew Smith writes that he

is still teaching elementary physical
education (20 years!) for Region #6
Connecticut. He reports that he scouts
local prep schools for hockey players
for Colby’s Coach Tortorella and
coaches varsity tennis for his school
district. You may catch him working
summers at Lime Rock Park for Skip
Barber and racing for the Sports Car
Club of America. . . . Jerome Layman
skied with Larie Trippet in Lake
Tahoe in March 2003. He has been in
touch with President Paul and Jane
Hight Edmunds. . . . Janet Beals
writes that she and Dave Nelson
continue to enjoy life on the slopes in
Colorado; after two hip replacements,
Janet keeps active teaching piano and
even horseback riding! (If you can do
all that with two new hips, maybe I’ll
get some myself and take up something
I can’t do now, like skiing and piano
playing.) Dave manages a property for
Vail Resorts, the corporation that owns
and operates the ski mountains at Vail
and Beaver Creek. Janet anticipated
visits from Nancy Hammar Austin
in March and Mike Salvetti in April
2004. . . . Please send news of your
travels, your career, your kids, your
grandchildren and anything else you
would like to brag about or share!
—Nancy Neckes Dumart

72 “Backpacking in Golden Years

—More Retirees Take to Road for
Exotic, No-Frills Travel,” a February 2004 Wall Street Journal story,
featured Gail Glidden Rowe (golden
years?!) and her husband, Jim, who
were interviewed over the winter in
Thailand. Since both retired from college teaching in the Maine Technical
College System, they have spent the
past two winters traveling in Southeast
Asia—backpack style. “Gail sets down
her backpack and peers inside a thatch
hut billed by her guidebook as one of
the better ‘guesthouses’ in the dusty
town of Mae Sai on the ThailandMyanmar border. Jim sweeps aside a
mosquito net and pats a threadbare
mattress on the hut’s green linoleum
floor. The only other guest at this
backpacker pit-stop is a Swedish
traveler, staying in a more modern
cabin nearby. The Rowes opt for the
hut, $2.50 a night, half the price of
the cabin. They have made two fourmonth trips to Thailand in the past
two years, spending an average of $10
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alumni at large
each per day on transport, lodging
and food. They travel with midsize
daypacks and only a few changes of
clothes. As dusk settles over Mae Sai,
the Rowes set out for dinner, bypassing
the budget cafes in favor of an even
cheaper roadside food-stall. A young
woman serves up plates of rice and
savory stir-fried vegetables that cost
the Rowes just 60 cents each. They
buy a few bottles of beer and stroll
back to the guesthouse. . . . ” That is
inspiring! . . . Other travel news, from
Pat Downey Schannen: “Bill and I are
skiing like crazy; this year we’ve been
to Whistler/Blackcomb and Park City,
Utah. We are well—I’m still riding my
horse and planning a trip to southern
France this summer for a week in the
saddle. We are looking forward to
retirement in a few years to do more
of the above. Has anyone heard from
Debbie Hobbs? I’ve lost touch but
would love to hear from her or anyone
else from that first Colby-in-Caen
year.” . . . Also on the move, Carolyn
“Lindy” Dewey writes, “2004 finds
me mostly in Maine for the first time
since I was a student at Colby, and I
am loving being near the water and
ocean air. I am in the Portland area
until June and then in Bar Harbor
until November. If anyone wants to
look me up, I can be reached at 207460-4321.” . . . Travel and retirement
seem to be current themes, and that
is so with Nancy Round Haley. She
retired at the end of 2003 for “a change
of pace, to live life at a more leisurely
pace and enjoy myself! I recently took a
Caribbean cruise (mothers/daughters
only) with my youngest, a senior in
high school. As a retirement gift, my
brothers gave me the gift of a women’s
golf clinic at Mount Snow golf course
in Vermont. I plan to head up there . . .
to improve my golf game. My husband,
Stephen, is also retired, and we have
found that the house is big enough
for the two of us (we weren’t sure it
was!) Hope that everyone is healthy
and happy—‘Live well, laugh often,
love much.’” . . . Thanks to all for
your great news.
—Janet Holm Gerber

73 “The Weather Underground”

didn’t take home the Oscar in the Best
Feature Documentary Category at the
Academy Awards in March, but the
film’s distributor, Kenneth Eisen ’73,
and three colleagues were on hand for
the Hollywood glitz, rubbing shoulders with the likes of Sandra Bullock,
Oprah, Johnny Depp and Nicole
Kidman. “It was like a Federico Fellini
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film,” Eisen told Waterville’s Morning
Sentinel. . . . Mark Serdjenian was the
subject of an article by Mike Szostak
’72 in the Providence Journal-Bulletin
last fall. Mark, soccer coach at Colby
for 28 years, had just won his 200th
game as head coach. Mark also serves
as associate dean in charge of counseling and tutoring programs at Colby.
. . . Robin Barnes is also a valued
faculty member at a small liberal arts
college—in Robin’s case, Davidson
College in North Carolina, where he
is a professor of history. In addition
to his teaching duties, Robin has been
involved in a number of professional
associations over the years, including
the Sixteenth Century Society and
Conference (SCSC), which recently
honored him with the Sixteenth Century Society and Conference Medal.
SCSC gives this special award only
once every five years to recognize a
member who has done the most to
promote and to advance the area of
early modern studies. Congratulations, Robin. . . . Scott Levine wrote
of big changes in his life in the past
year or so. Wanting some new challenges, he left his job as VP of East
Coast publicity at Universal Pictures,
and with his partner, Lee, traveled to
Canada and France. He also became
certified to teach kripalu danskinetics
and took an acting class at the Atlantic
Theatre Company, where he chose to
work on Tartuffe, a play he acted in
under the direction of Irving Suss in
the spring of our junior year at Colby.
Scott said that “utilizing new tools,
technique and experience, I moved
from somewhere frozen in familiarity to territory that was challenging,
exciting and unexpected. It was pretty
great.” Then in December, Scott and
Lee moved to Provincetown, where
they are deciding what direction to
go in next. . . . I also had an e-mail
from former class correspondent
Jackie Nienaber Appeldorn, who
continues to love her job as general
manager at Mohonk Mountain House,
which is a family-owned and -operated
historic resort in New Paltz, N.Y.,
about 90 miles northwest of N.Y.C.
Her challenge for the next two years
is the construction and opening of
a 30,000-sq.-ft. addition (the first
in 100 years) that will include a spa,
fitness center and indoor pool. Jackie
writes that Chris Mattern Way and
Debbie Mael-Mandino visited her
for a weekend in September. Chris’s
oldest son, Matt, was a freshman at
St. Lawrence. Debbie is a professor of
English at Newbury College in Mas-

Colby Triple Play
Colby College’s charitable gift annuities
can help you make a triple play.
A charitable gift annuity can enable you to:
increase your income
		n qualify for a current charitable
		
income tax deduction
n make a gift to Colby College
n

Colby College Annuity Rates
One-Life Annuity
Age
60
65
70
75
80
85

Rate
5.7%
6.0
6.5
7.1
8.0
9.5

Two-Life Annuity
Ages
62/60
67/65
72/70
77/75
82/80
87/85

Rate
5.5%
5.7
6.0
6.4
7.1
8.1

Sample ages. Rates as of 6/04.

For information about how to put
a triple play into your game plan,
contact Steve Greaves or Sue Cook ’75
in the Office of Planned Giving,
Phone 1-800-809-0103 E-mail plangift@colby.edu

sachusetts and last fall taught a new
course, Madness in Lit. What a great
course that must have been! Debbie
and her husband, “Waxie,” have one
daughter, Michelle, who was in her
first year of high school. Jackie also
keeps in touch with Carol Chalker
McDowell, who is a guidance counselor in a local school in Beverly, Mass.,
and Lisa Kehler Bubar. I received an
e-mail from Lisa saying that she and
her husband, Jim ’72, went to Rome
last October. They were especially
impressed with the ornately decorated
churches, exquisite sculptures and
the Coliseum. While there they met
Rick Leslie ’72, an American Airlines
captain, during one of his layovers. . . .
Mike Savage wrote from his home in
Wellington, New Zealand, where he
has lived for eight years. He continues
to teach high school science and physics there. His wife is a seismologist at
Victoria University. He has two sons,
Kelly, 13, and Patrick, who began his
college studies at Amherst College
last fall. . . . Checking in from still
another part of the world was Gulsun
Aydinlar, who has a 26-year-old son
and is a lecturer at Bosphorus University School of Foreign Languages in
Turkey. This school accepts only the
best students in Turkey, and Gulsun
says it is a pleasure to teach the most
intelligent students in the country.
She says she would like to hear from
Hope Gottlieb, Terri Ashburn and
Ida Dionne Burroughs. . . . Drop
me an e-mail and bring us up to date
on your news!
—Roberta Rollins Wallace
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Karen Heck continues to be in
the Maine news frequently as she works
aggressively in the area of domestic
violence prevention. . . . Jane Dutton
was elected to the board of directors of
Kelly Services, Inc. After Colby Jane
obtained a master of arts and Ph.D.
from Northwestern University in
organizational behavior. Her current
research focuses on how organizational
conditions enable human thriving. . . .
S. Ann Earon is president of Telemanagement Resources International
Inc., a consulting practice, as well as
chairperson of the Interactive & Collaborative Communications Alliance,
the nonprofit industry association for
conferencing and collaborative communications. She recently was host
of an audio and Web conference-call
seminar on adopting collaborative
conferencing in business. Ann has a
master’s in instructional technology
from Northeastern University and

a Ph.D. from Boston College with
majors in business, communications
and education. . . . Bonnie Nielson
is still working in the annual giving
office at Colby and enjoys the travel,
although she’s thankful that her local
commute has been much reduced by
her move to Waterville. Her daughter
is attending Carroll College in Wisconsin, leaving just the cat at home
now. . . . Rev. Stephen Kelsey is
serving as interim pastor at St. Peter’s
Episcopal Church in Connecticut,
where he has been well received. He
has been an ordained minister for
23 years and has served in Alaska,
Michigan and New York. . . . Mary
Ann Soursourian married David
LaCarubba in October 2002 and is
living in Stoneham, Mass. . . . Candace
Burnett was training for the N.Y.C.
Ford Triathlon in June. She said she
was improving her health while raising
money for leukemia and lymphoma. . . .
Tim Glidden says he’s trying harder
to keep up with old friends, suggesting
it is that 50th birthday that kicked in!
He also is working hard, as manager of
the Land for Maine’s Future Program,
to convince the Maine Legislature to
approve a $60-million bond for further
land conservation. His first daughter,
Emma, is off to Carleton. She said she
wanted Colby but just not in Maine. . . .
There has been quite a bit of interest
expressed in the class correspondent
job, which was to expire in June at our
reunion. (Can it really be 30 years?)
I suspect this may be my last column
as my successor will probably attend
the reunion and be in a good position
to report on it! I look forward to all
the stories.
—Robin Sweeney Peabody
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It has been some time since I
have managed to turn out a column.
If you sent me some news and haven’t
seen it in print, I apologize. You are
welcome to send it in again, along
with a note of chastisement for the
humble and lazy class columnist. . . .
Mal Foster’s son, Blake, is attending
Colby after spending last fall in the
Colby in Dijon program. His daughter
finished up her first year of law school
at Catholic University after graduating
from Franklin & Marshall. As for Mal,
he is a financial consultant with A. G.
Edwards and is branch manager of the
Annapolis office. He thinks Annapolis
is wonderful, and he spends some of
his spare time coaching hockey at the
Naval Academy. He also asks, “Where
are you, Bob Walsh?” . . . Laurie Fitts
Loosigian recently visited her Colby

newsmakers
Tend to your own knitting—if, that is, you’re
like Jil Eaton ’71, who began designing infant
and children’s clothing when her son was
born and now runs her own studio business in
Portland, Maine. “Knitting’s not for grandma
anymore,” the author of five books on knitting
said in a Bangor Daily News feature. With two
sticks and a string, “You’re doing something that
feels good and then you end up with something
beautiful”  The backpackers leading off the
Wall Street Journal story “Backpacking in the
Jil Eaton ’71
Golden Years” were Gail Glidden Rowe ’72
and her husband, Jim. Spotted roughing it on the Thailand-Myanmar border,
the pair are part of a growing group of “golden-years” trekkers taking to
the road of no-frills travel  For a small Iowa college, Grinnell makes the
sports pages of major newspapers like The New York Times. A Sports Illustrated
story on “the most innovative college basketball coach today” profiled David
Arsenault ’76, coach of the Pioneers. Shooting every 12 seconds, giving up
2-pointers to get 3s, his team has led all NCAA levels in scoring and 3-point
shooting for the past 10 seasons  Jackson Parker ’76, president and CEO
of Reed & Reed, the 75-year-old construction company in Woolwich, Maine,
got a glowing report card from Mainebiz. Among the firm’s several recent
projects: overseeing construction of the new alumni and development center
on Mayflower Hill.

milestones
Marriages: Martin C. Womer ’75 to Mary Keefe in Ocean Park, Maine.
Deaths: Luthene “Luke” Gilman Kimball ’73, April 21, 2004, in Milford,
Mass., at 53  Lucinda Johnson Clark ’76, June 11, 2004, in Conway,
S.C., at 49  Shirley Cunningham Garuti ’76, February 17, 2004, in
Boston, Mass., at 49.
daughter who was studying abroad in
Uruguay. Laurie reports that it was
an eye-opening experience. Then she
traveled to Ireland to visit her son,
who is volunteering for a Camphill
Community for special needs people
and their caregivers. She is also looking forward to our 30th reunion,
which will be here sooner than you
think. . . . Karen Chadbourne Miller
also has been out of the country. She
and her husband, Dave, traveled to
Kathmandu in connection with her
business, which imports jewelry and
other products from Nepal. Karen
says that beyond the economic benefits
for both her company and the people
of Nepal, the spiritual warmth of the
people is worth so much more. . . .
Barbara Miller Deutschle has been
living in Sarasota, Fla., since 1989
with husband, Mark. This year their
son, Chris, began attending Palm
Beach Atlantic University. Barbara
is still homeschooling daughter Sky.
She says that they love Sarasota, surrounded by family and friends. . . .
Carol Majdalany Williams marvels
at how easy it is to pick up with Colby

friends even after years of being out
of touch. She recently caught up with
Carol Peabody Hardy, whose daughter, Jessica, now attends Colby. She is
also back in touch with her roommate
Lynnie Bruce, who spent two years
sailing to Europe, traveling around,
then sailing back. Carol is also facing
the prospect of having no kids at home
next year but figures that the family
business and part-time work at a local
waterfowl sanctuary will still keep her
busy. . . . Susie Gearhart Wuest also
did some catching up. She saw Peter
Coz, who is busy selling real estate
and renovating his house. (The actual
phrase Susie used was “knocking down
walls.” Somehow that doesn’t surprise
me at all.) Susie ran into Peter while
she was in Los Angeles for her son’s
music grad school audition at UCLA.
. . . That’s all the news for now. See
you on the funway!
—Bruce Young

76 You may have gathered from

our absence last issue that no one
had bothered to communicate. This
time a birth announcement heads our
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news: Michael James Leschner was
born December 22, 2003. He has a
3-year-old sister, Katherine Julia,
and his parents are Talia and Peter
Leschner. . . . David Christie wants
us to know that he also is a parent, of
a 5-year-old. He says he’s finding that
his age makes him a better parent than
he thinks he would have been earlier.
(I think, Dave, that you would have
stepped up to the plate had you been
called upon to do so.) He also says
he’s enjoying participation in a praise
and worship band in Belfast, Maine,
and has found the Methodist Church
to be a welcoming environment. He
has become a lay speaker and leads a
music ministry once a month. Dave
works at Atkins Printing Service in
Waterville and lives on the coast, in
Lincolnville. At a hockey game at
UMO he saw Joe ’75 and Joanne
Defilipp Alex and learned that they
still run the Montessori school in Old
Town. . . . Bob Cooper writes that he
has more children than I do—five of
his own plus two stepchildren ranging
in age from 21 to 12. Two of the boys
work with him in his business (which,
I guess from his e-mail address, is
Bisson Movers). One of his boys is a
freshman at Colby, his two youngest
children are in Falmouth in school,
and his two oldest girls have careers
in youth work and in retail. . . . Karen
Brown Davis also works with youth,
as a mediator, especially with special
needs children and their families and
teachers in situations of dispute. Her
husband, Joth, has combined his
dreams into a cohesive life: he farms
shellfish on Bainbridge Island, near
Seattle, Wash., teaches at the school
of fisheries at the University of Washington and directs research programs
for a large shellfish grower. They
have three children. They see Dan
Mallove occasionally since he lives on
the same island. They give the Pacific
Northwest rave reviews after 19 years
and extend an invitation to anyone
exploring the area. . . . Also living
his dream is Tim O’Brien. He has
developed a following in his musical
career and has released a new CD called
Traveler. . . . Mark Tanguay works
with youth as a guidance counselor at
Plymouth (Mass.) North High School
and was profiled in the Quincy paper.
. . . Rev. Diane Lockwood Wendorf
sent word of her life and ministries in
Oak Park, Ill. She is very busy with a
diverse ministry, which includes youth
work, counseling and pastoral care.
She was able to bring a work camp of
senior high-age students to the famed
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Seeds of Peace Camp in Otisfield,
Maine, last year. Her 15-year-old
son, Josh, attends high school in Oak
Park, and her husband, Mark, teaches
at McCormick Theological Seminary
in nearby Chicago. She says that Toby
Bobbitt is living in Holyoke, Mass.,
and working in the school system there.
. . . Wendy Broadbooks Roberts sent
word on her life over the last four years.
She has become the director of the
state testing office for the Delaware
Department of Education. This is a
busy job, but it did allow her to bump
into a friend from Colby, Raquel
“Rocky” Carvallo, who was a Pomona
exchange student our sophomore year.
Rocky is now a software consultant for
IBM and travels frequently but lives in
Nevada. For recreation a few summers
ago, Wendy attended a square dance
convention in Indianapolis, where she
saw Carol and Paul Bither and their
two children. Paul has maintained his
interest in vocal music and sings in his
church choir. Their mutual friend,
Robert Weinstein, is in New Jersey
and demonstrates his musical skills
and talents as a director of various
plays and musicals. . . . The Portland
Press Herald reported on CLIMB,
Christian Leaders in Maine Business,
founded by Robert Cooper. A former
investment banker, the owner of Bisson
Moving and Storage and his employees
named competence, respect, integrity,
stewardship and service as a core set
of workplace values. . . . Please send
more news.
—Jane Souza Dingman

77 Jay Hotchkiss, my former

freshman year Averill Hall neighbor
and all-round good guy (unless success has changed him), writes that he
has moved to Cumberland Foreside,
Maine. A 7,000-square-foot waterfront
“cottage,” I presume. Jay apparently
watches This Old House a lot, because
his “new” home is 44 years old and
requires substantial renovation. He is
starting up the new boat sales and brokerage operation at Portland’s Maine
Yacht Center, the first new marina in
the city in more than 15 years. The
marina is building a 35,000-square-foot
boat storage facility, which should be
just large enough to hold Jay’s yacht.
I encourage all of you to stop by the
new marina this summer and buy your
own yacht from Jay. . . . Jane Williams
Blumberg writes that she hasn’t sent
any news to our class correspondent in
10 years (like most of you). Jane says
that she took last year off from teaching and attended the Graduate School

of Education at Harvard University.
She earned a master’s in language and
literacy and is now a reading specialist in Chelmsford, Mass. Jane, who is
probably questioning the literacy of
your class correspondent as she reads
this column, lives in Concord, Mass.,
with husband Bruce, son Phillip and
daughter Gwen. Bruce teaches in the
media lab at MIT, and Phillip will be
attending George Washington University this fall. Gwen will be a sophomore
at highly regarded Concord Academy.
It’s really too bad that the Blumberg
family doesn’t place more emphasis on
quality education (that’s a lame attempt
at humor, folks). . . . A news clip just in
from the Boston Business Journal: WSI
Corp. president Mark Gildersleeve
wanted to work at a business where
“what you did was important to people,
a mission-critical business.” As well as
live marine weather broadcasts to boats,
the Andover, Mass.-based company’s
weather services now reach into the
cockpits of aircraft. . . . For you math
majors: 2 e-mail messages + 1 newsclip
= 1 short column. As for the rest of
you, Dean Wormer has put you on
double-secret probation until I hear
from you.
—Mark Lyons

79 I planned my vacation and trip

east for reunion with anticipation of
seeing everyone. I hope you all made
the choice to attend, too. . . . Gordon
“Gordy” Hunziker joined Valley
National Bank in Wayne, N.J., as a
vice president and business development officer in the professionals group
earlier this year. He is responsible for
coordinating the bank’s relationships
with accounting and law firms and
for developing new business. Before
joining Valley, Gordon was with Fleet
Bank as a VP in the private clients
group. Gordon and Kathy (Wall) have
two lovely daughters who keep them
very busy. Kathy keeps me updated on
their progress in her yearly Christmas
card and photo. . . . Hillary Jones
Egan writes that she still lives in Cape
Elizabeth, Maine, with her husband,
Tom, who works for Marine Insurance.
Their eldest child, Guy, is a freshman at
Northwestern University, majoring in
economics or math or music. Daughter
Clare, 16, is studying abroad in Chile
through the AFS program. (Hillary
wants to know if there are any Colby
contacts in Chile, south of Santiago.)
Graham, 15, stays busy locally with
Nordic skiing and lacrosse. Hillary
has stayed involved with her Colby
major (music) as a volunteer grant

writer for the Portland Conservatory
of Music. She also played her flute
recently in the rotunda of the capitol
building in Augusta to bring home to
legislators the economic importance of
the arts in Maine’s economy. Keep up
the good work, Hillary! . . . Another
classmate has left New England snow
for the snows of Wisconsin. Melinda
“Mel” Edgerley Pearce and family
have moved to the beautiful Wisconsin northwoods. They had more
than 80 inches of snowfall last winter
and have enjoyed ice fishing, skiing,
snow shoeing and snowmobiling.
Melinda’s oldest son was a freshman
at Florida Southern College and her
youngest was a sophomore in high
school. Melinda hopes all is well in
your part of the country. . . . Had a
chance to talk with Angela Mickalide
a couple of weeks ago. She and family
are doing very well in the D.C. area.
Angela is still program director with
the National Safe Kids Campaign. She
and Alex Alikhani have been married
for 14 years and have two children.
Just recently Colby asked Angela to
be a “distinguished alumna” speaker,
which she said was a wonderful event.
I hope hearing from me, as well as
this contact with the College, was just
enough to get Angela and family to
attend the reunion. I would love to see
them after having moved from D.C.
in 1995. . . . My five years are up as
your class correspondent. It has been
a wonderful ride for me to be able to
hear from all of you and keep contact
with my Colby friends. I hope I got
to see some of you at the reunion. If
not, keep in contact! My e-mail is
tckmpowers@adelphia.net.
—Cheri Bailey Powers

80 Bob Crawford lives in Chester,

N.H., with his wife, Dina, and daughters, Maria, 16, and Alexa, 12. After
Colby, Bob attended George Washington University and received his M.A.
in national security policy studies. Bob
and Dina married in 1983, and Bob
worked in and around the Pentagon
until 1994, when they returned “home”
to N.H. Bob is an assistant professor
at Chester College of New England,
where he teaches poetry and is also
director of information technology.
His poems have appeared in Forbes,
The Formalist, The Comstock Review,
The Lyric and other national journals,
and he is currently seeking a publisher
for his first book. Check out some of
his work at www.poemtree.com. He
also mentions that “Colby seems very
far away.” . . . Tom Marlitt left Reed

College at the end of summer ’03
and is taking a sabbatical year. He is
enjoying the Northwest, doing all of
those things that you never get to do
when you’re working. In May/June
’04 he was to start a position in college
admissions covering the West Coast
for a N.Y. school. . . . Mari (Samaras
’81) and Charlie White are living and
working in Madison, Wis. Charlie
works for Lands End, and Mari is an
administrative law judge and also works
as a lawyer in Portland, Maine. Their
oldest, Charlie Jr., will be a freshman
at Colby this fall. Kalli and JT attend
Carrabasset Valley Academy, and their
youngest, Alec, 11, is in Madison with
Charlie and Mari. . . . Mimi Brodsky
Kress’s construction company, Sandy
Spring Builders, continues to prosper
building high-end custom homes
in the Washington, D.C., suburbs.
Daughter Jenna, 8, is into horseback
riding and “street jam” dance. Son
Max, 13, gave up hockey for girls and
will enter high school soon. Mimi is
very active in organizations related
to children’s mental health and would
love to network with “anyone out there
with a child who suffers from this.”
They are planning a family cruise to
Alaska this summer. Mimi says that she
can’t wait until reunion next year! . . .
Russ Gilfix is a financial advisor with
UBS Financial Services, working with
private and business clients across the
country. Since graduating from Colby,
he has sailed three times to Bermuda,
the last two being in the Newport to
Bermuda Races in ’98 and ’00. Business forced him to withdraw from a
Newport to Cruxhaven, Germany, race
in the summer of ’03. . . . After studying philosophy and religion at Colby,
Kingsley Durant has been involved
in teaching mathematics since 1984.
He taught several years at Cushing
Academy in Massachusetts with Mike
Schafer ’83, went to the University
of Virginia for his M.Ed. and in 1997
finished his Ph.D. in mathematics
education. Since 1998 he has been a
curriculum and assessment specialist
at Measured Progress in Dover, N.H.
His company specializes in customdesigned large-scale assessments, and
their projects include Maine’s MEA,
New Hampshire’s NHEIAP and
Massachusetts’s MCAS. Along with
writing tests, he also writes songs.
Last October he released his debut
CD, Away From The Water. The CD is
mostly acoustic and instrumental and
has been getting airplay on nationally
syndicated shows such as Echoes on
NPR. Anyone interested can check it

out at the record label Web site, www.
alchemyrecords.com. He also performs
at gigs with the Seacoast Guitar Society and is a regular performer at the
Tuesday night jazz session at the Press
Room in Portsmouth, N.H. Kingsley
has two sons, Nate, who is a freshman
at Roger Williams University, and Ben,
a senior in high school. . . . Gerry ’79
and Catie Fulton Teeven and family
planned to move to the Naples/Ft.
Myers area in Florida in June. Gerry is
the assistant manager in this new region
for HomeBanc. Their daughter, Ali,
recently got her driver’s license, and
their son, Casey, has completed his first
year at the U.S. Coast Guard Academy.
His assignment for summer ’04 is on
a 270-foot cutter out of Portsmouth,
Va., and then aboard the Coast Guard
tall ship Eagle. Catie is up and running
again after a bout with pneumonia
this winter. She is training to run
a marathon. . . . Our 25th reunion
countdown is on. Lisa McDonough
O’Neill asks you to start reminiscing
and preparing for reunion by pulling
out those old college photos, making
copies and sending them to her at 442
Pepperidge Tree Lane, Kinnelon, NJ
07405. She is working on the reunion
book, which will be published for all
of us as part of our 25th-reunion celebration, and lots of photos will make
it extra special! Colby has informed us
from past experience that this is the
reunion year when many classmates
will return to renew old friendships,
reconnect or make new connections
with classmates. Let’s make this the
best 25th-reunion class the College
has ever seen! A reunion committee
has been formed to plan this event.
E-mail me if you are interested in
joining this committee or have any
ideas to help make this a memorable
weekend. Remember to save June 2-5,
2005, for your return to Camp Colby
on Mayflower Hill.
—Lynn Collins Francis

82 Linda Hurwitz continues her

active career as a professional violinist
and teacher in Virginia. She will be
playing in the orchestra for the national
tour of The Producers this spring. In
addition, she performs frequently with
the Virginia Symphony, based in Norfolk, and the Richmond Symphony.
She encourages her students to try to
find time to practice even with the new
testing pressures, and she especially
enjoys the middle school age group
where students are still enthusiastic and
diligent. If you are a parent of a budding
string player Linda offers two pieces of

advice: don’t get started before age 5
and don’t buy a violin on eBay. See if
your children can try it out first to find
out if they like it. Linda also wants to
send the word to Cindy Kim Beglin
and her family to join us at our 25th
reunion. Never too early to start asking!
. . . Eric Lapp sent a short but sweet
note. He writes, “The sap is flowing
and the Deaniacs are now a memory.”
He finds it hard to believe that he is
coming up on 15 years with Omya,
a global mineral producer, where
he is currently the North American
quality systems manager. Eric lives in
Rutland, Vt., just down the hill from
Killington, and he keeps in touch with
Jim Sullivan, who lives close by in
Arlington, Vt. . . . I enjoyed a weekend
of skiing at Jay Peak in Vermont with
a combination of friends and family.
Mary Beth Whitaker McIntyre and
her husband, Jon, started this great
tradition more than 15 years ago. MB
and Jon’s children, Kelly, 11, and Sean,
7, showed great form on the slopes as
MB, Jon and I did our best to keep up.
. . . Nancy Briggs Marshall continues
to keep busy in the field of marketing
communications. Nancy founded her
public relations and marketing services
agency, Nancy Marshall Communications of Augusta and North Anson,
Maine, in 1993. She recently attended
the meeting in Carmel, Calif., of the
Alliance of Marketing Communications Agencies. Nancy serves on the
executive committee of this alliance,
which was founded in 1999 to analyze and forecast best practices for
delivering marketing communications
services to clients. . . . Please take a few
minutes to send me your news.
—Janice McKeown

83 I’ve been twiddling my thumbs

while you decide whether to write.
Please don’t wait. Everything you do
puts you in the realm of being human
with the rest of us, and it’s all worth
sharing because we can relate to these
common experiences when you least
expect it. So, be a first time writer,
won’t you? . . . I heard for the first
time from Steve Albert, who lives
with his wife, Heather, and their two
children, Arlen and Mariel, 12 and
10, on the Zuni Indian Reservation
in northwestern New Mexico. Steve
worked for about 11 years for the
tribe’s fish and wildlife department.
Though he majored in English, Steve
got an M.S. in wildlife biology from
the University of Arizona and took
about seven years off to work and
travel in between. This past summer he
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started working for an environmental
consulting company called Parametrix.
Steve lives and works in Zuni in a
small house, where he shares rent with
Michael Sbarge ’77, a doctor at the
local Indian Health Service Hospital.
Steve and his business partner (who
also ran a tribal department of natural
resources for many years) are continuing to work with tribes throughout the
West, mostly on watershed planning,

the next stage. He also has been helping with writing for a friend who runs
SustainCapeCod.org, and he’s been
getting into town politics of all sorts.
. . . Julia Mackenzie Paperny was born
in September 2003 to Susan and Alan
Paperny. Al is law director of Retail
Brand Alliance, Inc., in Enfield, Conn. .
. . Steve Shields wrote that he is a physician in gastroenterology at Brigham
and Women’s Hospital in Boston,

newsmakers
It’s a Sting operation for Kelly E. Chopus ’86.
Fresh from overseeing all event management
at the 2002 Winter Olympics and directing the
U.S. Ski Team Foundation, she was named vice
president of business operations for the Charlotte Sting of the Women’s National Basketball
Association  After a seizure at age 6, Melissa
S. Kerley ’88 was placed in a classroom for
children with mental retardation. “I couldn’t
walk right. I couldn’t write correctly,” she said
in a Chattanooga Times Free Press feature. Thanks
Kelly E. Chopus ’86
to the help of a gifted teacher at the Scenic Land
School in Chattanooga, she is now a teacher
and language researcher in Florida. And a Ph.D.—in French—who wrote
her dissertation in 10 weeks.

milestones
Marriages: Robert L. Hazard ’85 to Stephanie Marshall in Pawtucket,
R.I.  Kevin P. Molloy ’88 to Erica J. Stevens in Fairfield, Conn.
Births: A daughter, Chloe Alexandra Mathieu, to Cynthia and Timothy A.
Mathieu ’88  A daughter, Rory Kay Sato, to Tetsuya and Paige Alexander
Sato ’88  A daughter, Hannah Shea Casey, to Rick and Leslie Dropkin
Casey ’89  A son, Joseph Pemmaraju Dakin, to Pemmaraju Saleena and
Shaun Dakin ’89.
Deaths: Virginia Bousam Sitz ’86, March 25, 2004, in Farmington, Maine,
at 40.
riparian and wetland restoration and
a variety of other wildlife and natural
resources-related projects. Steve stays
in contact with Eric Dexheimer and
Ann Poncelet. . . . I was thrilled to
hear for the first time from Mark
Hopkins, who sent an updated e-mail
address. Folks wishing to check out
fellow alumni should go to Colby’s
alumni site and log in to see who’s doing
what. Please add your pertinent info
when you check it all out. . . . Duncan
Gibson said he’s been staying busy
this year with a local land protection
project on Cape Cod. It’s a partnership
with the MassAudubon society, which
has an existing sanctuary, and with the
Barnstable Land Trust, a private land
protection group. Duncan’s work has
been invaluable to the whole project,
and a major fund-raising effort will be
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Mass., and is assistant professor of
medicine teaching pathophysiology at
Harvard Medical School. He has been
married to Amy for 19 years, and they
have three children: Jen, 18, Tommy,
15, and Will, 13. . . . Dan Weeks had
a good reason for missing our 20th
reunion last year; he was teaching in
a genetics workshop in Kolkata, India.
His son, Patrick, is now a happy sixth
grader, and Dan also is enjoying his
three wonderful step-grandchildren,
ages 5, 3 and 1. . . . Thanks to each
and every one for staying in touch. If
it’s been months or more, you may
consider sending me a sign!
—Sally Lovegren Merchant
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I have only a little to share this
time around, but I hope we’ll all be
catching up at the reunion on June 4.

. . . Eric van Gestel e-mailed from
northern California to say he’s still
CEO of Enverity Corporation, an
environmental compliance software
company. He recently ran into Jeff
“Harpo” Martin, who was out in the
Bay Area on business. . . . Andrew
Christy has relocated from Dallas
to Louisville, Ky., where he heads up
the US Smokeless Tobacco Company
account at Doe Anderson Advertising
agency. He has two children, Indiga,
8, and William, 6. At Christmastime
2003 he traveled to Asia and took a trip
to Jakarta to see Edward McCartin.
. . . See you all soon!
—Cynthia Mulliken Lazzara
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Class President Cici Bevin
Gordon has a message for us all:
“Think 20th reunion!” It’s just around
the corner in June 2005, and plans for a
“1985” return are well under way. Send
an e-mail to this column if you would
like to help with any part of the festivities—we need your creativity and a few
good stories from those days of yore!
Rumor has it that Gin Pup is already
on board. Incredibly, Cici just picked
up a tale or two from the DU archives
on I-95. The highway had been closed
to clear out an accident. Cici looked in
her rear view mirror at the expanding
line of cars, and who should be parked
behind her? None other than Keith
Turley. Needless to say, their hour wait
flew quickly by! Does anyone have other
Colby coincidences to share? Send
them in—our updates have dwindled!
. . . News of Julie Sands Causey came
to us via the Colby clipping service. In
2003, Julie became the third generation
of Sands to lead the St. Paul-based
Western Bank. She succeeded her uncle
William Sands as chair of the Western
on January 1, 2004. Causey welcomes
what she called a “really neat economic
development opportunity at Western,
noted for its inner-city initiatives.” The
Minneapolis-St. Paul Business Journal
writes that “Western and other community banks play a vital role helping
the small businesses that drive local
job growth.” Julie earned an M.B.A.
from Wharton, then worked for 15
years in international economics in
Washington, D.C., London and the
Twin Cities. She returned to the Twin
Cities permanently about nine years
ago. After a long tenure at KPMG,
she ran her own consulting firm for
several years before joining Western.
She also is raising three boys with her
husband, Christopher, in St. Paul.
Wow! Congrats, Julie, on all your
accomplishments! . . . Another article

made its way to Mayflower Hill with
news of Wendell Perkins. A money
manager, Wendell, with two co-managers, handles investments for Sam
Johnson—one of the richest men in
America and head of privately held
Johnson Wax—and other investors in
the Johnson Family International Value
Fund. Wendell earned an M.B.A. from
the University of Wisconsin and in
1992 went to work as a co-manager of
Johnson Asset Management. He lives
in Wisconsin with his wife and 9-yearold daughter. . . . Please send an e-mail
to classnews1985@alum.colby.edu and
it should come directly to me, use my
e-mail address (ger1963@comcast.
net) or fill out the class news card in
this magazine.
—Sue James Geremia

86 Turning 40 has its rewards.

. . . everyone wants to celebrate the
milestone. I spent the first part of 2004
at a 40-fest with Richard Deering,
Norma Delaney, Nell Walker ’88,
Peter Ingraham ’84, John Bowen ’85
and Jen Imhoff Foley. The Colby
contingent in Portland knows how
to party! After a back and forth stint
from Athens to Boston, I checked out
of the U.S. in the middle of February
to pursue my 40th in Athens, where
my dream of moving to Greece became
a reality. I write this column from a
tiny village on the island of Lesbos,
the easternmost point of the Western
world. I will stay at the family homestead and use it as base camp. The next
six months will be an adventure: I am
documenting what is happening here
before and during the Olympic games,
and if all goes according to plan, you
will see my work on stations across
the country and around the world.
Alas, this is Greece and things never
go according to plan! But that is the
beauty of the place. In August, I will
work at the International Broadcast
Center for Athens Olympic Broadcasting. . . . Bill Nicholas e-mailed to say,
“Biggest news in my life is the birth of
my son, Charlie (or as he is known in
our house, Charles Edward Nicholas,
Super-genius).” . . . I have spoken
with a few Colby folks recently. Peter
Voskamp is working as a reporter in
Berlin while his girlfriend works on
her Fulbright there. Mark Gordon
lives in Brooklyn with his wife. Todd
Bishop ’87 was to be married in New
York this June. I saw Tim Oakes ’87
and Julie Smith when they stopped
over in L.A. on their way to Australia,
where Tim is teaching for a couple
of years. Aimee Good ’87 planned

to come to L.A. with her husband
and fresh baby girl, Matilda, to thaw
in March. And got a card from Prof.
David Simon, who was getting ready
to return to Waterville from Spain. . . .
The Charlotte Sting promoted Kelly
Chopus to vice president of business
operations. “Kelly is a proven leader
whose passion for, and experience in,
WNBA basketball is unparalleled,”
said the Sting’s executive vice president
and chief operating officer. . . . Great
to hear from Karen Mitchell Brandvold, who e-mailed to say, “I am doing
great. My husband, Paal, and I and our
two girls, Amalie, 6, and Victoria, 4, are
living in Bolton, Mass. I am working
part time in my father’s business (the
exciting world of hose and connectors).
It gets very busy trying to juggle part
time plus all the activities for the girls.
We try to get over to Europe at least
once a year since Paal is from Norway
and his whole family is there; and my
sister lives in England.” She asked if
I had heard from Dan MacDonald.
(The three of us were fortunate to go
around the world on Semester at Sea
in 1985!) No, I haven’t heard. Where
are you, Dan? . . . Sean Padgett ’85
e-mailed after Michal Feldman ’85
e-mailed me asking if I could track
him down: “Ann-Meg White ’85 and
I have moved back to Grafton and live
on the Anderson compound with Dick
’55 and Jean Hawes Anderson ’55 as
neighbors on one side and Rick ’85 and
Kathryn Clarke Anderson ’85 on the
other.” . . . In March 2003, Gretchen
Bean Lurie started her own consultant
business for a gourmet food company
and enjoys the flexibility of being her
own boss and working from home.
“Like most of you,” she e-mailed,
“I have kids that seem to grow like
weeds. Hunter is 13 1/2 and Paige
is 12. To celebrate—and commiserate?—turning 40 this year, Brigid
Hoffman Murray and I teamed up for
a wonderfully fun weekend together.”
. . . I got a brief e-mail last fall from
Joan Handwerg, who was to see Jason
Crawley out in Oregon. Let us know
how you are, Jason and Joan.
—Andrea V. Sarris
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Megan Davis Collins lives in
Billerica, Mass., with her husband and
two children, Olivia, 5, and Henry, 1
1/2. Megan is a geriatric social worker
and has done some community theater
since leaving Colby. She is looking for
Michelle Cheeseman if anyone has
seen or heard from her. . . . Scott and
Kristen Foss Smith (and three sons)
visited Steven and Ellen Krause

Teplitz and their two boys in D.C.,
and they saw Eric Zieff and Paul
Carmillo at a Bruce Springsteen show.
Scott writes that Mark and Susan
Amendolare Stasium are renovating
a house in Portland, Maine. . . . The
Chattanooga (Tenn.) Times Free Press
had an interesting article about Melissa
S. Kerley and her incredibly valuable
time at the Scenic Land School. It’s a
remarkable story of the value of education and personal attention. Melissa,
who has a master’s from Middlebury
and a doctorate in French from Tulane,
is now a language researcher and
teacher and lives in Vero Beach, Fla.,
with her little dog, Brigitte. . . . David
Scannell serves as assistant director
of legislative affairs to Mayor Robert
Baines of Manchester N.H., where he
tracks legislation and lobbying in Concord, handles the media, works with
nonprofits and helps meet constituent
concerns (like Charlie Sheen on Spin
City?). Before this, Dave worked as a
government teacher at a nonprofit in
Pennsylvania that offered low-income
kids a chance to attend private school
classes, and before that he squeezed in
a degree from the University of Maine
School of Law while doing his fair share
of volunteer work. . . . Kyrk Pappas had
a baby girl in July 2003—Alexa Mollie
Pappas—and Ann Fillback’s son, John
Robert (Jack for short) was born on
July 2, 2003. Congratulations, both! . .
. Paige Alexander Sato is doing fundraising and communications work at the
YWCA. Daughter Emi is in kindergarten; Sam is in second grade. By the time
this all gets to print, another little one
will be in the fold (due in mid-April). .
. . Kevin and Heidi Irving-Naughton
live in Darien, Conn., with son Liam,

8, and twins Daly and Claire, 6. Heidi
keeps active leading a Brownie troop,
volunteering at a bereavement center
and working her way up the town paddle
tennis ladder. Heidi writes that Kim
Ellis Fisher and her husband and four
children have relocated to Ft. Myers,
Fla. . . . Pat and Patty Haffey Clendenen are doing well with their three
kids, Paul, 13, Drew, 11, and Claire, 9.
Both Pat and Patty are active in their
kids’ activities and in local community
organizations. Pat is a business and
corporate litigation member in the
Boston office of Mintz, Levin, chairs the
Massachusetts Bar Association’s civil
litigation section council and serves in
the MBA’s house of delegates and on its
executive management board. Pat is also
active in the American Bar Association’s
business law section, chairing and vice
chairing subcommittees of the business
and corporate litigation committee. .
. . Our next Perry Mason is Steven
Masur, who in 1994 started a media
and entertainment law firm in New
York City. MasurLaw focuses on new
technologies for delivery of entertainment content, and their work includes
a few things even I (a disaffected
recovering attorney) find interesting:
cutting-edge intellectual property
deals, distributing music through Apple
iTunes Music Store, using cell phones
to purchase and trade real music files
and using the TV cable box to play
classic video games. Steve has started
masters ski racing, and in the summers
surfs at Montauk, sailboards in Oregon
and crews on someone’s sailboat at
Block Island Race Week. Ladies, take
note of this exact quote from Steven:
“Family? Not yet, but I’d love to. I’m
well aware that by now I should be

pamela jo ellis ’81
What she does Watercolor painter; featured artist in June at the
Birdsnest Gallery in Bar Harbor, Maine
Where she lives On the shores of Rangeley Lake in western
Maine
What she paints Children, winter scenes in Rangeley, local landscapes
How she studies art “…by looking at art, all art. I’m the one who
trips the buzzers by getting my nose too close to the surfaces of
the Monets and Degas in the museums”
What she wants her viewers to see “…the brush at work; that’s
what I like when I look at art – to see the hand of the artist”
What she studied at Colby Art history, concentrating in fine art;
“As a student of art history I am well versed in what makes art
enduring as opposed to popular”
What awards she has received First place, Mt. Washington Valley
Art Association, 2003; first place watercolor, Maine Open Juried
Art Show, 2002; first place overall, Bethel Area Art Fair, 2002

taking my kids to races and soccer fields
instead of going myself . . . and I’ll get
there. I’ll get there. Any takers?” . .
. Congratulations to Kevin Molloy,
recently engaged to Erica Stevens.
Kevin is an environmental consultant
in Cambridge, Mass. . . . John Radtke
lives in Portland with wife Lynn Rowe
and children Naomi, 4, and Louisa, 2.
John is active on the school committee.
. . . Stephen Reade joined Grand Central Communications as executive VP,
worldwide field operations. Before this,
he founded FoundryOne, Inc., and held
a variety of globally focused executive
roles for AOL-Netscape, NetGravity,
Creative Labs and Macromedia. . . .
Me? You’re so kind to ask. My wife,
Ann, and I have our own design firm,
Schwilliamz Creative Consultants,
Inc., in Concord, Mass., and we are
keeping very busy designing footwear
and children’s products for a number
of companies as well as doing brand
development and identity work. It is,
in a word, cool. I love it.
—Dean A. Schwartz
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One of the benefits of writing
this column is that I can share my own
news first. By the time you read this,
my husband, Kevin, my daughters,
Johanna and Caroline, and I will be
living in Switzerland. Kevin got a
promotion to director of finance for
Thomson’s Zurich office, so off we
go. We hope to have extra bedrooms,
and we expect a lot of visitors! The
move means I can’t get to reunion,
unfortunately, so if you go please send
me lots of reports! . . . Another classmate who won’t be at reunion is Tim
Burton. He is living in Seattle, where
he bumped into Barbara Sweney of the
Admissions Office, who roped him into
doing alumni interviewing out there.
Good job, Barbara! . . . I got a great
e-mail from Neha Patel Kishan, who
had been AWOL for a long time. After
graduation, Neha worked at American
Express, got her master’s in accounting
and became CFO for a wireless start-up
in San Francisco. There she met and
married Rakesh Kishan, who owns his
own consulting company. They moved
back east to N.Y.C., and in August 2003
Neha had a son, Rohin. She’s staying
at home and keeping very busy. . . .
Another AWOL alum, Kathy Allen,
finally reported in. (Kathy and I were
hallmates in East Quad freshman year,
which I hesitate to remind everyone was
nearly 20 years ago.) Kathy has lived in
Connecticut, Palo Alto, Massachusetts
and Denver, where she taught graphic
design at UDenver and saw Jim ’91 and
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alumni at large
Jessica Case Lewis and their two kids.
Kathy and her dog recently moved back
to Connecticut, where she started her
own graphic design firm. If you live
on the Gold Coast and are looking
for invitations or announcements of
any kind, look Kathy up. . . . Peter
Kimpton wrote after a three-year
absence from the column. He and his
wife had a little boy, Samuel, in December 2001. They live in Londonderry,
N.H., and Peter works for VUTEk
Digital Printing Systems in Meredith.
Peter writes that he passes the 70-mile
commute listening to Gerry Hadden
on NPR and that he keeps in touch
with Dawson Crisler Cochran, who
is positively miserable in Florida, what
with all the scuba diving and boating
she does. . . . Leslie Dropkin Casey
e-mailed with news of the birth of her
first child, Hannah Shea, on March
10, 2003. Leslie teaches French and
was recently named Teacher of the
Year at her school in South Carolina.
Congrats, Leslie! . . . I got great pictures
of Shaun Dakin’s little boy, Joseph
Pemmaraju, born on March 6. Shaun
also wrote in February after he went
to a lecture featuring Tony Corrado,
Cal Mackenzie and Sandy Maisel.
Shaun keeps in touch with Rachel
Tilney, who is sailing the Caribbean,
and Camilla Johansson Oberg, who
lives in the UAE. . . . Mark Cosdon
will be visiting Greece and Turkey this
summer with his wife and two kids but
won’t make it far enough north to see
me in Zurich. . . . Jen Pierce Barr
and husband Ed ’88 spent Valentine’s
Day with Catherine Andrew Rogers
and her husband. Jen reports that Jon
Earl ’88 and his wife had a baby girl in
early March and are living in N.J. near
where John ’88 and Kristin Hock Davie
’90 live with their two girls. . . . Have
a great time at reunion and send me
lots of embarrassing pictures!
— Anita L. Terry

90 The last few months have

brought much news, including many
marriages (and babies). David Coleman, whom many of you remember
as Colby’s uber photographer, married
Caryn Brooks in June 2002. In Septem-

ber 2003, David and Caryn welcomed
Avery into the world. Needless to say,
David’s been taking a few pictures. He
also mentioned that in December he
saw Tom McClintock and his wife,
Kim. David is currently working for
Yodlee. . . . Back in October 2003,
Leo Flanagan Jr. married Carlene
Bell in Methuen, Mass. Leo teaches in
Lowell while Carlene is an attorney in
Boston. . . . On Feb. 7, 2004, Elisabeth
Poole married Thomas Parker in San
Francisco. Elizabeth and her husband
are both employed by auction houses
in New York City. . . . On March 13,
2004, Diana Howell married Scott
O’Brien in Anne-Louise Band’s house
in Jackson Hole, Wyo. The reception
was held at Amanda Sharbrough Bryan
’89’s house. . . . Melanie Brockway
wrote that she was to get married this
June to Brendan O’Keefe in Boothbay
Harbor, Maine; they were engaged in
June 2003. She and her fiancé have
relocated to Hyannis, Mass., where
she will work for a small law firm in
the area. Wendy Naynerski was to be
one of her bridesmaids, and Melanie
expected to see John Kinsley and
his wife, Beth (Hermanson ’93). . . .
Marc Winiecki wrote to say he’s in
his second year at the University of
New England College of Osteopathic
Medicine in Biddeford, Maine. He
says his studies are going well but have
become more challenging since the
birth of his and Elizabeth’s first child,
Sigmund, last fall. . . . Megan Wahl
Hegenbarth wrote to update us on a
number of events. Her first daughter,
Brooke Haley, was born on Feb. 22,
2001, and her second daughter, Estelle
Skye, on Nov. 15, 2002. Unfortunately,
some time after the second pregnancy,
a spinal cord tumor was discovered
(C1 to C3). After one year of surgery,
recovery and support from family and
friends, including Amy Rule, Megan
is, she says, “100 percent better.” . . .
I’m reporting faithfully, but Colby can’t
handle all of our material. The full
report for our class is online at www.
colby.edu/colby.mag/90s.
—Franc-Eric Wiedmer

91 Greetings from Hollis, N.H. If

Colby lists marriages and same-sex commitment ceremonies as “Milestones” in the Alumni at Large section of the magazine. To have a
wedding or commitment included, please submit the names of both
partners along with the class year(s), the date and the location of the
ceremony to the appropriate class correspondent (listed in the Alumni
at Large section). For notices of births and adoptions, the parents’ and
child’s names, date and location of the birth should be submitted to the
appropriate correspondent.
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you don’t find your news below, I ran
out of space and will include it next
time! Linda Rossingnol Ramsden
writes, “We are thrilled to announce
the birth of our son, Jack. He is smothered daily with love and affection by
big sisters Emma, 6, and Alex, 4. We
live in Medfield, Mass., in a farmhouse
that we lovingly restored, and we spend
some of the summer at our Vineyard
house in Edgartown, another labor of
love. I continue to balance mothering
with lawyering as an appellate attorney
for the Committee for Public Counsel
Services in Boston. I am still in touch
with Brynne McCormick Kristan,
who is so good about e-mailing digital
footage of her son, Rowan. Now there’s
a cute kid. I remain hopeful that one
day the Kristans of Colorado will come
back east!” . . . Kay Cowperthwait
is still living in Northampton, Mass.,
with her partner and their 3-year-old
daughter, Sophie. They love the area
and see Linda Baroncelli ’86, Christa
Chiarello ’90 and Lynn Magovern
’90 on a regular basis. Kay adds, “I’m
no longer coaching ice hockey, as it
became too much to balance with
being a mom. I continue to coach the
women’s golf team, and I am now the
senior women’s administrator in the
athletic department. Overall, it’s been
a great change, and I have welcomed
the extra time with my family.” . . .
Tim Palmer’s second son, Ryan, was
born on March 9. His oldest son, Alec,
just turned 5. Tim continues teaching
English and translating in Japan and
is still doing and teaching karate. . . .
More wonderful baby news: Ben and
Shannon Johnson Ames had their
first baby, Isabel Blanche Ames, on
September 11, 2003. . . . In January
Fred Stewart and his wife had their
second baby, a girl, Natalie. . . . Julia
Collard and her husband, Charlie
Pesiridis, had their first baby last May,
a boy named Will (who is absolutely
precious, if I may add). Julia continues
to work at Fidelity Investments in
Merrimack, N.H. . . . Robert Bock
and his wife, Elizabeth Rothrauff,
celebrated the birth of their first son,
Oliver Rothrauff Bock, on December
16, 2003. They live in Berkeley, Calif.
Robert is working at a software startup called Model N, which is based in
South San Francisco. . . . Jennifer
Hartel wrote a great update. She
said, “Hilary Greene, who in autumn
of 2001 married Seth in a pasture
at the foothills of the Berkshires, is
happily living in an old farmhouse in
Williamstown, Mass. Hillary spends
her time playing soccer, coaching

cross-country skiing and directing
an organization that settles Russian
immigrants into the area. Matthew
Testa, following his award-winning
documentary film about buffalo, is a
fellow at the American Film Institute
in Los Angeles. He currently is producing acclaimed short films. Daniel (nee
‘Jazzy-D’) Raymont, continuing his
string of successful major commercials,
can be seen in spots for H&R Block
and Campbell’s soup, among others.
After several years in Los Angeles,
Jazzy-D and his wife, Bonnie (la bonita
‘Bon-Bon’), have moved back east. . . .
Brent Willey was last known to be in
Khatmandu. He ranges widely across
the Far East, favoring high altitudes,
with occasional visits to New York and
Los Angeles. While overseas Brent
produces documentary films, scouts
locations for educational programs
abroad and guides adventurers up
mountains. And I am finishing a Ph.D.
in library and information studies at
UCLA, where I conduct research on
cookbooks and other culinary information forms. In 2004-2005 I will be a
visiting researcher at the University of
Tampere, in Finland.” . . . I’m reporting
faithfully, but Colby can’t handle all of
our material. The full report for our
class is online at www.colby.edu/colby.
mag/90s.
—Lesley Eydenberg Bouvier
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I received only a few updates
from you guys so this column will
be brief . . . but informative. Karen
Larson Flint was honored recently
as an employee of the year at Textron
Financial in Providence, R.I. For the
employee-of-the-year trip, Karen was
kind enough to take her husband,
Chris, to the Bahamas, where they had
a blast snorkeling, jet skiing and getting
sunburned. On the way home they ran
into Pete Sandblom at the Charlotte,
N.C., airport, where they discussed
parenthood and the fact that no one
has been back to the Colby campus
in quite some time. Chris recently had
lunch with Dr. Bob Gramling, who
works at Brown University. . . . Traci
Marquis-Eydman has not written in
a while and wanted to announce the
arrival of her second child, Abigail
Kalin Eydman, born January 17,
2003. She joined their first child,
William Eydman, now 3. Traci and
her husband, Bill, are still living in
Connecticut and loving every minute
of it. Traci is currently practicing family
medicine in Madison, Conn. . . . Tabby
Biddle is living in New York City
and teaching pre-school in the West

newsmakers
For an interview with the Navy’s mine-sweeping
dolphin or step-by-step instructions on how to
shave your cat’s nose, take a look at Rosecrans
B. Baldwin ’99’s Brooklyn-based webzine,
The Morning News. Both Utne Reader and the
Columbia Journalism Review gave it thumbs up
for presenting breaking news and social observation as well as humor and quirkiness  Bill and
Melinda Gates Scholar Amy E. Rowe ’99 of
St. Johnsbury, Vt., will pursue a Ph.D. in social
anthropology at Cambridge University in the
Rosencrans B. Baldwin ’99 fall. She is one of 31 chosen for the Gates Scholars
program, which develops leaders who will find
creative approaches to address injustices and inequities around the world.

milestones
Marriages: Leo A. Flanagan ’90 to Carlene Bell in Methuen, Mass.  Elisabeth
C. Poole ’90 to Thomas B. Parker in San Francisco, Calif.  Suzanne K.
Furlong ’93 to Brandon G. Kiggins in Groton, Conn.  Richard A. Wallace
Jr. ’93 to Christina E. Lang in Washington, D.C.  Jason C. Oberfest ’94 to
Celeste E. Perron in New York, N.Y.  Bradford A. Pattershall ’94 to Sharon
A. Higgins on Chebeague Island, Maine  Elizabeth A. Herbert ’95 to Neil
Gibb in Providence, R.I.  Keith J. Albert ’96 to Pamela J. Foster in Holden,
Maine  Christopher B. Greenfield ’96 to Renee A. Hillier in Washingtonville,
N.Y.  Leah Bernstein ’98 to Michael A. Jacobson in Purchase, N.Y.  Abigail
E. Lambert ’98 to Jeremy C. Thomas in Petaluma, Calif.  Christina R.
Browning ’99 to Adam J. Rana ’98 at Round Hill Community, N.Y.  Jona
than W. Hiltz ’99 to Danielle T. Duchette in Lewiston, Maine  Benjamin
Langille ’99 to Michelle L. Picheny in Boston, Mass.  Margaret W. Lawson
’99 to John D. Hyde in Duxbury, Mass.  Melissa G. Murphy ’99 to Daniel
Hanlon in Brewster, Mass.  Joseph D. Pagano ’99 to Lisa M. Radigan
in Guilford, Conn.  Cecilia K. Stashwick ’99 to Paul J. Fleming ’99 in
Hanover, N.H.
Births: A son, Brendyn Grey Burkitt, to Robert and Gretchen McCarey
Burkitt ’91  A daughter, Remi Taylor Bunting, to Banni and Gordon
Bunting ’93  A son, Sawyer Cole von Jess, to Jodi and Tim von Jess
’93  A son, Matthew Meyer Hong, to Michael and Alison Meyer Hong
’94  A son, Takanori Underwood, to Tomomi Uwasu and Robert F.
Underwood ’94  A son, Burke Owen MacLeay, to David ’97 and Alicia
Nemiccolo MacLeay ’97.
Village. She is earning her master’s in
education at Bank Street School and
also teaches children’s yoga. She took
up performance singing last year and
now has shows every few months in the
city. . . . Rabbi Zach Shapiro (always
good for a few updates—thanks Zach)
wants to send a special hello to Lucy
Yeager ’93. “No rolling!” he says.
(Someday I will be informed what that
means.) . . . Here is the official winner
for most updates provided—an e-mail
from Sura DuBow, who had just finished reading the last Colby magazine
and realized that after more than 10
years she had never written in about
her doings. Sura recently finished
graduate school at the University of
Pittsburgh, where she obtained an

M.B.A. in marketing and an M.S. in
management of information systems.
She is working in interactive marketing for a pharmaceutical company
in Chicago and was engaged to be
married in June. The wedding was to
be in Maine with many Colby folks in
attendance, including Dick Whitmore,
Paul Johnston, Nellie Chisholm ’98,
Peter Bowden ’98, Geoff Herrick ’98,
Jen Holsten ’90, Doug Hall ’90, Bill ’93
and Anne Maddocks Michels, Todd
’91 and Jen Nehro Patriacca, Tom ’91
and Kristin Wallace Livezey, Elaine
Bueschen, Lance Cabanban, Liz
Makely Glick, Amy Selinger, Meg
Ewing and Molly Beale Constable. It
looks like Sura was holding her own
Colby mini-reunion! . . . I’m reporting

faithfully, but Colby can’t handle all of
our material. The full report for our
class is online at www.colby.edu/colby.
mag/90s.
—William Higgins

93 Jen Larsen Daileanes writes

that in January she and husband John
’92 had their second child, a son,
Andrew, who joins big sister Sydney.
Jen and John work and teach in Massachusetts. . . . Jenny and Charles Beeler
had their first child, Jane Elizabeth
Beeler. They live in northern California, and he’s a partner at El Dorado
Ventures, an early-stage venture
capital firm. He writes that he’s seen
a good deal of Chris Gieszl (living
in San Diego), Matt Scott-Hansen
(Connecticut) and Mike Dreeben
(Chicago). . . . Jon and Kris Balser
Mousette expected their second
baby in May; their son Jack is 2. . . . A
daughter, Grace Margaret Holland,
was born to Patricia (Marshall ’94)
and Sean Holland. . . . Tim Von Jess
lives in Deerfield, Mass., but he and his
wife, Jodi, are moving to Wolfeboro,
N.H., and would love to hear from
classmates in either area! Their second
son, Sawyer Cole, was born in February. Tim works at Brewster Academy.
. . . Bill Michels is working in L.A.
in the international strategy group at
Yahoo! His daughter, Lindsay, turned
1 in March, and he’s expecting a son
this summer. . . . Heather Bucha and
her husband, Frank, in addition to
their first son have a new baby on the
way. Heather also just sold a television
script to NBC (stay tuned). . . . Speaking of television, Naomi Pestana was
nominated for a series she produced on
childhood vaccinations for Univision
41 WXTV New York. The awards
were on March 28, so by the time this is
published she’ll know the results—but
congratulations are in order no matter
what. . . . Valerie Leeds works for
AOL and recently saw Susan Sarno
in New York. . . . Cristen Coleman
took an ski vacation in Steamboat,
Colo., where it was “spring skiing
at its finest!” . . . Emilie Abair Barmashi lives on Cape Cod. She and her
husband enjoy beach time with their
son, 2, and baby daughter. . . . Jamie
Perlman was set to get an M.B.A. from
USC’s Marshall School of Business. . . .
Shawn Campbell hit the four-year
mark as a senior software engineer at
WorldWinner.com, writes his wife,
April (Armstrong ’97). They live in
Auburn, Mass., with pet ferrets. They
see Peter and Megan Winchester
Caradonna, Bill Hokanson, Lisa and
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alumni at large
Mike Zhe and their dog, Deuce, Kris
Owens Dorogi, Drew Hoyt ’92 and
Craig Mertens ’92. . . . I’m reporting
faithfully, but Colby can’t handle all of
our material. The full report for our
class is online at www.colby.edu/colby.
mag/90s.
—Krista Stein

94

Jennifer “Jay” Hartshorn was
married on July 3 in Hartford, Conn.,
to Andrew Walter. They just bought a
house. . . . Michelle Tadros is living
in Denver, Colo., and frequently sees
Kimberly Valentine Walsh. Kimberly was host of a bridal shower for
Michelle in January and managed to
coordinate a surprise visit by Michelle’s
three other bridesmaids (and former
senior-year roommates)—Jessica
Matzkin, Allison Guth Wells and
Elizabeth Labovitz Smith, all of
whom flew in from the East Coast.
Michelle’s wedding to Sam Eidson
was set for July on Cape Cod. Jessica
Drislane visited Michelle in February
2004 for a ski weekend. . . . Megan
Campbell married Graham Officer
in September 2003, attended by
Michelle Tadros, Chuck and Laura

Miller Thompson, Roger Hughes,
Chris Roosevelt, Peter Delgreco,
Mike Koester, Chris Abbot, James
and Carolyn Grab Kaleigh and
Christa Rippe ’95. Megan and Graham
expected their first baby this summer.
. . . Jennifer Sullivan married N.C.
farrier Dwayne Holder in June 2003.
She is a full-time horse trainer and
riding instructor at their Third Charm
Training Center in Midland, N.C. . . .
Sandy Benson married Craig Sargent
on September 20, 2003. In attendance
were Susan Benson Panilaitis,
Patty Benson Bechard ’96, Jen Lock
Beauvais, Beth Tilton Lake ’93 and
Michelle Parady Malach ’93. Sandy
and Craig are now living in Concord,
N.H., and Sandy is working at Concord Hospital as a nurse anesthetist.
. . . Jonathan “Wolfguy” Blumberg
and his wife, Nasiveli Sarygulova,
had their first baby, daughter Tamiris
Adina Blumberg, on September 30,
2002. They are living in Brooklyn,
N.Y., and Jonathan is working for
American Express in risk management
in Manhattan. . . . Kate Diana and her
husband, Patrick Glenn, are living in
Boston and welcomed the arrival of

their first child, daughter Lila Alix
Glenn (8 lbs. 6 oz., 21 inches), on
September 20, 2003. . . . Matt and
Kamin McClelland Macomber
had twin girls, Katharine (Kate) and
Madeline (Maddy), on October 11,
2003. They are living in Walnut Creek,
Calif., and enjoying parenthood. . . .
Heather Post LaFrance, her husband and their son, Sam, welcomed
the latest addition to their family,
Rebecca Elizabeth, born on November
16, 2003. Heather is in contact with
Frances Van Huystee, who lives in
West Hartford and is working for her
father, with time off to work for the X
Games as well. . . . Josette Huntress
Holland and her husband, Thomas,
had a baby boy, Andrew, in December
2003. . . . I’m reporting faithfully, but
Colby can’t handle all of our material.
The full report for our class is online
at www.colby.edu/colby.mag/90s.
—Tracy K. Larsen

95

T.J. Maines and his wife,
Brenda, announce the birth of their
daughter, Gabriella Muriel Maines,
on Nov. 5, 2003; T.J. and Brenda are
thrilled. . . . Beth Herbert got mar-

ried in Providence, R.I., in September
to Neil Gibb (of London). Those in
attendance included Scott and Kerry
Knudsen Galson, Erin Mansur
and Jennifer Shatney, Hannah
Beech, Kathryn Swaggart Erickson
’94, Meilani Clark Schijvens, Coby
Reinhardt and Kristian Parker ’94.
“[We] spent two weeks eating our
way through southern Italy, dodging
cars and mopeds,” writes Beth. Beth
and Neil now live in London and
have been contracting with Internet
consultancies. They travel a lot around
Europe while the airlines wage price
wars. Meilani, who lives in Alaska, was
promoted to executive director of her
company, Southeast Conference, and
her first child was due on May 5. She
reports that Hannah Beech is now
the Shanghai bureau chief for Time
magazine. . . . Stephanie Brewster
Haen looked forward to spring in
Virginia Beach after a rough winter. “I
know it doesn’t compare with the New
England winter, but it was bad for those
of us whose blood has thinned since our
time in Maine,” writes Stephanie. Her
second son was due at the end of June.
Her first son, Brewster, is currently 15

heather boothe ’94 | from the redwood forests
“Did you know that it’s good luck to kiss
a banana slug?” Heather Boothe ’94 asked
playfully, right before retrieving one of the
yellow creatures to demonstrate a good luck
smooch for a visitor.
Good luck has blessed Boothe. She
spends her “working” days as a park ranger
in Muir Woods National Monument, just 12
miles north of the Golden Gate Bridge.
“People need beauty as well as bread,” Boothe said, and
beauty is what they find at Muir Woods, highlighted by scores of
redwood trees dating back centuries, even a thousand years.
The tallest tree rises 253 feet with a 13-foot diameter, but
each one conveys a sense of majesty and wonder. “Redwoods pick their conditions,” she explained. “Lots of
moisture, not too hot, not too cold.”
Boothe’s duties include everything from leading tours and wildflower walks to finding lost
children; from helping people who have missed a
tour bus to crafting publications and Web sites; from
greeting visiting VIPs to training new employees at other
national parks.
And what does it take to meet these diverse challenges? “Creativity, patience, perseverance,”Boothe
said. “You have to like people and you have to be a
team player.”
Liking people is a definite requisite, as
5,000 people visit Muir Woods on a busy
summer day. On a winter day it might slow
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to 1,000. “Muir Woods is a national park for people from all over the
world,” Boothe said with pride.
John Muir, the renowned conservationist, philosopher, scientist
and author (and the park’s namesake), once wrote: “This is the best
tree-lover’s monument that could possibly be found in all the forests
of the world.”
The natural path that led Boothe to the trails of Muir Woods began
at Colby, where she majored in American studies and minored in education. While in college she spent two summers at Acadia National
Park. After graduation she taught at a private school for two years,
working in the summers for the Redwoods National Park. She
assumed her first full-time position for the National Park Service
in 1998 at Whitman Mission National Historical Site in Walla
Walla, Wash., and eventually came to Muir Woods in 2001, a
homecoming for this native San Franciscan.
“I have to demonstrate a breadth of knowledge a mile
wide and an inch deep every day,” Boothe joked,
although her intense passion for her work could
hardly be termed shallow. “We’re introducing
most people to their first old-growth forest, providing renewal for the urban weary and giving school
kids the chance to experience and understand the
values of a place like this. It’s incredibly inspiring to
share a passion for learning and for the environment
with people of all ages from all places.
“I’m addicted to the Park Service. It
pulls you in and keeps you here. I’m on a
constant healthy high.”
—David Treadwell

farrell burns ’98
What she won The Charlotte Observer 10K Run for Peace in
Charlotte, N.C.
How long it took her 37 minutes and 38 seconds
Who came in second place Her training partner; they ran
together for four miles before Burns pulled away to win by 21
seconds
What she said when asked about the 30-degree temperature
and snow flurries “The weather was fine”
What she’s not A whiner
What else she ran this year The Olympic marathon trials in St.
Louis this past April along with 150 of America’s best long-distance runners
How she prepared By running 75 miles per week
How she qualified for the trials By running the 2002 Chicago
Marathon in 2 hours, 47 minutes and 7 seconds
Other races she’s won The Kiawah Island Marathon in 2001 and
the Kiawah Island Half Marathon in 2002
Her accomplishments as a Colby runner Three-time Division III
All-American in cross country, indoor track and outdoor track
months old and keeping her very busy.
“I don’t think I have ever been so tired
in my life! But I wouldn’t trade it for all
the world,” she said. . . . On February
20, Kara Toms gave birth to 8 lb. 2
oz. Maya Rebecca. Kara, her husband,
Dan Barnet, their first child, Celia, and
Maya live in northern Vermont and
are enjoying their time together. In
February, Kara met up with Lisa Zorn
and Lisa Kenerson in Burlington, Vt.
. . . Cheryl Johnson Dutrumble and
her husband now have two adorable
children—a boy and a girl. Cheryl
teaches high school in North Stonington, Conn. She recently talked to
Kim Beck, who is in Maryland doing
cancer research. She also reports that
Jennifer Gennaco and her husband
have bought a house in Maine and
just moved in. . . . Faisel Zaman got
married on Valentine’s Day 2004. He’s
moving to Philadelphia to start work
at the Hospital of the University of
Pennsylvania in August. He was one
of two Utah state representatives to
the American Medical Association in
Hawaii in December 2003 and met up
with Sonia Totten ’98 after many years.
. . . Michelle Grdina is still working
at Harvard University and in the fall
started a new position as assistant
director of classes and reunions. She
sees many of our classmates regularly,
including Kathy Christy, who works
just downstairs as the associate director
of development planning. In the fall,
Michelle and Kathy attended the wedding of Jen Benwood to Conrad Saam
’96 in Seattle. Also along were Alisa
Masson, who works for GE Capital
in Connecticut, Michelle Wyemura,

who is working as a physical therapist
in Seattle, and Alyson Angino Germain, who will have had either a baby
boy or girl by now! . . . I’m reporting
faithfully, but Colby can’t handle all of
our material. The full report for our
class is online at www.colby.edu/colby.
mag/90s.
—Yuhgo Yamaguchi

96

After a cross-country move
and the birth of their daughter, Madeleine, Anne Robinson Pollack and
husband Woody ’97 recently bought
their first house. Anne writes “It’s
wonderful after renting for six years
in pricey California. It’s been a crazy
year but we’re having fun!” . . . Also
on the move, Tom ’97 and Suzanne
Kulin Moffitt headed from Madison,
Wis., to Connecticut. Suzanne is
currently a speech-language pathologist in Trumbull, Conn., and loving
it. They recently took a three-week
trip to Africa, where they explored
South Africa, Zimbabwe, Botswana,
Zambia and Namibia. They visited
extended family in Botswana and say
they had an incredible time. Suzanne
reports that back at home they often
hang out with Susannah Kowal, who
not long ago closed on a condo in the
Boston area. . . . Andrew Rice was
recently written up in the Oklahoma
City Journal Record for his work as the
executive director of the Progressive
Alliance Foundation (Palfound). The
foundation aims to re-create the turnof-the-20th-century Chautauqua festivals, putting on tent revivals wherein
Americans can learn about and discuss
the major issues facing the nation. “It

is our mission to take information to
the people of Oklahoma so they can be
better participants in our democracy,”
Andrew says. . . . Jean-Michel Picher
writes that he spent the fall working
for Senator Kerry’s campaign in New
Hampshire. As of early March he was
bouncing around the country staging
and executing rallies and town-hall
events for the campaign. He writes:
“Who knows what’s next. It’s a blast.
Also, there are about seven former
Colby students on the campaign,
including Mike Cuzzi ’98, Spencer
Hutchins ’03 and Emily Boyle, a Jan
Plan intern /occasional event “ringer”
who is Class of 2006.” . . . Josh Morris
is teaching math at an international
school in Tegucigalpa, Honduras. He
saw Meghan Maguire last fall after
she completed her Peace Corps work
there. He writes, “It’s warm and the
school has a toucan!” . . . I’m reporting
faithfully, but Colby can’t handle all of
our material. The full report for our
class is online at www.colby.edu/colby.
mag/90s.
—Mark Mortensen

97 Hope everyone is well. Here’s

the latest. After seven years in New
York City, Peter Sheren is headed
for Hong Kong, where he will continue working for J. & W. Seligman
in Asian financial markets and playing
rugby. . . . Beth Traglia relocated to
Boston from San Francisco after five
years and is pursuing her master’s
in architecture. Beth congratulated
Denise Mailloux on her wedding to
John Bowden ’95 and said that Denise
is pursuing a degree in acupuncture
and traditional Chinese medicine. . . .
Kerry and Jason McIntosh welcomed
first child, Allison Jane, to the world
on October 15, 2003. . . . Liz Baker
recently was engaged to Bill Meehan
and has an August 2004 wedding
planned. The couple was introduced
by Linda Jenkins Van Arsdale at her
wedding last summer. . . . Since 2002
Nick Lamia has been in Edinburgh,
Scotland, where he runs an investment
office for Edward Jones and plays a
lot of golf. . . . JJ Eklund married
Mike McGawn on May 15 in Basalt,
Colo. . . . Kara Marchant Hooper
will complete her master’s at Bread

Loaf School of English this summer
in Vermont. . . . Linc Farr writes, “I
was the associate producer on Linda
Ellerbee’s documentary “Feeding the
Beast: The 24-Hour News Revolution,” which aired on the Trio Network
in February. It got great reviews in the
Washington Post and Wall Street Journal
despite having fewer viewers than a
test pattern.” . . . Jennifer Soules
lives in Coeur d’Alene, Idaho, and
works with the Idaho Department of
Fish and Game as the regional nongame biologist. . . . April Armstrong
Campbell remains the lead singer of
her Dedham, Mass., band, Common
Ground; she’s also a veterinary technician. . . . Suzanne Kulin ’96 and
Thomas Moffit spent three weeks
traveling around Botswana, South
Africa and Zimbabwe. He noted that
he had the “pleasure of outrunning
the Zambian border patrol.” . . . Adam
and Lauren Graham Harkins had
a daughter, Isabel, on January 24. . .
. Rick Unruh remains in Dedham,
Mass., where he is finishing his master’s
of engineering at MIT. His wife, Jenny,
was due to deliver their second child in
May. . . . I’m reporting faithfully, but
Colby can’t handle all of our material.
The full report for our class is online
at www.colby.edu/colby.mag/90s.
—Kimberly N. Parker

98 Julie Fidaleo writes that she

has finally graduated from law school
and is working at Arnold & Porter
in Washington, D.C., the same firm
she worked at as a legal assistant after
graduating from Colby. . . . Stu Willson writes that last February he left
his position at UBS Warburg, ready to
try something new, different and more
aligned with his personal interests. He
spent the spring and summer working
in marketing for a music festival and
planned to begin studying at Columbia
Business School in the fall. He’s currently helping start up a new music
channel called The Concert Network
(www.watchconcert.com). . . . Jon
Olinto and his friend Anthony Ackil
have teamed up with Anthony Rosenfeld ’97 to open up a new restaurant
in the South End of Boston. Called
b.good (www.bgood.com), this new
hotspot has been getting rave reviews

Photos of weddings or commitment ceremonies involving Colby alumni
may be submitted for use on “The Blue Light,” Colby’s alumni Web site.
Visit www.colby.edu/alumni/photos to view photos of weddings and other
alumni gatherings. Please identify all alumni pictured, including class
years. Send prints to Alumni Relations, 4310 Mayflower Hill, Waterville,
ME 04901-8843 or e-mail digital images to alumni@colby.edu.
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alumni at large
in the local press. B.good specializes
in serving traditional but healthy fast
food that is low-fat but still flavorful.
The address is 131 Dartmouth St. . . .
On the same note, Andrew Littell
writes that he is looking into opening
up a literature café called the Pink &
Blue Lights Café in Brooklyn, N.Y.
. . . Congratulations to Kate Conklin,
who’s getting married this summer!
She met her fiancé, Brian Anderson,
through a mutual Colby friend, and
their wedding was to take place in
Fairfield, Conn. . . . Congratulations
also are extended to Raj ’99 and Jen
Spiess Gupta, who had a baby boy,
Owen Gupta, on February 5. He might
be looking forward to the Class of
2025. . . . Jeff Oppenheimer (Opie)
writes that he was engaged to Heather
Davidson ’99 in October. She moved
to Boston from Connecticut in April
2002 and works at a nonprofit called
Hospitality Homes. Jeff also quit his
job last fall and enrolled in the Boston
Architectural Center, where he plans
to get his master’s in architecture. . . .
Leah Bernstein wrote that she was
getting married on April 24 to Michael
Jacobson in Westchester, N.Y. They
met over a microscope during her first
year of medical school, and both were
to graduate in June from Jefferson
Medical College in Philadephia, Pa.
Dawn Seckler was to be a bridesmaid at the wedding, with Melissa
Carpenter, Sam Sheridan, Mimi
Sotiriou ’99, Betsy Kies and Liza
Hillel all celebrating with them at
the wedding. . . . Harris Eisenstadt
continues his career as a professional
musician in Los Angeles. Tours in
2004 take him up and down the West
Coast, through the Southwest up to
Colorado, from Chicago to the East
Coast, to Europe again in September
and back to West Africa for an artist
residency in Tambacounda, Senegal.
. . . Claire Overgaag got married on
September 20, 2003, to Keith Barnaba and now lives in the Bay area and
works as a nurse practitioner. Louisa
Williams ’99 and Claudia Zimmer ’99
were both bridesmaids for the big day.
. . . Liz Magyar reported that she was
finishing up her M.B.A. at Dartmouth’s
Tuck Business School and would
graduate in June. She is getting married in August on the Maine coast to
Ben Stockwell ’00 and planned to have
many Colby alumni in attendance. . .
. Mike Cuzzi continues to work for
John Kerry’s presidential campaign.
He was living and working in N.H.
through the primary and now is traveling nationally on the advance staff.
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I’m reporting faithfully, but Colby can’t
handle all of our material. The full
report for our class is online at www.
colby.edu/colby.mag/90s.
—Brian M. Gill

00

James Mason reports that he’s
set to receive his master’s of science in
biology/ecology in December 2004 at
the University of North Carolina at
Charlotte. He is currently studying the
effects of urbanization on the nesting
success and dispersal of barred owls in
and around Charlotte, N.C. He also
has been a TA teaching plant biology
labs for the biology department. James
recently got engaged to Suzanne Savin,
a graduate of Clemson University
and a fellow student in the graduate
program. They are planning a spring
2005 wedding.
—Reba Libby

01

I want to extend condolences on
behalf of the entire class to the family
and the many friends of Chris Cady,
who lost his life last January in a skiing
accident in France. Our thoughts are
with you. . . . Many of us are in New
York. I work at Gotham Magzine as
the photo editor under uber-chic
editor in chief Jason Oliver Nixon
’92. Michelle Chandler now works
for super interior designer Bunny
Williams. Melinda Mraz rocks the
finance world at Lehman Bros. Rachel
Rokicki works at Penguin Books, and
roommate Katie Stewart works at
Nickelodeon. . . . Emily Mahlman
moved down to Philly, Pa., to write
for their top morning news network. .
. . Becky Munsterer is still illuminating readers with her fabulous writing.
. . . Piper Elliott and JJ Abodeely
celebrated their wedding in Edwards,
Colo., in August 2003 before a fabulous
honeymoon in Brazil. . . . Congrats
to Jason Freedman on his engagement to fellow Stanford Law student
Michelle Visser. . . . Congrats also to
Cindy Rosenbaum and Matt Wisnioski on their engagement. . . . And
to Sarah Richards and Dubek Kim
’99 on their 2003 wedding! . . . Abbie
Parker and Marc McEwen’s wedding
is approaching this August. . . . Todd
Miner, in Mali with the Peace Corps,
is teaching some English and doing
some business consulting. . . . Chad
Creelman lives in San Diego, Calif.,
and accepted a position as director of
IT for the general business group at
the College Loan Corporation. He
bikes or runs along the coast. . . . Sarah
Meehan lives in Boston and started a
doctoral program in clinical psychol-

ogy at the Massachusetts School of
Professional Psychology. . . . Rob
Webb finished his first year of law
school at the University of Chicago
and is working for a law firm in Boston
this summer. . . . Kelly Falsani works
for Minnesota Congressman Martin
Sabo in Washington, D.C. She was
looking forward to the weddings of
Williams-Hall (2001) and Todd Poling
’98-Hamilton early this summer. . . .
Jutika Kalghatgi is currently doing
her master’s in international communications at the University of Leeds
in England. Debbie Schwartz sailed
across from the U.S. to the U.K.
and met up with Jutika in England.
. . . Liz Frankel is still working at
Manhattan Theatre Club in N.Y.C.
. . . Karin Felmly is teaching fourth
grade in Portland, Maine. . . . Beth
Monahan is working in finance at
Atlantic Trust in Boston. . . . Lambie
Bickford is still working, living and
running in Austin, Texas. . . . Kristin Moresi is in her first year of law
school at Wake Forest School of Law
in North Carolina and was to spend the
summer working in the Suffolk County
DA’s office in Boston; she’ll attend a
summer law program in Venice. . . .
Sarah Belanger’s exciting news was
her internship two years ago on The Fog
of War, a 2004 Oscar winner for Best
Documentary Feature. . . . Buddies:
Becky Downing works at Colby in
admissions, Calla Fankhanel works
for Operation Smile in Norfolk, Va.,
and Shanna Brownstein ’02 lives in
Northampton, Mass. . . . Bethany
Knorr just finished an M.S. at the
Thayer School at Dartmouth. . . . Jess
Alex is moving out to New Mexico
with Patrick Keenan ’00 this summer.
. . . Martha Beebe is currently
deciding between graduate nursing
programs at Yale and Columbia. . . .
Mark Paustenbach is working in the
research/communications department
of the Democratic National Committee in Washington, D.C., and runs into
Brad Wand. . . . Erin Rogers lives
in Los Angeles, where she’s finishing
up her M.F.A. at USC’s film school.

She was looking forward to being
in Maggie Kidd’s wedding in April
along with Melissa Trout and Kate
Thompson. . . . Nyasha Pfukwa
expected to work at an internship in
Washington, D.C., at the American
Red Cross Headquarters until May,
then graduate from Lesley University
with a master’s in international development. . . . Nathan Boland works
in Baton Rouge, La., with Teach For
America and recently became engaged
to a fellow corps member, Elizabeth
Nydegger. He plans on moving to Baltimore, Md., to attend graduate school.
. . . Laura West is in a master’s program
for secondary education in biology at
DePaul University in Chicago. She
often sees Jackie Ogutha, who is in
medical school at the University of
Chicago. . . . Cara Erdheim is working
on her Ph.D. in English literature at
Fordham University in New York City.
She also student teaches (she plans to
go into academia in the future) and
continues her figure skating. . . . I’m
reporting faithfully, but Colby can’t
handle all of our material. The full
report for our class is online at www.
colby.edu/colby.mag/00s.
—Dana D. Fowler

02

Briana Wright and Nick Bizier
’01 spent last summer living in a tipi
along the Gallatin River outside of
Bozeman, Mont. They hoped to
return this summer. . . . And this
summer, after finishing up his job
running Colby Cares About Kids,
Eric Laurits was going to work with
at-risk youth in N.H. This fall he’s
heading to the National Theatre
Conservatory for three years to get
his M.F.A. in acting.
—Lydia Terry

03 Hello, everyone! Erin Estey

is in Honduras, currently serving
as an agriculture-natural resources
volunteer for the Peace Corps. She
writes that she is extremely happy in
the warmth of Honduras and elated
that she escaped the Maine winters.
. . . Garrett Kephart is still teaching

milestones
Marriages: Jennifer C. Brown ’00 to Whitney Thayer Fellows ’00 in Jaffrey,
N.H.  Heidi M. Roy ’02 to Chris Miller in Presque Isle, Maine.
Births: A daughter, Katarina Elizabeth Kendall, to John and Kelley Moore
Kendall ’00.
Deaths: Kathleen R. McGuire ’03, May 21, 2004, in Rockville, Md., at 22.

for a program that sends him to various spots throughout the world. He
moved on from Jamaica and is now in
Sydney, Australia, surfing, traveling,
eating kebabs and, yes, teaching. . . .
Aliya Al-Aufy and Jill Gutekunst are
still living large in Prague. . . . London
has become home to Sarah Dean,
who writes that she has been living
there since September, is working
at a small international development
organization and is loving it. She also
said that Lillie Meyers was living in
London for a few months as well and
that it was great to have a classmate
around. . . . Meade Barlow has
returned from a 38,000-mile abroad
experience. While traveling around
the globe he worked for six months in
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, and a smaller
town just outside of Ho Chi Minh City,
Vietnam, with HIV-positive orphans.
He then continued his travels to Japan,
Thailand, New Zealand, Oregon,
Denver, Colo., Jackson Hole, Wyo.,
and back to N.Y.C., where he will start
med school at Mt. Sinai in the fall.

Quite the trip. . . . Tom Sterio will
start dental school at UConn this fall.
. . . Courtney Smith is busy taking
classes to fulfill the prerequisites in
order to start physical therapy school
in September. She is living in Boulder,
Colo., with Amity Burr and loving the
mountains and the sun. . . . Joanne
Moy is currently in her first year of
a master’s in architecture program at
Washington University in St. Louis.
She also passed along the word that
Kristen Vaughn is preparing to hike
the Appalachian Trail. . . . Kate Carroll is living in Baltimore and taking
classes in order to apply to a physician’s
assistant program at Yale in the fall.
She says she regularly sees Alexis
Bond, who is working on her Ph.D.
in chemistry at Johns Hopkins. Kate
also mentioned that Beth Dushman
is doing well at UC-Davis and recently
got to go down in Alvin, the submersible used on the Titanic, for a firsthand
view of hydrothermal vents in the
Pacific. . . . Some big news from Erin
Reed, who is through her first year of

her neuroscience Ph.D. program at
Case Western Reserve University in
Cleveland. She writes that on January
29, 2004, Tom Geaghan ’02 proposed.
They haven’t set a date yet, but they
are thinking sometime in late summer
2005. Congrats, Erin! . . . Many folks
are in the working world as well.
Julie Blossom is in Santa Fe, N.M.,
working as a veterinary assistant and
planning on applying to vet school in
the fall. She said she hasn’t given up
completely on acting, as she was in a
short 12-minute film last fall. . . . Pat
Koch is out in San Diego, working
as a market analyst for a commercial
real estate firm. He writes that he sees
PK Marshall much too often and as
a result his work performance is lagging, but all is good with the beach
just three blocks from his apartment.
. . . I’m reporting faithfully, but Colby
can’t handle all of our material. The
full report for our class is online at
www.colby.edu/colby.mag/00s.
—Lauren Tiberio

2000s Correspondents
2000
Reba Libby
89 Morrison Avenue
Somerville, MA 02144
classnews2000@alum.colby.edu
2001
Dana D. Fowler
353 East 78th Street, 11B
New York, NY 10022
classnews2001@alum.colby.edu
2002
Lydia Terry
819 Marquette Street
Dallas, TX 75225
classnews2002@alum.colby.edu
2003
Lauren Tiberio
131 Valley View Drive
Wethersfield, CT 06109-2621
classnews2003@alum.colby.edu

justin amirault ’01 | taste the coffee
“I’ve always liked coffee,” admitted Justin
Amirault ’01, “but I used to like bad coffee
with lots of cream and sugar. The term ‘regular
coffee’ should mean black, not with cream and
sugar, because black is the way coffee is supposed to be drunk!”
A native of Plymouth, Mass., Justin Amirault
did more than drink “bad coffee” at Colby. He
majored in economics, played soccer and “met
friends from all over the world.” Today, Amirault likes good coffee and
knows good coffee, for now he is a taster and buyer at Coffee Holding
Company in New York City. He gets his kicks not from soccer but from
tasting coffee beans from around the world and creating new coffees
that will satisfy the most demanding and/or price sensitive client.
Amirault started his coffee career with Premier Roasters in San
Francisco in what he terms a “sales logistics” role. But he
soon became fascinated with the coffee side of the
coffee business: the taste, the aroma, the ineffable
process of moving from raw green coffee bean to
good marketable coffee.
When the top taster/tester at
Premier Roasters retired, Amirault was
assigned to take the job as he’d shown
such a talent for the art of coffee.
Coffee companies buy green
coffee in the millions of pounds,
often sealing multi-million dollar
deals with a handshake. The companies receive a constant flow of
free samples from growers eager to
sell their beans in this highly com-

petitive business. So Amirault is constantly tasting and testing. “You
have to have a grasp of flavors, aromas and colors,” he explained, “and
you have to be willing to learn. I’m into trial-and-error every day, trying
new things, new mixtures. Sometimes we get some real bad stuff, what
we call skunk beans that have already been fermented. But we also get
in some exquisite beans.”
Tasting coffee, incidentally, is not unlike tasting wine. In fact, it’s
exactly like it: sipping, swirling, spitting. “It’s been done the same way
for hundreds of years,” he said.
While Amirault laughingly admits to being a coffee snob, he knows
his challenge is pleasing the client, not just his own sense of good
taste. “A private label client will give me criteria. ‘Make our coffee
taste like Starbucks.’ Or ‘Match Folger’s Hazlenut.’ And people in the
south often like a chicory flavor, dating way back to Civil War days.
What matters is what they want, not what I would drink.”
In addition to the subtleties of taste, Amirault faces the
pressure of price. In other words a client who essentially
says, “Give me the coffee that tastes like I want it to taste
at a price that I can afford to pay.”
Amirault possesses the patience and the palate
to satisfy the tastes and pocketbooks of his clients.
And he derives much satisfaction in return. “It’s an
interesting job and a lot of responsibility for a
24-year-old: putting together from scratch what
someone wants within their price range. My
position is well respected in this business,”
he notes. Then he adds, his artistic side
emerging, “There’s also a timeless romantic aspect to the job. Behind every cup of
coffee, there’s been someone like me.”
—David Treadwell
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O B I T U A R I E S
Dorothy Harmon-White Lamoreau ’22, February 10, 2004, in Port
Charlotte, Fla., at 101. She had a
long and varied career in teaching,
retail, home demonstration and, with
her husband, in the auction business
before she moved to Florida in 1996.
She is survived by her daughter, Nancy
Lewis, three grandchildren and seven
great-grandchildren.
Dorothy Gould Conant ’27, April
4, 2004, in Gorham, Maine, at 97.
She was a teacher for many years,
primarily in the area of Brunswick
and Topsham, Maine. After retirement she traveled and participated in
Elderhostel programs. She is survived
by her son, Bernie M. Conant Jr.,
three grandchildren and two greatgrandchildren.
Mildred Tupper Van Wart ’28, February 2, 2004, in Maine, at 97. She was
secretary-treasurer at Husson College
in Bangor, Maine. Survivors include
her husband, Lloyd Van Wart.
Susan Stevens Watson ’28, June 6,
2004, in South Portland, Maine, at 96.
She taught in Maine at Milbridge High
School, Monson Academy and Sullivan and Sedgwick high schools until
her marriage in 1941. Predeceased by
her husband, Russell E. Watson, she
is survived by her daughter, Susanne
W. Sinclair, her grandson, Stephen R.
Langlois ’85, her great-granddaughter
and several nieces and nephews.
Helen Chase Pardey ’30, April 3,
2004, in Keene, N.H., at 94. She
received a master’s from Middlebury
College and was an English teacher for
many years, concluding her career in
the Middleboro (Mass.) School District. Predeceased by several College
relatives, she is survived by her half
sister, Mary Chase Howe ’67, six grandchildren, several great-grandchildren
and nieces and nephews, including
William Chase ’62.
Katherine King Blanchard ’35, April
17, 2004, in Rochester, N.Y., at 93.
She was an accomplished pianist and
owner, with her husband of 61 years,
Boyd Blanchard, of the Christian
Bookstore in Rochester. Predeceased
by her sister, Eleanor King Smith ’30,
she is survived by her daughters, Judy
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William B. Miller, June 28, 2004, in Waterville, Maine. Born in 1916,
he received his A.B. from Harvard College in 1939 and his Ph.D. in art
history at Columbia University in 1961. In 1950 he married Margaret
Koons and they spent the following year at the American Academy in
Rome, each recipients of Fulbright Scholarships. He came to Colby in 1956,
and was a professor of history of art and architecture until his retirement
in 1982, and was known for his fine calligraphy. His relationship with
the College endured; he chatted with friends at a reception at the Colby
College Museum of Art the day before his death. His two daughters,
Charlotte and Kate Miller, three grandchildren, a sister and several nieces
and nephews survive him.
David G. C. Bridgman, April 29, 2004, in Augusta, Maine, at 84. A
passionate educator who taught American history at Colby from 1955 to
1978, he was a cryptanalyst in the U.S. Army in Germany and Holland
during World War II. He was an outspoken campaigner against the use
of nuclear weapons and, later, nuclear power. Survivors include his wife
of 56 years, Barbara Tremaine Robinson Bridgman, a son, two daughters
and his sister.
Avedisian and Penny Fisher, three
granddaughters, a grandson, nine
great-grandchildren and seven nieces
and nephews.
Arthur L. Spear ’36, February 12,
2003, in Natick, Mass., at 88. He
served in the Signal Corps in World
War II. Later he held positions in production control and purchasing with
several companies, including General
Dynamics and United Engineers and
Constructors Inc. Survivors include his
wife, Betty, and a son and daughter.
Harriet Weibel Buyniski ’37,
December 22, 2003, in Ohio, at 88.
She trained in social work at the
University of Pittsburgh. She was
predeceased by her husband, Edward
F. Buyniski ’35. Survivors include
a son, Edward F. Buyniski Jr. ’63, a
daughter, Rose Buyniski Eriksson
’68, and her brother-in-law Theodore
Buyniski ’47.
Rudolph Jacoby Jr. ’38, February
28, 2004, in Brockton, Mass., at 90.
A Navy veteran of World War II, he
worked in banking in Boston. For
several years before retirement he was
employed by the state of Massachusetts
as an engineer. He is survived by his
friend Paul Sickoll and several nieces
and nephews.
Helen Foster Jenison ’38, November 1, 2003, in Smithfield, R.I., at 87.
Before World War II she taught in
central Maine schools. In the mid-

1960s she was a substitute teacher
in Cranston and Ponaganset, R.I.
She leaves a son, Richard E. Jenison,
two granddaughters and three greatgrandchildren.
Betty Herd Sanders ’38, April 1,
2004, in West Springfield, Mass., at
86. She attended Bay Path Institute
before raising her family. Predeceased
by her husband, Wayne B. Sanders ’37,
her brother, John A. Herd ’32, and
her sister, Dorothy Herd Hendrickson ’35, she leaves three daughters,
Constance Hoey, Cynthia Sanders
Ingalls ’73 and Pamela Letourneau,
three grandchildren and several nieces
and nephews.
Maine Hills Jr. ’39, March 17, 2004,
in Belfast, Maine, at 86. He served
with the Army Air Corps in World
War II, ending as a pilot instructor. He
graduated from New England College
of Pharmacy in Massachusetts and
operated Hills Rexall Drug Store in
Belfast for many years. He is survived
by his wife of 55 years, Ruby Hills,
four children, two grandchildren, two
nephews and a niece.
Marion Crawford Hutchinson ’39,
February 28, 2004, in Georgia, at 87.
She taught English at the Pennsylvania State University-DuBois for 10
years and later published two books
of poetry. Predeceased by her husband, Gilbert E. Hutchinson ’39, she
raised three children and had several
grandchildren.

Sylvia Ross Manheimer ’39, March
22, 2004, in Mission Viejo, Calif., at
85. She was a mathematics teacher
at Biddeford (Maine) High School,
then held the rank of lieutenant in
the WAVES during World War II.
She leaves her husband, Leon H.
Manheimer, her daughters, Joan and
Sandra, a grandson and granddaughter
and her brother, Phil Ross.
Thomas E. Elder ’40, March 10,
2004, in Gainesville, Fla., at 86.
During World War II he worked
with Pan Am-Africa Ltd. setting up
bomber bases in Africa. After recovering from severe burns, he continued
with PAA/Panagra and PAA/Guided
Missiles Range Division for 25 years.
He and his wife, Bici, met while he
worked in Brazil. In the 1970s he was
a commercial cinematographer and
hypnotherapist.
Shirley J. Maddocks Hatch ’40, February 29, 2004, in Windham, Maine,
at 86. She earned an M.A. from the
University of New Hampshire and
for 32 years taught English and Latin
at Searsport (Maine) High School,
Woodbury High School in Salem,
N.H., and Maine’s Ricker Classical
Institute and Fryeburg Academy. She
was a member of environmental, peace
and animal rights organizations. Her
husband, Cleon H. Hatch ’40, predeceased her. She is survived by a brother
and sister, Lewis I. Maddocks and Flora
Maddocks Fairfield, and several nieces,
nephews and cousins.
Gardner Oakes ’40, December 15,
2003, in New York, at 84. He was an
insurance broker, a commercial bank
officer and municipal purchasing
agent before retiring to care for his
wife, Maud, who predeceased him.
He was the father of two daughters
and a son.
Mildred Ogren Dakin ’41, March
5, 2004, in Sutton, Mass., at 83. She
graduated from Worcester State
College. With her husband, she
operated Dakin’s farm and farmstand
in Sutton for many years. She also
taught at the Thomas Street School
in Worcester. Survivors include her
two sons, Curtis Dakin and Robert
Dakin, a brother, five grandchildren

and a great-granddaughter.
Marjorie Arey O’Connor ’41, February 11, 2004, in Portland, Maine, at
85. She earned a B.S. in speech and
hearing rehabilitation from SUNYNew Paltz and worked as a nurse
rehabilitation practitioner at the
Veterans Administration Hospital in
Castle Point, N.Y. She is survived by a
daughter, Christina Rousseau, a sister,
Charlotte Arey Hoppe ’43, a brother
and three grandchildren.
Thelma Bassett Cornell Strout
’41, March 7, 2004, in Portland,
Maine, at 84. During World War II
she was a research chemist at MIT
working on nerve gas. From 1946 to
1970 she represented Orono in the
Maine House of Representatives and
was active in numerous political and
medical organizations. In 1970 she
moved to Portland, where she was a
real estate broker. She is survived by
her husband, Warren Strout, three
children, including John Cornell ’65
and Catherine Cornell ’74, two stepchildren, six grandchildren, including Jared Cornell ’91 and Alexandra
Cornell ’97, and a sister.
Myrtle “Connie” Condon Blodgett
’43, February 13, 2004, in East
Orange, N.J., at 81. She was a teacher
in Hancock, Winterport and Sanford,
Maine, schools. After her marriage
she taught at the high school in East
Orange and was organist at the First
Unitarian Church of Orange and a
member of Probe Theater, a traveling theater company. She is survived
by her husband, Malcolm Blodgett, a
daughter, a son, seven grandchildren
and a great-granddaughter.
Frederick B. McAlary Sr. ’43, April
25, 2004, in Rockport, Maine, at 82.
During World War II he participated
in five European Theater campaigns
with the 80th Infantry Division.
During 40 years with the Bangor Daily
News he was retail advertising manager
and advertising manager. He also was
active in many Bangor community
activities. Surviving are his wife of 60
years, Josephine Pitts McAlary ’44, a
daughter, a son, three grandchildren,
four great-grandchildren, his brother,
Eugene A. McAlary ’35, and his sister,
Ann McAlary Sevrens ’48.
Vivian Maxwell Brown ’44, October 13, 2003, in New York, at 83. She
worked in public relations for the College, taught French in grade school in

Melrose, Mass., was office manager for
the Red Cross in Hornell, N.Y., and on
the Humane Society board of directors.
She served the College as class president
and class correspondent. Predeceased
by her husband, John W. Brown ’49,
and a brother, Robert J. Maxwell ’49,
she is survived by her daughter, Hillary
Brown Pappas.
Dorothy Holtman Coulson ’44,
August 19, 2003, in Florida, at 81. In
the 1950s she worked as a secretary to a
U.S. senator from Maryland and in the
investment business. Later she was an
underwriter for John Hancock Mutual
Life in Boston. Survivors include her
son, James H. Lyon.
Robert E. Urie ’46, March 6, 2004,
in Bradenton, Fla., at 80. A Navy
veteran of World War II, he owned
and operated Calley and Currier Co.
in Bristol, N.H. Survivors include
his wife, Bertha, two daughters, two
stepdaughters, two grandchildren and
a brother.
Lester J. Burton ’48, March 3, 2004,
in Lewiston, Maine, at 82. He was
employed for many years as a salesman for Paule Chemical Co., which
serviced the shoe and leather industry
throughout Maine. He is survived by
his wife, Priscilla Burton, and several
nieces and nephews.
Jeannette Mill Brennan ’53, February 3, 2004, in Washington, D.C.,
at 71. She held banking positions in
New York and later pursued a long
career with the First Bank of Texas
in Dallas before retiring in 1999. She
also competed in crossword puzzle
tournaments and sang in many choral
groups, including the Oratorio Society
of New York. Survivors include her
three daughters, Elizabeth Brennan
Parsons, Margaret Brennan Griffin
and Sarah Brennan Green, and four
grandchildren.
Sheila McDonald Gilman ’58, March
5, 2004, in Newport, Maine, at 67. She
graduated from Tufts University with a
degree in pre-school education, taught
for two years in Corinna, Maine, and
was active in the Newport community
after raising her family. She is survived
by her husband, Goodwin O. Gilman, a
daughter, two sons, a sister, two brothers and seven grandchildren
Jane Germer Krebs ’62, May 1,
2004, in Grosse Pointe, Mich., at

64. She began her career in health
research with Cornell University
Medical College in New York. Later
she earned a Ph.D. at the University of
Michigan and was an adjunct professor
at Oakland University in Rochester,
Mich. She and her husband, William
H. Krebs, owned Industrial Health
Sciences, Inc., in Grosse Pointe Park,
Mich. She is survived by her husband,
a son and daughter, a stepson and
stepdaughter and her brother, sister,
nieces and nephews.
Priscilla Newbert Mather ’63, May
8, 2004, in Portsmouth, N.H., at 62.
She was a homemaker after teaching
French at Dover-Sherborn (Mass.)
Regional High School from 1963 to
1969. She is survived by her husband,
Richard C. Mather, and two sons.
Allen H. Throop ’66, April 12,
2004, in Corvallis, Ore., at 59. He
received an M.S. from Arizona State
University and was employed as a
mining and exploration geologist in
Canada, Arizona and Australia. He
worked in the coal processing industry
in Pennsylvania before moving to the
Oregon Department of Geology and
Mineral Industries. Recently he taught
geology courses at Linfield College
and was a geological consultant. He
was an avid backpacker, bicyclist,
cross-country skier and canoeist. He
is survived by his wife, Janet Meyer
Throop ’66, his son, his daughter, a
sister and a brother.
Betty R. Ciaffone ’69, October 10,
2003, in Florida, at 55. She earned an
M.B.A. at Georgia State University.
Throughout her career in international banking, she traveled extensively
and lived in several countries. She is
survived by her parents, Charles P. and
Rose Ciaffone, two brothers and five
nieces and nephews.
Luthene “Luke” Gilman Kimball
’73, April 21, 2004, in Milford, Mass.,
at 53. He was employed by Jordan
Marsh stores and others in the retail
industry before he moved into sales
and marketing and consulting. At the
time of his death he was a commodity
specialist at E.M.C. Corp. in Franklin,
Mass. He was active in the Boy Scouts
and coached Hopkinton, Mass., youth
basketball and soccer. Besides his wife,
Linda Kimball, survivors include
his two sons, his mother, a brother,
two sisters and several nieces and
nephews.

Lucinda Johnson Clark ’76, June
11, 2004, in Conway, S.C., at 49. She
earned a master’s at Leslie University
in Boston and taught children with
learning disabilities at the Landmark
School in Beverly Farms, Mass., and in
Kuwait. Surviving are a sister, Nancy J.
Anderson, a nephew and two nieces.
Shirley Cunningham Garuti ’76,
February 17, 2004, in Boston, Mass.,
at 49, of injuries after being struck by
a vehicle driven by her ex-husband,
who was charged with her murder.
She taught Spanish for eight years at
her alma mater, Silver Lake Regional
High School, in Kingston, Mass.
Survivors include, a son and daughter,
her parents and a niece.
Virginia Bousam Sitz ’86, March
25, 2004, in Farmington, Maine, at
40. A world traveler, a rock hound,
an accomplished skier, she was
instrumental in founding a private
elementary school in Indonesia dedicated to preserving Balinese traditions.
She also actively raised funds for the
Keep Kids in School project in Bali.
She is survived by her husband, Steven
Sitz, three daughters, her mother,
her brother and several aunts, uncles,
cousins, nieces and nephews.
Kathleen R. McGuire ’03, May
21, 2004, in Rockville, Md., at 22, of
cancer. Born with a severe hearing
impairment, she was a volunteer and
advocate for hearing-impaired children and adults. A lifelong member
of the Girl Scouts, she won the Gold
Award, the highest honor the organization bestows, for her booklet, “The
Real World in the Eyes of Hard of
Hearing Teenagers.” She is survived by
her parents, Robert A. and Elizabeth
A.H. McGuire, a sister, two brothers
and a grandmother.
Ruth Brancaccio, March 7, 2004, in
Portland, Maine, at 67. Co-founder of
Social Action Theater at the College,
she promoted social justice and America’s multicultural richness through
all the plays she directed, produced
or adapted. She received an M.A. in
theater studies from Royal Holloway
College, University of London, and
later co-directed Colby’s academic
program in London. She is survived
by her husband, Professor of English
Emeritus Patrick Brancaccio, two sons,
a daughter and six grandchildren.
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the last page
pride in the
poorest nation
By Christopher Bauer ’02

“Roche nan dlo pa konn doule roche nan soley” (The rock in the water
does not know the existence of the rock in the sun)
It is nearly 5 a.m., the sun is only just up, and I find myself awake
unwillingly. From the dirt road that faces my house I hear the intermittent voices of women singing and laughing. You can tell it is market day
because they balance baskets on their heads while they force their donkeys up into the hills to the next town. A colorful assortment of stuff haphazardly adorns their animals: mangoes, avocados, oranges, dried black
beans, corn, homemade chairs, brooms, baskets in straw saddle packs.
The women call out rhythmic morning greetings to the homes of extended
family members as they pass. As I awake to a new day in the rural village
of Roche Plate, Haiti, I feel I am looking at a people who have struggled in
these hills without change since their independence, 200 years ago.
As a Peace Corps volunteer I arrived in this village nearly a year and
a half ago with a conflicted conscience. How could I be an effective
agroforesty extentionist when the differences between us were so vast and
identifiable and the similarities so few? The most immediate difference,
the difference in our wealth, was the one I felt most ill-equipped to handle
beyond some vague sense of sympathy. As residents of the poorest nation
in the Western Hemisphere, the people of Haiti live at a level far below
what I considered poverty.
To my surprise it was the members of my community who made the
first move towards bridging that gap. Upon my arrival I found a number of
farmers cheerfully calling at my door, showing their appreciation with bags
of the fruit that sustains them.
I was struck dumb. Their unassuming generosity left me fumbling
for ways to signify gratitude. In my travels around Haiti I saw this polite
thoughtfulness everywhere. Many Haitians went out of their way to be
helpful. More important, however, was that the farmers’ gestures welcomed me to the networks of neighbors, friends and families that made up
their community.
Gradually I began to see for myself where our differences ended. Working as an agroforesty extentionist, I saw how those same farmers couldn’t
afford to save seeds from one season to the next. They needed all their
crop revenues against the inevitable turn of ill health in their families. Their
situation was made even more difficult by the denuded countryside that
allowed their plots to erode into the sea with each rainfall. Separately, as
a teacher in the local schools, I experienced the parents’ frustration when
their children could not attend school for prolonged periods due to political
roadblocks in the city that prevented teachers from reaching our classrooms in the countryside.
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Farmers in a mountainous region of Haiti en route to market with produce.
Writer Christopher Bauer ’02, a Peace Corps volunteer, says he was
impressed by rural Haitians’ quiet courage and dignity, even as the country
was torn by civil unrest.
Finally I let go of the barriers that I used to define and separate us, and
in doing so I began to see their humanity in everything they did. I realized that these people were mothers who cared about their children and
only wanted the best for their future. I recognized that these people were
fathers who would overexert themselves on infertile plots just to put a meal
on the table. These realizations gave me a painful sense of connection
because they signified that these people, my friends, were like me. They
were striving for the same basic goals in their lives that I or any one of my
college classmates would seek in our own.
Haiti has, of late, drawn our attention once again, and predictably
pictures of burning tires or violence seemed to dominate the media’s
coverage. The main story covered the actions of rebel groups composed
of poor urban political thugs who have been assembled and armed by
exiled criminals. These groups succeeded in undermining the environment of relative security in the country and forced many to flee, including
the Peace Corps volunteers. Yet these groups, galvanized by opposition to
what they simply do not like, cannot blaze a path of prosperity for Haiti.
Thugs with guns are able to grab the headlines. Unfortunately, those
with donkeys and hand tools cannot manipulate the media in the same
way to bolster their cause. These Haitian peasants, my friends, have
struggled here one day at a time for all of their history. The violence and
poverty that surrounds them and those stories that fill our news broadcasts
only serve as a backdrop to their more immediate task of feeding themselves and staying healthy today. While these political actions can only
serve to strangle the hardworking rural poor in the short term, these unnoticed people, I learned, will persevere, as they have through their country’s
history—proud to be Haitian.

it’s what we do...
I’ll never forget the day I got my acceptance letter to Colby. The first word I
remember seeing was “Congratulations.” Then, right away I looked at the
financial aid package and I almost cried. My dad thought it was too good to be
true and insisted on calling the financial aid office before I got too excited. I called
everyone I knew to tell them I was going to Colby College!
My first year at Colby was the best year of my life. My family got me interested
in the outdoors through camping, fishing, and hiking, and I’ve decided to pursue
my passion for the environment by majoring in environmental policy. This major
requires me to study a wealth of interesting fields such as economics, chemistry,
government, physics, and biology in addition to environmental
studies courses.
My life has significantly changed for the better
thanks to your generosity. I cannot even put
into words how much I love every aspect of
my new life at Colby.

Thank You
Randa Capponi ’06
Steep Falls, Maine

Environmental Studies

it’s what alumni do
The Colby Alumni Fund
800-311-3678

www.colby.edu/afgift
Every Gift Counts

Faculty Authors
at the Colby Bookstore
Girl Fighting
Betrayal and Rejection Among Girls
Examining the way our culture
portrays and reinforces meanness
in girls and the affect this has on
girls themselves, psychologist and
educator Lyn Mikel Brown
delivers a new eye-opening
perspective on girlhood.
By allowing girls’ voices to be
heard, Brown reveals the
contradictory realities they face,
helping us better understand
their complex situation.
Hardcover $27.95

Lyn Mikel Brown
Associate Professor of Education and
Women’s, Gender and Sexuality Studies

Colby Bookstore, Roberts Building, Waterville, ME 04901
tel 800-727-8506/207-872-3609
e-mail: bookstore@colby.edu web: www.colby.edu/bookstore
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One Committed Crew
Colby rowers find that crew is
more than a sport. Page 30

